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Abstract

Real-time systems need to exploit high-speed parallel processing technology to meet

their strict timing requirements. A general parallel architecture may have mult
stages connected in a pipeline, where each stage has multiple servers.

This thesis deals with performance analysis of such parallel real-time

systems. A regular pipeline model is proposed as a mathematically tractable mode

A concept of optimal instance blocking is introduced to achieve flow balance at
stage. A minimum-response-priority-assignment algorithm is presented to achieve
the minimum end-to-end response time for each task. A concept of instance

distribution is introduced to schedule a task whose execution time is greater t
period.
A general model for a pipelined multi-server parallel real-time system is
developed in stages, starting from a single server model. Each modelling stage
uses results from the previous stages. The final performance model provides a

schedulability test; calculates end-to-end task response times, required buffer
and optimal hardware capacity; and includes an optimal scheduling algorithm for
each stage.

The model has been validated by simulation. The limitations of the model are

discussed. The model is theoretical rather than practical to achieve mathematica

tractability. However it gives us predictable upper-bound estimates for the sys
performance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background

Real-time systems are time-critical systems in which tasks have timing deadlin
well as their functional requirements (Krishna and Lee, 1994). Parallel processing
architectures can help real-time systems to meet these timing requirements more
effectively than single processing architectures can. T o design and evaluate such
systems, a performance model which can estimate the performance of parallel realtime systems is necessary.
There are two requirements for a real-time system to achieve its desired
performance goal. The first is to provide a flow balance between the request rate
of each task and its completion-rate (or throughput) during the peak-time interval:
the two rates have to be the same. The second is to guarantee that the response
times for all tasks must be less than or equal to their deadlines. If the system fails
to meet the first requirement, a throughput failure occurs and the system overflows
(or overloads), and some request(s) m a y be refused, which m a y result in the loss of
the associated input data. Even if the first requirement is met, there is still a chance
that the second requirement cannot be met. If the system fails to meet the second
requirement, a response failure occurs. A throughput failure implies a response
failure because the refused request will have an indefinite response time. A realtime system has a guaranteed capacity if it has no throughput failure and no
response failure.
Given such time critical requirements, it is inevitable that real-time systems
will exploit high-speed parallel processing technology. Single processing real-time
systems have limitations in their processing power while parallel processing real-
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time systems can schedule any set of tasks. Parallelism can be achieved by two
methods of resource/task partitioning: multi-staging and multi-server. V a n Zandt
(1992) referred to multi-staging as function partitioning and multi-server as data
partitioning.

Multiple stages can be set up so that each stage executes an

independent function from the other stages and can execute it simultaneously with
the other stages. Mostly, a task which arrives at the system passes through a series
of stages then leaves the system. The multi-stage approach exploits pipeline
parallelism in which tasks are partitioned into subtasks for their dedicated stages
(Park et al, 1994). Multiple servers at a stage {e.g., disk arrays) enable instances
of a task to execute in that stage simultaneously {e.g., disk stripping) (Reddy and
Banerjee, 1989; W e i k u m , et al, 1991; Ganger et al, 1994). Multiple instances of
the same tasks can be dispatched to multiple servers to handle rapidly arriving
periodic input data. Different tasks m a y be distributed to different servers as well.
A multi-stage multi-server system (Lee and Aggarwal, 1990) combines theses two
concepts into a general parallel system. This combined approach helps to improve
the throughput and the responsiveness of each task by shortening the queues of
tasks waiting for access to a server.
Although parallel processing improves system performance, fast processing
alone does not guarantee predictability (Stankovic, 1988). The objective of realtime systems is to meet the task deadlines. T o meet the goal, the most important
property of a real-time system should be predictablility rather than just being fast.
Therefore, w e need a model for parallel real-time systems capable of predicting the
behaviour of systems.

1.2 Problem Analysis

Performance models for parallel systems must calculate a set of performance
metrics that characterise such systems. T h e metrics are determined from the

2
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performance problems that occur in parallel real-time systems. Six problems must
be addressed in performance modelling of parallel real-time systems.

(1) Schedulability test
The model must determine if the underlying system can schedule all tasks within
their deadlines without losing any input during the system peak-time interval.

(2) No input loss condition
The model must determine if the underlying system can process all input requests
during the system peak-time interval without losing any of them.

(3) Buffer space
The model must calculate the m i n i m u m buffer space required by each task on each
server at each stage for the whole system to store the input data so that no loss
occurs.

(4) End-to-end system response time
The model must calculate the end-to-end system response times (hereafter, end-toend response times) for each task.

(5) Optimal hardware configuration
The model must determine the optimal hardware configuration which can schedule
the given set of tasks, minimising the system cost provided that the resource types
and the scheduling algorithms at all stages are pre-assumed. The optimal hardware
configuration ( O H C ) can be characterised by O H C = {(/', Nj) I 1 <j < m} where Nj
is the m i n i m u m required number of servers at stagev".

3
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(6) Optimal scheduling configuration
The model must determine the optimal scheduling algorithm for each stage which
can schedule the given set of tasks, minimising the system cost given a k n o w n set
of hardware resource types and the scheduling algorithms at each stage. The
optimal scheduling configuration (OSC) can be characterised by O S C = {(/, schf) I
\<j<m]

where schj is the scheduling algorithm at stage j.

1.3 Goal of Thesis

The focus of the thesis is to develop a performance model for multi-stage multiserver real-time systems. The model determines the minimum required capacity of
the system to guarantee all task deadlines. The model estimates the optimal server
capacity and buffer space. It determines the m a x i m u m schedulable execution time
for each task. It also estimates the worst and average-case response times of each
task during the peak-time interval and determines the schedulability of a task set in a
given system. The model analyses two real-time scheduling algorithms: fixed
priority scheduling and deadline driven scheduling. Each scheduling algorithm
deals with preemptive and non-preemptive resources.
It has been found that the schedulability test or the estimation of server
capacity cannot be done only with a user specified deadline. It has to consider the
machine restraint factors such as server overflow deadline and buffer overflow
deadline as well. A n algorithm for finding the optimal server capacity is proposed.
It is based on the deadline balance theory which is introduced in this thesis. It can
be applicable to any arbitrary set of tasks. The spare execution time for each task is
calculated when a server has spare capacity. Otherwise the m i n i m u m required {i.e.,
optimal) server capacity is used. If the required single server capacity is not
available, w e need multiple servers where each server executes the workload of a
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subset (i.e., a group of instances) of tasks. A n algorithm to find the optimal
number of such servers is presented.
The schedulability test for a pipelined multi-stage system is a more complex
task. It has been found that a regular pipelined multi-stage model is the w a y to
achieve a mathematically tractable model for finding performance characteristics.
Every stage has regular task arrival times by deferring the release time of each
instance of tasks at each stage. A s the system capacity is composed of the capacity
of each stage, the spare capacity for a server at a stage can be estimated on the
assumption that the capacities of the servers at the other stages are constant.
In this thesis, I have presented theorems developed by others as a theoretical
basis for m y work (Theorems 2.2, 2.5-7). In addition, I have developed n e w
theorems for multi-server and pipeline systems (Theorems 2.1, 2.3-4 and 2.8).
Then starting from these theorems, I developed algorithms to model performance.
I chose to develop mathematically tractable models. A s a result, these models
deal with the worst-case scenarios for performance. Hence, they are theoretical
models rather than practical models. I took this approach because I felt that
developing tractable models was a necessary first stage in the modelling of such
systems. A s they give the bounds on performance parameters, they provide the
limits for more detailed practical models (which often are not tractable).

1.4 Thesis Organisation

The rest of the thesis is organised as follows. First, I introduce the perform
indices which m y models aim to produce (Chapter 2). Second, I propose a single
server model which estimates the task response times and the optimal server
capacity and buffer space for a single server system (Chapter 3). Third, I extend
the single server model to two parallel paradigms: a multi-server model where
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multiple identical servers are processing in data parallelism (Chapter 4), and a
pipeline model where a single server exists at each stage in a pipelined multi-stage
system (Chapter 5). Fourth, I develop a pipelined multi-server model which
combines these two parallel paradigms (Chapter 6). Finally, I conclude m y thesis
with a discussion of the models (Chapter 7). The notations and terminologies used
throughout the thesis are summarised in Appendix A and Appendix B respectively.
Detailed calculations of examples are put in Appendix C to avoid clutter. The
source codes of the simulation programs for the validation of the models are
included in Appendix D.

6
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Chapter 2
Performance Indices

Performance indices represent the performance of a system. They are the output

matrices from a performance model when we input the parameters of a

and a system to model. In this chapter, the parameters of the worklo

system are defined. Then the standard performance indices are exten
real-time systems domain.

PROCESS

INPUT

OUTPUT
— • Schedulability
— • Throughput

Workload
Parameters

— • Utilisation

^
Performance
Model

System
— •
Parameters

— • Priority
— • Response Time
— •

Server Capacity

— • Buffer Space

Figure 2.1
A Performance Model
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2.1 Workload and System Parameters

The input and output of our performance model is as shown in Figure 2.1. The
workload is a set TS = {ii,...,Tn} of tasks. The system is a set RS

=

{ReSi,...,ReSM} of resources. A resource consists of a server and its associated
buffers for the queuing of subsequent requests (Figure 3.5). Each server can have
a scheduling policy chosen from a set S S = {Schi,...,SchL} of scheduling
algorithms. A task %i (hereafter, task i) m a y use a subset rs e R S of resources. It
m a y process through a sequence of pipelined stages and m a y use a set of parallel
servers at each stage. A resource Res* e rs m a y be used as the kth server of stage
j with its associated buffers.

taskl
task 2

buffers

buffers

server
1

server
1

server
2

server
1
server
2

server
k

task i

server

task n

buffers

N

l

stage 1

server
N,

server

stage j

stage m

Figure 2.2
Hardware Configuration

We assume a m-stage parallel real-time system (Figure 2.2) with stage,/ (1 <
j < m) having Nj identical servers. The kth server at stage j has Bijfkinstal1 buffers
for task i. Task i {\<i<

8

n) is characterised by T,- = (Th Citj, Dh HSi). The
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symbols are defined below and in Appendix A. Task i processes an infinite series

of input data from a source. A continuous stream of the input arrives at the syste
synchronously or asynchronously. The period (or minimum interarrival time)
between two subsequent arrivals of input is T(. An instance /^ processes the qth
request (or instance) of task i. Task / requests at most C,j execution time on an

identical server at stage j. HSi is a flag indicating the class of task i, that is
whether it is a hard or soft real-time task. When HSi = hard, the task has a hard
deadline requirement and when HSi = soft, it has a soft deadline requirement. A

hard real-time task i (i.e., HSi = hard) must complete processing within its dead
D, for every individual instance. A soft real-time task i (i.e., HSi = soft) need
do that. However its average response time during a peak-time interval must be

less than or equal to its deadline D,. The deadline D, is user specified end-to-en
system deadline and measured relative to the time of the request. The peak-time
interval P = LCM (Tj, T2,..., Tn) where LCM is the least common multiple.

instances

ry

server
1
Cschedule3

task i

task
1 allocator;

server
2

taskn

stage/

Figure

2.3

Software Configuration
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A task allocator assigns instances of tasks to servers statically at compile time
according to a data parallelism algorithm and each server has its o w n local
scheduler where the servers at the same stage have the same scheduling algorithm
(Figure 2.3).
The output of the model (Figure 2.1) is the performance of the system for a
given workload. T h e characteristics of these seven performance indices are
described in the following sections.

2.2 Schedulability

A workload, that is, a set of tasks is schedulable in a given system when it has
throughput failure and no response failure. Algorithm 2.1 is a schedulability test
algorithm for a set of tasks in a system.
Note that the throughput failure occurs either from server overflow or buffer
overflow. Server overflow implies buffer overflow. S o m e lower priority tasks in
an overflowed server will have an indefinite response time, requiring an indefinite
amount of buffer space for the subsequent arrivals of its input data. T h e finite
amount of system buffer will eventually overflow and the associated input data will
be lost. For these two overflow cases, it makes no sense to test the task deadlines
because there is some input loss. This fundamental schedulability test model will
be a framework for our further performance models.

2.3 Throughput

The throughput of a task is the completion rate (or output rate) of the task in t

10
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Algorithm

2.1:

Schedulability Test

{tests if a given set of tasks is schedulable in a system }

1_. test server overflow.
if no server overflows in the system then
test buffer overflow.
if no buffer overflows in the system then
test deadline miss.
if no task fails to meet its deadline then
the given set of tasks is schedulable.
the underlying system has a guaranteed capacity.
else /* deadline miss */
response failure occurs.
the given set of tasks is not schedulable.
endif
else /* buffer overflow */
throughput failure occurs.
the given set of tasks is not schedulable.
endif
else /* server overflow */
throughput failure occurs.
the given set of tasks is not schedulable.
endif
2. stop.

11
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system. The throughput (X,-) of a task / is the same as its input or arrival rate (l/Ti):

Xt= l/Ti (2.1)

i.e., flow balanced when the system has no throughput failure. However, if the
system has throughput failure, then flow balance is broken and some input m a y be
lost. Thus, the throughput of some task will be less than its arrival rate:

Xt< l/Ti (2.2)

when the system has throughput failure. It is impossible that Xi > l/Ti because
there cannot be an output which does not c o m e from input. Therefore, for a multistage system to have flow balance, it is required that all stages must have flow
balance, hence the throughputs of all stages must have the same value of 1/7).

Theorem 2.1 If the goals of a multi-stage system are to give periodicity of rele
times of task / to stagey with the minimum release delay without missing any of the
instances of task i from stage j-1 and the following restrictions apply:
(1) blocks of consecutive bij (> 1) instances of task i has to be released at the
same time at stagey, and
(2) b,.j = ibuj-w*

= l>2>-or

b,.(H) = *'bi.j>* - 1 > 2 > -

then these goals are achieved w h e n the blocks are released at stagey on the worstcase completion time (sij) of the bijh instance of task / at stagey-1 for the first
block and at the times of s(j + (k-l)bij Tt for the ktn (k = 2,3,...) blocks.
Proof:
(1) minimum release delay: It is possible that the last instance in the block of task /
has the worst-case response time (Wtj) at stage j-1. If the block is released before
the worst-case completion time of the last instance, the instance cannot be processed
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at stagey. If the block is released after the completion time of the last instance, it
has unnecessary delay time. If the block is released on the completion time of the
last instance, the last instance has no delay time and all preceeding instances are also
ready to be released because they were completed before the last instance.
Therefore, it is proved that the goal of the m i n i m u m release delay is achieved.
(2) periodicity: Let r^j be the release time for the instances of task i in the k^1 (k
= 1,2,3,...) block at stage j. Then the period ( T y ) of the blocks of task i at stage
y* can be derived as follows:

case 1. when biti = ^bm-\)> A = 1,2,...

ri,k,j = si,j+(k-i)bi,jTi
= ruu-u+(b,j ~ 6 W - D ) T,+WUM)+(*-i)

hj T

= ri,uu-i)+(kbi,j-bi,u-i)jTi+Wi.u-i)
rUM).j = riMM)+((*+i)bt.j - b,,u-i)jTi+WtJ-v
•'* i i,j ~ fi,{k+\),j ~ Ti.k.j = b'.j * i'

case 2. when bm-\)

=

^'bi,j> A>'=1>2,...

nu-suHk'-VbuT,'
nik+i),j = nw-x)+W,.U-D+kh,j Tr
•'• 1 ij = Ti,(k+\),j ~ Vi,k,j ~ Ui,j 1 r

Therefore, it is proved that the goal of periodicity is achieved. •

Note that the throughput (Xij) of task i at any stagey is the same achieving flow
balance.

This can be proved using the scheme in T h e o r e m 2.1 because

Xu = bjbui T = m> ^i±n,l<j<m.
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2.4 Utilisation

To be able to test for server overflow, we need to calculate the utilisation fac
each server. The utilisation factor Us is the proportion of the time the server

occupied for processing tasks during the peak-time interval. The throughput X/jiS

and execution time C,#J of each task i at server s affects the utilisation factor
server Us:

Us = ixi>sCi,s (Denning and Buzen, 1978). (2.3)
i=l

n

Us = H,(Ci,s/Ti,s) when the system is flow balanced, since Xis = l/Tts (Equation
/=i

(2.1)). The utilisation factor of a server must be less than or equal to unity.
Otherwise, some input may be lost as shown in Equation (2.2). Hence, Algorithm
2.2 gives us the server overflow condition.

Algorithm

2.2: Server Overflow Test

n

1.

calculate the utilisation factor US = 'L(Ci,s / Ti,s) •
1=1

2. if 3SUS>1 then
server overflow occurs.
else
server overflow does not occur.
endif
3. stop.
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The utilisation factor of a server needs to be maximised for the economical
use of the server. However, it must not overflow.

Theorem 2.2 If the utilisation factor Us < 1, then all instances of tasks have f
response times.
Proof: See Tindell (1992) and Joseph and Pandya (1986).

•

2.5 Priority

The priority assignment algorithm is important for a fixed priority scheduling p
because it affects the response time of each task and the m a x i m u m schedulable
utilisation of the server. It gives as m u c h critical effect as scheduling algorithm
itself does on making a given set of tasks schedulable. Audsley (1991) proposed a
schedulable priority assignment algorithm. His algorithm m a y be applicable to a
single or a multi-server system. However, a pipeline or a pipelined multi-server
system requires the highest schedulable priority at each stage for an inserted task to
meet its end-to-end deadline. In this thesis, I present a best-priority-assignment
( B P A ) algorithm for a single or multi-server system (Algorithm 3.6) based on
Theorem 2.3, and a minimum-response-priority-assignment ( M R P A ) algorithm
(Algorithm 5.2) for a pipeline or pipelined multi-server system based on Theorem
2.4. These are extended versions of Audsley's algorithm.

Theorem 2.3 If each stage has a single server and an inserted task i is assigned
the best (highest possible) priority at each stage while guaranteeing the deadlines of
all the tasks other than task i, and the worst-case (end-to-end) response time W j
exceeds the (end-to-end) deadline D „ then the underlying system does not have a
guaranteed capacity.
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Proof: W{ is the s u m of all the worst-case stage response times of task *'. The
worst-case stage response for task / is the s u m of its release delay time and its
worst-case response time on the server at the stage. The best priority at each stage
gives the m i n i m u m worst-case response time on the server at the stage for task i.
The release delay can be considered to be constant. Therefore, it is proved that if
the m i n i m u m worst case response does not meet the deadline then the system does
not have a guaranteed capacity.

•

Theorem 2.4 If each stage has multiple servers and an inserted task / is allocated
to the server kmin (1 < kmin < Nj) at each stagey which gives the task the minimum
worst-case stage response time among Nj servers while guaranteeing the deadlines
of all the tasks other than task /, and the worst-case (end-to-end) response time W ;
exceeds the (end-to-end) deadline D,-, then the underlying system does not have a
guaranteed capacity.
Proof: W{ is the s u m of all the worst-case stage response times of task i. The
worst-case stage response for task i is the s u m of its release delay time and its
worst-case response time on the server at the stage. The minimum-response server
allocation gives the m i n i m u m worst-case response time at the stage for task i. The
release delay can be considered to be constant. Therefore, it is proved that if the
m i n i m u m worst case response does not meet the deadline then the system does not
have a guaranteed capacity.

•

2.6 Response Time

Response Time plays a key role in performance evaluation. The worst-case
response time is needed for a hard real-time task to compare with its deadline. It is
also needed to estimate the required buffer space for the subsequent instances of the
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task so that the buffer does not overflow while the task suffers the worst-case
response time which is larger than the task period. The average response time
during the peak-time interval is needed for a soft real-time task to compare with its
deadline.

2.6.1 Worst-Case Response Time
W e need to k n o w the worst-case response time (Wi) for hard real-time task i to
determine if it meets its deadline (£),-).

If (Wi<Di) then
response requirement is met.
else
response failure occurs.
endif.

Definition 2.1 A critical instant for hard real-time task / is the instant when t
task arrives at the system simultaneously with the arrivals of all higer-priority tasks.

Theorem 2.5 If Wi < Ti, then the worst-case response time (Wi) for hard realtime task i occurs at its critical instant.
Proof: See Liu and Layland (1973).

•

Definition 2.2 A level-i busy period is a time interval (a,b) within which
instances of task i or higher-priority tasks are processed but no instances of task / or
higher-priority tasks are processed in (a-e, a) or (b, b+e) for sufficiently small e

>0.
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T h e o r e m 2.6 If W,- > 7), then the worst-case response time (Wi) for hard realtime task / occurs during a level-i busy period which is initiated by a critical instant.
Proof: See Lehoczky (1990).

•

The worst-case response time (Wi) for hard or soft real-time task / is used to
calculate its required number of buffers (Bi) for no input data loss, which will be
explained in Sections 2.7 and 3.7.

2.6.2 Average Response Time
For a soft real-time task, w e need to k n o w the response time for each instance of a
task during a peak-time interval. W e then calculate the average response time (A,)
during that period to determine if it meets its deadline (D,) requirement.

If(A£<A)then
response requirement is met
else
response failure occurs.
endif.

2.7 Buffer Requirement

When an input occurs, the input data is stored in a buffer. The buffer is allocated
until its associated task completes processing the data. If an input arrives while the
previous input is still being processed, the input needs another buffer. The
m i n i m u m required number of buffers for a task i on a server s can be determined by
its worst-case buffer holding time (Hi>s) and its input period (Ti>s):
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BiiS = \HiiS/TiiS~\ (2.4)

Hence, Algorithm 2.3 determines if buffer overflow occurs.

2.3: Buffer Overflow

Algorithm

Test

1_. calculate the minimum required number of buffers for task i on server s:
Bi.s = I Hi>s/TifS \.
2,

let the installed number of buffers for task / on server s be BiJnstal1.

3.

\t(BiJnstaU<Bi>s)

then

buffer overflow occurs.
else
buffer overflow does not occur.
endif
4.

stop.

Theorem 2.7 If the utilisation factor Us < 1, then no input is lost when each task
has a finite number of buffers.
Proof: See Joseph and Pandya (1986).

•

2.8 Server Capacity

We may know if the underlying server has a guaranteed capacity or not by using
schedulability test (Algorithm 2.1). However, a guaranteed capacity m a y be an
overcapacity. If the system cannot schedule all tasks, it has an undercapacity. W e
need to estimate the optimal server capacity which is the m i n i m u m schedulable
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capacity for a given set of tasks. W e also need to calculate the spare execution
times for tasks when the system has a guaranteed capacity.
If w e can calculate the m i n i m u m schedulable c o m m o n scaling factor fs (see
Algorithm 3.7) for execution times of tasks on server s, the optimal server capacity
will be l/fs times the underlying capacity. W e can find the optimal capacity in two
ways: a single server capacity (Chapter 3) or a multi-server capacity (Chapter 4).
Algorithm 2.4 presents the overall procedure for estimation of single server
capacity.

2.4: Single Server Capacity

Algorithm

1. calculate the minimum schedulable common scaling factor fs for execution
times of tasks on server s.
2.

the optimal server capacity is IIfs times the underlying capacity.

3.

if /, < 1 then
the underlying server has no guaranteed capacity.
else
the underlying server has a guaranteed capacity.
calculate the spare execution time (AC,) for each task i.
endif

4.

stop.

If the optimal single server capacity calculated in Algorithm 2.4 is not
available then multiple identical servers which run concurrently are required. More
extensive discussion which includes the development of the modified-task-first-fitallocation ( M T F F A ) algorithm (Algorithm 4.1) w h e n instance distribution is
performed will be dealt with in Chapter 4. The M T F F A algorithm is developed
from Theorem 2.8 which states the condition for scheduling tasks with multiple
servers.
20
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Theorem

2.8 If Q.< £).,l<i<n

in a single stage system, then a finite

n

number of servers N <^ P/Cp can schedule all n tasks regardless of the relation
1=1 / -* >

between Q and 7^.
Proof: In the worst-case situation where any server cannot share more than one

instance of one task to meet the task deadlines, each instance of each task can

allocated to a dedicated (i.e. empty) server. The required number of servers in
n

case is N = ^ ^/j,

and it is the upper limit. Then it is obvious that

Wi = d> ^^i^n and it follows that Wi ^Di>l^i^n Therefore, it is
proved that all instances of all tasks can be scheduled. •
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Chapter 3
A Single Server Model

In this chapter, we propose a general single server performance model for real-time
data processing systems. This model can apply to any resource (e.g., a C P U , a
disk, or a communication network etc.). W e developed this model by modifying
existing single server models to be extendable to parallel paradigms, which w e
propose in later chapters. This model can assess the performance of systems with
fixed or deadline driven preemptive and non-preemptive priority scheduling
algorithms. Also the model can handle arbitrary task deadlines.
First, w e propose an algorithm for the schedulability test. Then, w e derive a
general algorithm which estimates the worst-case and average response times
during the peak-time interval for both hard and soft real-time tasks. For tasks of
fixed priority scheduling, w e use the best-priority-assignment algorithm. Also, w e
derive an equation to calculate the minimum amount of buffer space required for the
server to guarantee that any real-time task does not lose its input data. Finally, w e
explain h o w to estimate the optimal server capacity for a set of given tasks. In
addition, w e estimate the m a x i m u m schedulable execution time for each task.

3.1 Introduction

The designers of real-time systems have to guarantee that they have enough server
capacity to complete every task within its deadline. There are two classes of tasks
in real-time systems: hard real-time and soft real-time (Civera et. al, 1983). Each
instance of a hard real-time task must complete within its specified deadline: its
worst-case response time must not exceed its deadline. In contrast, all instances
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of a soft real-time task need not complete within its deadline but its average
response time during its peak-time interval must be equal to or less than its
deadline. These definitions guarantee that no real-time task loses input data.
Real-time data processing systems are computer systems which collect
periodically and sporadically occurring real-world data from external devices,
process them and store them in data structures in a time-critical manner. Data input
is handled by hard real-time tasks. S o m e systems set off alarms on alarm panels
and others send control commands to actuators as soon as they receive important
data from input devices. A response failure in a hard real-time task m a y cause a
disaster.
The data accumulated in the data structures m a y be saved on disk and
displayed at the request of an operator. These data storage and retrieval tasks are
not as time-critical, so they are soft real-time tasks with average response time
requirements. In case of failure to meet the requirements, a disaster will not occur
but operators m a y be inconvenienced either by information latency from the storage
delay or by slow response from long retrieval time.
T o determine if the underlying server can handle all the real-time tasks within
their deadlines without losing any input data, w e need a performance model. In
this chapter, w e develop a single server performance model. In later chapters w e
will expand this model to more general system architectures.
M a n y performance models (Allen, 1978 and 1980) have been devised for
general-purpose computer systems. They are probabilistic models which assume a
Poisson distribution for task interarrival times and an exponential distribution for
task execution times. They cannot be applied to hard real-time systems. S o m e
(Liu and Layland, 1973; Chetto H. and Chetto M., 1989a; Jeffay et al, 1991)
define the conditions for schedulability of real-time tasks but do not estimate the
exact response times for the tasks. Others (Mahjoub, 1984; Leinbaugh and
Yamini, 1986; Stoyenko et al, 1991) studied on the bounds of system response
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times for real-time tasks. However, they neither use an exact analysis for task
response times nor attempt to estimate a required system capacity.
Based upon Liu and Layland's (1973) critical instant theorem (see Theorem
2.5), Joseph and Pandya (1986) proposed an exact analysis algorithm for real-time
systems with preemptive priority scheduling. Their algorithm determines the
condition for no input loss, estimates the worst-case response times, and calculates
the m i n i m u m required number of input buffers. However, their analysis is
restricted. First, it is confined to the case where the worst-case response times are
less than or equal to the periods. Second, it can only estimate the worst-case
response times for hard real-time tasks.
Using Lehoczky's (1990) busy period theorem, Tindel et al (1992, 1994)
proposed a worst-case response time analysis which estimates the worst-case
response times for tasks where the worst-case response times exceed the periods.
In practice, it is not u n c o m m o n to find hard and soft real-time tasks with arbitrary
deadlines running together in a real-time system. Thus, m a n y scheduling
algorithms for soft real-time tasks have been proposed (Lehoczky et al, 1987;
Sprunt et al, 1988b; Sprunt et al, 1989; Lehoczky and Ramos-Thuel, 1992; Davis
et al, 1993) to minimise their average response times while meeting the deadlines
of all hard real-time tasks in the system. However, they cannot estimate the
average response times. H o n g et al. (1989) derived the probability of soft real-time
tasks missing their deadlines using probabilistic models. They did not use an exact
analysis. W e propose an exact analysis for soft real-time tasks by estimating a
peak-time average response time.
The server that provides service m a y have a preemptive or non-preemptive
scheduler. Thus, our analysis includes both types of schedulers. Tindell and
Burns (1993) and Lee and M c K e r r o w (1994) extended the analysis of Joseph and
Pandya (1986) to non-preemptive disk drives. Our model generalises these models
to apply to any non-preemptive resource.
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Liu and Layland (1973) gave an optimal fixed priority scheduling algorithm:
the rate-monotonic-scheduling (RMS) for tasks where deadlines are equal to their
periods. Their algorithm assigns a higher priority to a task which has a shorter
period. Leung and Whitehead (1982) found an optimal fixed priority scheduling
algorithm: the deadline-monotonic-scheduling for tasks whose deadlines are less
than or equal to their periods. Their algorithm assigns a higher priority to a task
which has a shorter deadline. Audsley (1991) proposed an optimal priority
assignment algorithm for general fixed priority scheduling where task deadlines
are arbitrary. The algorithm tries (n2+n)/2 schedulability tests to find a schedulable
priority assignment for a given set of n tasks. However, the assignment does not
guarantee that the underlying task has been assigned to have the m i n i m u m
schedulable response time. W e propose a best-priority-assignment algorithm
which assigns the underlying task the highest schedulable priority to achieve the
m i n i m u m schedulable response time. This is a modified version of Audsley's
algorithm for better priority ordering of tasks. It is an important assignment policy
to be extended to a pipelined multi-stage system.
All the above models were developed for fixed priority scheduling policies.
A s deadline driven scheduling has been proved to be optimal (Liu and Layland,
1973; Dertouzous, 1974) for a single server, it is an important scheduling policy
for real-time systems. Falk (1988) took an interesting example to illustrate that a
set of tasks which failed to be scheduled with rate-monotonic scheduling was
schedulable with deadline driven scheduling. S o m e (e.g., Liu and Layland, 1973;
Leung and Merill, 1980) have studied preemptive deadline driven scheduling while
others (e.g., Johnson and Maddison, 1974; Jeffay et al, 1991) have worked on
non-preemptive deadline driven scheduling. However, none seems to have
estimated the exact analysis of the response times of tasks for deadline driven
scheduling. Our model attempts to do so.
Klein et al. (1993) proposed a task capacity model. It estimates the
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schedulable spare execution time for each task and the schedulable scaling factor
for the execution times of all tasks in an underlying server of fixed preemptive

priority scheduling when it has a guaranteed capacity. We extend their model to the
case of non-preemptive and deadline scheduling when the underlying server has
not a guaranteed capacity so that it can estimate the optimal (i.e., minimum
schedulable) capacity of a server with a set of arbitrary tasks in an arbitrary
scheduling algorithm.
In this chapter, we propose a general response time model which estimates

not only the worst-case response time but also the average response time during the
peak-time interval so that we can test the schedulability when both hard and soft
real-time tasks are running concurrently. The model analyses both preemptive and
non-preemptive fixed priority scheduling and both the preemptive and nonpreemptive deadline driven scheduling for a single server. The assumptions of the
model are set out in Section 3.2. Based upon these assumptions, a set of
mathematical models for the performance evaluation of a single server will be
developed. The performance indices calculated by the models include

schedulability (Section 3.3); utilisation factor (Section 3.4); response time (Sect
3.5); priority assignment (Section 3.6); buffer space (Section 3.7); and server
capacity (Section 3.8). Examples are given to explain how these models work and
simulation results are shown to verify the models (Section 3.9). Finally,
extensions of these models to parallel systems (Section 3.10) will be discussed. A
major part of this work are our extensions of the model of Joseph and Pandya
(1986). We have extended their model to handle

1. worst-case response times longer than periods.
2. non-preemptive scheduling.
3. individual task response times.
4. soft real-time tasks.
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5.

deadline driven scheduling.

3.2 System Model

The performance of a single server (Figure 3.1) is to be analysed in the following
sections. The system model includes the following.
(1) The system is a single server with its associated buffers for tasks.
(2) T h e scheduler can have one of four scheduling policies: preemptive fixed
priority, non-preemptive fixed priority, preemptive deadline driven, and nonpreemptive deadline driven scheduling. For fixed priority scheduling, the
priority of a task cannot change and a higher-priority task can preempt a
lower-priority task at any time (except w h e n the lower-priority task is
executing a non-preemptable part). W h e n two instances of tasks have the
same priority, their priorities are determined on the F I F O (First-Come-FirstServed) basis. For deadline driven scheduling, the priority of an instance of a
task changes dynamically. The instance closest to its deadline has the higher
priority. W h e n two instances of tasks have the same deadline, their priorities
are assigned randomly.
(3) T h e total number of tasks which compete for the single server is n where n >
2.
(4) T h e system includes n/, hard real-time tasks and (n - nfi) soft real-time tasks
where 0 < n^ < n.
(5) A task / arrives at the server repeatedly with a period (or a m i n i m u m
interarrival time if the task is aperiodic) of T;, with each instance requesting at
most Ci (<Di) execution time . Each task has to complete within a deadline
D,-. The deadline D , is an upper-bound on the worst-case response time W ,
for a hard real-time task / (i.e., HSi = hard). For a soft real time task, Z>, is an
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upper-bound on the peak-time average response time A,- (i.e., HSi - soft).
All of these timing parameters have positive integer values.
(6) The priority of a task i is / (the highest priority is 1 and the lowest priority is
n) if the server uses fixed priority scheduling.
(7) W h e n a deadline scheduler is used, the deadlines D, < Dj,

l<i<j<n.

Task n

Figure

3.1

A Single Server System

3.3 Schedulability Test

A set of tasks is schedulable in a given server when it has no throughput failure
and no response failure. Algorithm 3.1 presents the schedulability test for a given
set of tasks on a single server.
The calculation of each of the performance indices used in this algorithm, are
presented in the following sections either as equations or as algorithms.
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Algorithm

3.1:

Schedulability Test for a Single Server

System

1. calculate the utilisation factor (Us) for the server.
2.

if (Us > I) then

/* server overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
some task(s) is(are) not schedulable.
else
for each task i do
calculate the worst-case response time (Wi).
calculate the peak-time average response time (A,).
if (Blnstal1 < lWi/TPi) then

I* buffer overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
task / is not schedulable.
else
if ((task / is hard) and (Wi > D,)) or
((task i is soft) and (A; > Z),-)) then
response failure occurs and
task i is not schedulable.
else
task / is schedulable.
endif
endif
endfor
endif
3.

if (all the tasks in the task set are schedulable) then
the task set is schedulable and
the system has a guaranteed capacity.
else
the task set is not schedulable and
the system does not have a guaranteed capacity.
endif

4.

stop.
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3.4 Utilisation Factor

The utilisation factor of a server indicates the workload of the server. It is used t
determine if the server has overflowed. When the utilisation factor of a server is

greater than 1, some input data will be lost due to the server overflow. In this case
it will be impossible to schedule the given set of tasks on the server using any
scheduling algorithm (Dhall and Liu, 1978). But if the utilisation factor of the

server is less than or equal to 1, then no input data is lost due to server overflow.
However, input data can still be lost if the system has insufficient buffers. We
calculate the worst-case response times of the tasks to determine if the system has
enough buffer space, and to determine if the tasks meet their deadlines.
The utilisation factor of a task £/,• is the ratio CJTi. It is the part of the

workload of the server that is due to task i. The sum of the utilisation factors of a
n
tasks is the utilisation factor of the server (Liu and Layland, 1973): Us - £ U i,
Z=l
i.e.,
Us= ZCi/Ti. (3.1)
i=l

The utilisation factors of tasks can be used to locate the bottleneck task in a

server. For example, if the utilisation factors of tasks 1, 2, and 3 are 0.3, 1.2, an
0.1, then the utilisation of the server is 1.6. Thus, we see that the server has
overflowed and task 2 is the bottleneck task whose utilisation factor t/2 has to be
reduced. U2 can be reduced either by increasing the period T2, or by reducing the
execution time C2.
If some tasks do not complete within their peak-time interval, then these tasks
will eventually overrun the server. This implies that the utilisation factor of the
server is greater than 1 and the server has excessive workload.
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3.5 Response Time

Having determined that input data loss will not occur due to the server overflow,
w e can proceed to estimate the worst-case response times for all tasks and peaktime average response times for soft-real time tasks. Note that the worst-case
response times for soft real-time tasks are also needed to calculate the number of
input buffers required by each task.

3.5.1 Joseph and Pandya's Response Time Model
W e introduce the concept of the calculation of the worst-case response time by
modifying some notations of Joseph and Pandya (1986) which are rather difficult
to understand. W e note that their model can only be applied to tasks whose worstcase response times are less than or equal to their periods. In the following
paragraphs w e discuss their model which was applied to a single server with
preemptive fixed priority scheduling.
The worst-case response time (Wi) of task i is the sum of the execution times
of all higher-priority tasks arriving during the period (0,W,-) (these preempt task i),
and its o w n execution time C,. This calculation (Equation (3.5)) is formulated
using the recursive function, 'Complete' (Equation (3.6)). W e use the notation
(t,f) to indicate a time interval from t up to, but not including t'.
The worst-case response time Wi for task i is calculated using the following
rules.

(Rl). The order of task execution is not important, just the number of
instances of each task is important.
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(R2).

Start with the 1st period (0,C,), which is the worst-case response time

for task i if no higher-priority task preempts it (See Figure 3.2 for rules
2-6). Note that we start from the time zero(O) which is the critical
instant (common release time) in this analysis.

(R3). At the critical instant (see Definition 2.1), all higher-priority task
interrupt task i, increasing the response time for task i by \T\SU(/=l,i-l,
(Inputs/ (0,C;) x Cj)). Inputs/(f,0 is the number of instances of task j
during the period (t,t"). We assume that an instance of a task is
scheduled to handle each input. This delay time due to preemption is the
2nd period of time (Figure 3.2). It is the sum of preemption times of
the instances of the higher-priority tasks during the 1st period.

End of Delay
by Preemption

Start of Delay
by Preemption

t

tn

r i

I
<„./+o

0

1st Period.
C P U Time
for Task i

2nd Period. A
Delay Time
by
Preemption

3rd and
Subsequent
Period Delay

ATime

Completion
of Task i

j-1

= C- +51 (Inputs, (0,C I .)xC j )

Figure

3.2

Response Delay due to Interrupts by Higher-priority Tasks
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(R4).

i-l
The 2nd period is from Q to Q + ]£ (Inputs,- (0,C/) x Cj).

(R5).

N o w w e must account for interrupts which occur during the 2nd

period. This generates the 3rd period.

(R6). Repeat until no interrupt occurs during the current period. If no
interrupt occurs during nth period (tn.i, tn) then W,- = tn (i.e., the end
of the nth period) as shown in Figure 3.2.

(R7). We can use a recursive formulation as follows:
(a) The number of instances of tasky during the period (t, t') is:

Inputs; (t, O = It' I T} 1 - It I Tj 1 (3.2)

where [x] is the ceiling function which denotes the smallest
integer equal to or greater than x.
(b) The total execution time of tasky during the period (t, 0 is

Exec/ (t,f) = Inputs/ (f,f) x C/ (3.3)

i.e., the number of instances x execution time for tasky.
(c) The total execution time of all higher-priority tasks, j < i, during
the period (y1) is the preemption delay of task / for the period:
i-l
Preempt; (t,f)= X Exec/ (t,f)
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(d)

Thus, the worst-case response time of task /, is the sum of the
total execution time of all higher-priority tasks in the period
(0,Wi) and its o w n execution time C,-.

Wt = Preempt; (0,W()+ C; (3.5)

Unfortunately, the Equation (3.5) does not lend itself easily to
analytical solution. There is another w a y of reasoning that leads to a
more tractable solution by employing a more elaborate recursion
formulation.

(R8). Here, we derive a different recursive formulation. The problem with
rule 7(d) is that W,- is in both sides of Equation (3.5). Rules 2-6 can be
formulated using Figure 3.2 andrale7 as follows:

f0=0.
fi = Ci.
t2 = h+ Preempt; (t0,h).
t3 = t2 + Preempt; (t\,t2).
tn=tn.\+ Preempt; (tn.i,tn).

Note that the iteration stops when Preempt; (tn.i,tn) = 0 and that the
response time of the task i is tn.

(R9) Using the ideas in rule 8, we can reformulate rule 7(d) with a recursive
equation in Algorithm 3.2.
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Algorithm

3.2:

Worst-Case

Response

Time with Critical Instant

{ calculates the worst-case response time Wi of a task i: valid only when W( < T(}

Wt = Complete; (0,C;) (3.6)

where Complete; (t,f) =
t' when Preempt; fat1) = 0, or
Complete; (f, t' + Preempt; (ttj) otherwise
' i-l
and
Preempt; (t,f)= ^ (Inputs,- (t,t') x C,)
7=1
and Inputs,- (t, f) = \t' I Tj 1 - \t I 7) 1.

The idea is to calculate the execution time of higher-priority tasks during the

execution of task i. By starting with a period (0,Q) equal to the execution time o

task /, we calculate the number of times each higher-priority task executes during

that period. Then we calculate the additional execution time of those tasks to for
the subsequent period. This process is repeated until a period is found where no
higher-priority task is requested. At the end of this period, task i is completed
lower-priority tasks can commence. If the server does not overflow with a

utilisation factor less than or equal to 1, the recursion will converge to a perio
zero length (see Theorem 2.2). In Algorithm 3.2, the function 'Complete' finds
the time when the pending execution (i.e., next period) is zero. Complete,- (tj1)
returns the time at which task i will finish on the assumption that:

Just prior to time f, all commitments to task i and higher priority tasks require
a further t'-t time units to complete.

Complete; (0,C;) returns the completion time of task i at its critical instant (i.
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time 0). It is assumed that task i initially acquires the server at time 0, but is
immediately preempted by higher-priority tasks and delayed for the time duration of
Preempt; (0,C;). The proof of this equation is given by Joseph and Pandya
(1986).
While Joseph and Pandya's method for evaluating Equation (3.5) is
presented by a recursive function (Equation (3.6)), Tindell et al (1994) used an
iterating approach to a solution which leads to the same result:
i-l
Wjm+i =

£ ([wr/T^xCj) + Ci
7=1

(3.7)

The iteration (m > 0) begin with WP = Q. and ends when W^1 = Wtm . Then,
Wi = W i m + 1 .

Although the iteration approach seems simpler in this case, it

becomes harder to understand and express than the recursive approach when w e
have to handle more complex cases (e.g., Algorithm 3.5). Hence, w e use the
recursive approach as the basis for the following extensions to Joseph and
Pandya's algorithm.
N o w , w e extend the Algorithm 3.2 to more general cases by relaxing task
characterisations, resource types and scheduling algorithms.

3.5.2 Extensions to Joseph and Pandya's Model
If Wi > T{ then Algorithm 3.2 cannot be used to calculate the worst-response time.
In this situation, the subsequent instance of the task / will be delayed not only by
the higher-priority tasks but also by the previous instance(s) of the task i. Thus, w e
cannot tell if the 1st instance will have the longest response time or the 2nd or the
3rd etc. Lehoczky (1990) proved that the instance which has the worst-case
response time occurs during a level-i busy period (see Definition 2.2) initiated by a
critical instant. Based upon the busy periods theorem (see Theorem 2.6), Tindell et
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Illustration of Algorithm 3.3

Algorithm

3.3: Worst-Case

Response

Time

with Busy

Period

{ calculates the worst-case response time Wi of task /: valid with an arbitrary W;.
The qth instance of the task / arrives at Si>q and completes at Ei>q }

1.

q=l and Si>q = 0.

2. Ei>q = Complete; (0,C;).
3. While (Ei>q > qTi) do /* still in level-i busy period */
Ei,q+l = Complete; (Ei>q, Ei>q+Cd.
Si,q+i = qTiq = q+l.
endwhile.
4.

Wi = max {Ei,x-Si>x} •
\<>x<,q
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al (1994) produced an iterative equation to calculate the worst-case response times
when Wi >Ti. Algorithm 3.3 reproduces their algorithm using our notation for
consistency with the rest of this thesis. Figure 3.3 depicts the algorithm.
We see in Algorithm 3.3 that the 1st instance of task i arrives at S^i = 0 (step
1) and acquires the server at the same time (step 2). However, the (q+l)th (q > 1)
instance of task i arrives at Si>q+i and acquires the server at Ei>q which is the
completion time of the previous (i.e., qth) instance of task i (step 3). This means
that an instance of a task cannot acquire the server before the previous instance of
the same task completes. The busy period is not terminated while the completion
time (Ei>q) of the current (i.e., qth) instance of task i is greater than the arrival
(qTi) of the next (i.e., (q+l)th) instance of the task i (step 3). Algorithm 3.3 is
more general than Algorithm 3.2. However, it does not consider the nonpreemptive cases.
Now we will generalise it into Algorithm 3.4 to include the non-preemptive
case too. Let us decompose the execution time into C; = Cfw + CfreemPt + Cf10*1preempt The first part Cf" is the worst-case task switching overhead time required
for task i to be initialised. The Cfw may be the longest system overhead time
(e.g., disk access time or CPU context switching time). The higher-priority tasks
which arrive during the period when the part Cfw is executing contribute to the
delay time of task / even if the preemption cannot be made immediately when the
higher-priority task arrives. The CfreemPl is the preemptable part of the task. The
part CfreemPl is preempted whenever a higher-priority task arrives. The C,-"°"preempt js the non-preemptable part of task i. This part is not preempted when a
higher-priority task arrives. If (CfreemP1^ 0) and (C™n-preemptj, Q), then the task
i can be called partially non-preemptive. If (CfreemPl = 0), we call the task fully
non-preemptive (i.e., locking the whole part of the task). If (C^n-preempt _ 0),
we call the task preemptive. It is assumed that the non-preemptive part of task i
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Algorithm

3.4:

Worst-Case

Response

Time

with

Non-Preemption

{ calculates the worst-case response time Wi of a task i with C;= Cf" + CfreemPl
+ Cfion-preempt an( ja worst-case blocking time C}>lock }

1. q = 1 and Si>q = 0.
2.

Ei>q = Complete; (0, Ciblock+Cl-Clnon-PreemPt)+

3.

While (Ei>q > qTt) d o

c?°nmPreemPt.

Ei.q+1 = Complete; ((Ei>q-Cfton-Preempr)t Ei>q+(C~Cflon-PreemPt))+
Q .non-preempt
Si,q+1 = qji-

q = q+l.

4.

endwhile.
Wi= max {^-5/,,}.

comes last. Therefore, CfreemPx is followed by C^-P^^P1

for partially non-

preemptive task /.
Once a lower-priority task attains access to a non-preemptable server (e.g., a
disk drive, a critical section of code etc.), it behaves as if it locks a semaphore
guarding access to the server (Tindell and Burns, 1993 ) and it blocks even higherpriority tasks while accessing the server. This phenomenon is called priority
inversion. Sprunt et al. (1988a) discussed logical (e.g., a critical section) and
physical priority inversion (e.g, a disk drive). Hence, w e have to consider the
worst-case blocking time Ciblock, the longest non-preemptable execution time
(e.g., read/write time for a cluster of blocks in a disk, a scheduling clock interval, a
packet transmission time, an execution time for a critical section etc.) of the lowerpriority tasks as an initial delay time of a task (Algorithm 3.4, step 2). Using the
priority ceiling protocol (Sha et al, 1990) a task can experience priority inversion
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for at most Q* /oc *. The higher-priority tasks which arrive during the period w h e n
the Cfilock is executing contribute to the delay time of task i even if the preemption
cannot be made immediately when the higher-priority task arrives. Algorithm 3.4
considers these effects. Figure 3.4 illustrates the algorithm.
Note that the amount C{lon-PreemPt is not included in the second parameter of
the recursive function 'Complete' because it cannot be preempted by higher-priority
tasks. Also note that the parameter (Eiiq-Cflon-PreemPt) in step 3 takes into account
the backlog of higher priority tasks during the non-preemptive execution time of
task i. \i(C^on-preempt- Q) and (C;Woc*= 0), then Algorithm 3.4 becomes the
same as Algorithm 3.3. Therefore, Algorithm 3.4. provides a more general worstcase response time model which can be applied to both preemptive and nonpreemptive resources with tasks of arbitrary worst-case response times.

IA^AAI

lower priority
blocking time
C o m p l e t e . (0, C/bl°ck+C._C.non-preerT1pt)

] preempted task
delay time
Non-preemptive task
service time

Q . block

Q non-preempt

Time
0

fl fr •»• A. M. A J.

%

1st finish of
task /

1st arrival of
task /
End of preemption

Start of preemption

Figure

3.4

Illustration of Algorithm 3.4
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W h e n it comes to finding either the worst-case task response time for
deadline driven scheduling or the peak-time average task response times for any
type of scheduling, w e need a general algorithm to find the individual response
time for each instance of a task. W e cannot determine which instance of a task will
have the longest response time in deadline driven scheduling because the task
priority changes dynamically as time passes. Therefore, w e must examine all
instances for their individual response times to determine the longest one. W e do
the same thing to find the peak-time average response time for a task.
First of all, w e introduce a more generalised concept of the busy period
which can be applied to both fixed priority and deadline driven scheduling
algorithms. Let 7;9 be the qtn (q > 1) instance of task i. The level-(i,q) busy
period is a time interval (a, b) within which instances of 7;^ or of equal or higherpriority tasks are processed but no instances of those tasks are processed in the
period (a-e, a ) or in the period (b, b+E) for sufficiently small e > 0. In deadline
driven scheduling, the higher-priority tasks can be interpreted as the tasks which
are closer to their deadlines.
Busy;>(? (a, a + Cz) in Equation (3.8) returns the finishing time b of the
level-(i,q) busy period for either scheduling algorithm when its starting time is a.
Cz is the execution time for the instance of task z that arrives at time a and has a
priority equal to or higher than Ii>q.

b = Busy;? (a, a+Cz) (3.8)
where

Busy; ;? (t.t1) =
t'when Delayi>q (t,tr) = t'-t or
Busy;^ (t, Delays (r,0) otherwise
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and

Delay;^ (U1) =
i

X Inputs; (t, t') x Cj for fixed priority scheduling, or
7=1
n
Y Inputs ;ee ^; q) (t,f) x Cj for deadline driven scheduling
7=1
and Inputs^- (?, 0 = |Y IT,-1 - \t IT,-1
and InyvXsjeed(itq) (t,f) =
min{ [(t'+Tj) I Tj), l[(q-l)Ti+Di-Dj+Tj] I 7}J }rom{ l(f+7)) / Tj), l[(q-l)Ti+DrDj+Tj] I Tj)}.

Remember that | x \ is the ceiling function which denotes the smallest integer equa

to or greater than x. For calculating the number of instances of a task in deadline
driven scheduling, we define a new function:
'0,*<0.
UJ=> X-1,(X>0)A(X=[X~\). (3.9)
\_x\,otherwise.

Note, the busy period is delayed recursively by the function 'Delay' until the dela
time reaches the instant when no more tasks with the same or higher priority are
pending.
Inputs/e^;^; (tj1) calculates the number of executions of a tasky during a

period (t,t*), where the deadline of the task is equal to or earlier than the deadli
of the instance 7;>?. The proposed calculation can be proved by the following
reasonings. Let an instance IjiX of tasky satisfy the above condition, then it must
satisfy both Equation (3.10) and (3.11), i.e.,
1) its arrival time must be during the period (t,f):

t<(x-l)Tj<t' (3.10)
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2)

its absolute deadline must be equal to or less than that of instance 7;g:

(x-l)Tj+Dj<(q-l)Ti+Di (3.11)

Inp\itSjee(i(i)q) (t.t') is the number of positive integers x which satisfy the Equat
(3.10) and (3.11). Therefore it is proved.
The peak-time interval (P) is the feasibility interval (Chetto, H and Chetto,
M., 1989b; Audsley, 1991):

P = LCM (Tj, T2, ..., Tn) (3.12)

where LCM is the least common multiple. We need to estimate the response times
only during the peak-time interval. Let us assume that a set of tasks TS is
schedulable by either scheduling algorithm, then the server does exactly the same
thing at t > 0 that it does at time t + kP (k = 1,2, ...). Hence, if the TS is
schedulable in a P then it is also schedulable in any other P over an infinite time
period.
N o w , the response time of instance 7;? which is the qth instance of a task i
can be calculated with Algorithm 3.5. In step 1, the algorithm finds the start time
(a) of the current level-(i,q) busy period. It then finds the finishing time of the
busy period (b) using the function 'Busy' (see Equation (3.8)).

Njmi„ is the

m i n i m u m of the next arrival times of instances of the same or higher-priority tasks.
That is the start time of the next busy period. The subscript jmin is the value of y
that minimises Nj. It implies the same or higher-priority task number whose next
arrival time is the start time of the next busy period. The algorithm repeats until b
passes the arrival time (Si>q) of instance Ii>q. The initial delay (S\>q) of instance Ii>q
occurs due to the higher-priority tasks which arrive during the period (a, Sitq). It
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Algorithm 3.5: Individual Instance Response Times of a Task
{ calculates the individual instance response times of a task i for fixed priority and
deadline driven scheduling}
1. initialise current level-(i,q) busy period's start time a = 0 and
its finishing time b = 0.
for each arrival q = 1 to P/T; do

/* P is the peak -time interval */

instance 7;g's arrival time S{>q = (q-l)Ti.
repeat

/* find the level-(i,q) busy period (a, b) that
overlaps with the arrival time S;g of the instance 7;^ */

find next arrival time Nj of an instance of tasky immediately
after the current level-(i,q) busy period, i.e., Nj = \ b/Tj] xTj.
N- • =

min {Nj}

for fixed priority scheduling, or

min{Nj\ Nj+Dj<Siq+Di} for deadline driven scheduling.
l<j<n
a

J

J

J

'i

= ™jmin-

b =Busy;><? (a , a+Cjmin).
until (b>Si>q).
instance 7;>(?'s initial delay time S\>q = S\>q + Delay;? (a, Si>q ).
instance 7;qs completion time Eiq =
Complete;^ (Si>q, S\iq+ClMock+CrClnon-PreemPt)
C non-preempt when

q = 1, or

Complete^ (Si>q, S,iiq+CrClJton-preempt) +
Qnon-preempt otherwise.

instance 7;^'s response time Ri>q = Ei>q- Si>q.
2.

endfor
Wi= max Riq.

~

\<q<,P/T,

Ai=

'*

avg Ru.

3. stop.
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is calculated using the function 'Delay' (see Equation (3.8)). Then the completion
time of instance 7;g is calculated using the function 'Complete' (cf. Algorithm 3.4).
The response time (Ri>q) of instance 7;>q is the time interval between its arrival time
(Si>q) and its completion time (Ei>q).
In step 2, the worst-case response time (Wi) of task i is the m a x i m u m of the
response times of all its instances. T h e peak-time average response time (A;) of
task / is the average of the response times of all its instances. Note that the number
of instances of task i during the peak-time interval P is P/7; (see Equation (3.12)).
Algorithm 3.5 does the most general response time analysis. It is a superset
of the Algorithms 3.2-3.4. Note that the algorithm takes into account arbitrary task
parameters, non-preemptive resources and deadline driven scheduling.

3.6 Best Priority Assignment

The model specifies that the priorities of tasks for fixed priority scheduling are
determined with a proposed best-priority-assignment (BPA) algorithm. It assigns
an inserted task the highest schedulable priority that will achieve the m i n i m u m
schedulable response time for the task while guaranteeing all task deadlines (see
Algorithm 3.6).
The algorithm succesively tries to find tasks that are schedulable at priority n
to 1 (step 2). Firstly, it attempts to find a task i; schedulable at priority n. Next,
priority n-l is considered. If, for any priority p a schedulable task cannot be found
(step 2(c)), no schedulable priority asignment exists. Finding if a task is
schedulable w h e n it is assigned priority p involves testing the schedulability (step
2(b)) of a m a x i m u m of p tasks. For example, w h e n you try to find if a task is
schedulable at priority n, you need to test the schedulability of a m a x i m u m of n
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Algorithm

3.6:

Best-Priority-Assignment

{ inserts a task xn into a set TS =

(BPA)

{TI,...,T„.;}

of (n-l) schedulable tasks (n

and makes a new set TS'= {Ti,...,Tn} of n schedulable tasks (n > 1) giving it the
highest schedulable priority }

1. initialise priority assignment V|/; = 0 for l<i<n.
2. for p = n to 1 do /* priority p (n is the lowest priority) */
(a) set unassigned = TRUE.
(b) for / = 1 to n do
if V|/,- = 0 then /* task T; has no priority assigned yet */
assign task T; the priority p temporarily.
// task T; is schedulable then
set unassigned = FALSE.
assign the task T; the priority p permanently.
11/;=/?.

exit the for loop.
endif
endif
endfor
(c) if (unassigned) then
no schedulable priority assignment exists for TS'.
stop.
endif
endfor
3. TS' has a schedulable priority assignment and
the higest schedulable priority for task X; is V|/;.
4. stop.
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tasks. W h e n you assign a task to priority 1 then only the task is required to be
tested for its schedulability. Testing the schedulability of the tasks with lower

priority is unnecessary because the order of the higher priority does not affect the
schedulability (see Theorem 2 in Audsley, 1991). Thus, the number of
schedulability tests Ntest required for all priority levels is given by:
n
Ntest= 5 > .
P=l

(3.13)

Therefore,

Ntest=(w2+n)/2.

(3.14)

Note that the worst-case required number of schedulability tests in Algorithm 3.6 is
(n2+n)/2.

3.7 Buffer Space

If it is guaranteed that a server does not overflow (see Section 3.4), then a finite
number of buffers will ensure that no input data is lost even when the tasks have
worst-case response times which are larger than their period (see Theorem 2.7).
The buffers are used to hold the input data which cannot be processed immediately
after it arrives at the server when a task (of higher or lower priority) seizes the
server. For any task, the minimum number of buffers is required for the worstcase situation. Thus, the calculation of the minimum required number of buffers
(Bi) for any hard or soft real-time task is based on the worst-case response time
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(Wi) and the period (Ti) of that task:

Bt = \WilTi\, l<i<n (3.15)

This equation reproduces the buffer calculation by Joseph and Pandya (1986).
Other people (Lehoczky and Sha, 1986; Tindell and Burns, 1993; Reddy and
Wyllie, 1994) analysed the I/O buffer space problem in a similar way. They used
the producer-consumer (Gray, 1987; Stallings, 1992) concept. Equation (3.15)
will be extended to a pipelined multi-stage system in Section 5.5.4.
Let the size of a buffer (e.g., a stream of a record, a block, a bucket of

blocks, or a packet etc. depending on the application) for task i be Z; (bytes) the
the minimum required buffer space M; for task i will be 77; Z, (bytes). The server
n
requires £ &i Z; (bytes) of buffer space not to lose any input data for any task.
i'=l

Note that allocating a buffer space larger than the minimum required buffer space
will cause no problem of either throughput or response failure. However, the extra
buffer space will be wasted.

3.8 Server Capacity

An algorithm for calculating the optimal capacity of a server is developed. The
spare execution time for each task is also calculated. Both of these require the
calculation of the upper-bound completion time of an instance of a task. In
addition, the potential for adjusting a task's deadline is examined.

3.8.1 Capacity Planning

The maximum schedulable utilisation (Dhall and Liu, 1978; Sprunt et al., 1988a) of
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a server is an important issue in real-time systems. Our first aim is to formulate a
server capacity model which can estimate the optimal (i.e., minimum schedulable)
capacity of a server. Any decrease of the capacity of the server from the optimal
capacity will make the given set of tasks unschedulable.

tasks
(customers)
1

0

0

n

workload

resource

(barbershop)

Figure 3.5
An Analogy

Our second aim is a task capacity model which can estimate the maximum

schedulable execution time of a task in a given set of tasks. In a fully utilised t
according to a certain scheduling algorithm, any increase in the execution time of
the task will make the given set of tasks not schedulable with respect to that
algorithm. The execution time in a fully utilised task is called the maximum
schedulable execution time of the task.
An analogy for our capacity model is the estimation of the capacity of a barber
shop. Imagine the barbershop in Figure 3.5. Let us assume that there are n tasks
(classes of customers). Task / (a class of customers) (1 < i < n) arrives

periodically to the resource (barbershop) requiring C; execution time (service time
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for the server (barber). Its period is 7; and the qth instance (customer) of task / (a
class of customers) must finish its execution by the time of (q-l)T; + D ; where D;
is the deadline for task /.
N o w three questions arise for the given set of tasks (customers). First, what
capacity of a single server (barber) is required, or h o w m a n y servers (barbers) are
required to meet all task deadlines if a fast server (barber) is not available. Second,
h o w m a n y buffers (waiting seats) for each task (customer class) are required.
Third, h o w do w e answer the two questions above if the customers (tasks) want to
have a series (pipelined multi-stage) of services, e.g., barber (e.g., C P U ) , then
hair washer (e.g., disk) etc.
A buffer estimation was presented in Section 3.7. The capacity of a multiserver system will be presented in Chapter 4. The third problem will be handled in
Chapters 5 and 6. The estimation of the optimal capacity for a single server is
explained in the following section.

3.8.2 Optimal Server Capacity
W e are aiming to find the optimal capacity of a server (point C in Figure 3.6). The
optimal capacity occurs w h e n the worst-case completion time for at least one
instance of a task is the same as its upper-bound completion time (see Section
3.8.4) while all tasks are schedulable. This situation is called deadline balanced.
The optimal capacity is the m i n i m u m schedulable capacity of a server where
any decrease in the capacity will cause the given set of tasks to be unschedulable
because at least one task misses its effective deadline (point A in Figure 3.6).
If you have determined the optimal server capacity on the assumption that
sufficient buffer space is available, you can also determine the required buffer
space (point B in Figure 3.6) on that optimal server with Equation (3.15). T h e
required buffer space increases as the server capacity decreases because the worstcase task response times increase. T h e required buffer space decreases as the
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server capacity increases because the worst-case task response times decrease.

worst-case response time

effective deadline

optimal
server
capacity

server capacity

Figure 3.6
Optimal Server Capacity

Algorithm 3.7 calculates the optimal server capacity for a set of tasks. The
goal of Algorithm 3.7 is to calculate the common scaling factor fs for the
execution times of all tasks which results in:
(1) at least one instance's worst-case completion time equal to its upper-bound
completion time, and
(2) all tasks meeting their effective deadlines.
Let the underlying capacity of the server be S, then the optimal server
capacity S'= S/fs. The flow of the algorithm is as follows. In step 1, it calculates
the initial common scaling factor f L for the execution times of all tasks for a

server with a utilisation factor 1. This step is necessary to get the finite respons

times for all instances of tasks because a server with its utilisation factor 1 does
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Algorithm 3.7: Optimal Server Capacity
{ calculates the optimal server capacity S' assuming that the underlying server
capacity is S }
1. calculate the initial common scaling factor fL that makes the server utilisation
equal to 1, i.e.,

fL[tQ/T^ = l.
2. for tasks i = I ton do
for instances q = 1 to 777; do
/* P: peak-time interval */
initialise the temporary scaling factor / = fL.
repeat
update the values of C; with the temporary scaling factor /,
i.e.,
fChl<i<n.
Ci =
find the upper-bound completion time &i)(j for instance 7;9.
determine the next approximation Af for the extension
scaling factor that makes the instance 7,j(? complete by the
time <pi>q, i.e.,
\q = Afi { X Inputs. (0,0iiq) x Q j + qCt
for fixed priority scheduling, or
((

lInputsjeed(iq)(O,0i,q)xCj

®i,q = Af

+ qCt

for deadline driven scheduling
update the temporary scaling factor / = (Af)f.
until (Af = 1). /* scaling factor adjustment converges */
/f. = /.
/* scaling factor guaranteeing instance 7;>(? */

3.

endfor /* instances q */
endfor /* tasks / */
scaling factor for a set of tasks / =

min
\<,i<,n,\<,q<PlTi

4.
5.

required capacity S'= S/fs.
stop.
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overflow.
In step 2, it extends the execution times of all tasks so that each instance of
each task m a y complete exactly at its upper-bound completion time (see Section
3.8.4). The extension scaling factor Af is multiplied by the initial c o m m o n scaling
factor fL to produce the scaling factor /,. which is the scaling factor that
guarantees that instance 7;A of task / will meet its deadline. Note, the upper-bound
completion time of an instance of a task is the s u m of the preemption time of
higher-priority tasks and the execution time of the previous instance and its o w n
execution time. W h e n execution times of tasks are updated, the upper-bound
completion time of the instance is updated too. Thus, the extension scaling factor
Af is updated until Af converges to 1.
In step 3, it calculates the c o m m o n scaling factor for a set of tasks
fs =
min
ft q- Then in step 4, it calculates the optimal server capacity
S'=S/fs.

3.8.3 Spare Execution Time for a Task
If the server has a guaranteed capacity then w e can calculate the spare execution
time for each task. Let C ; be the maximum

schedulable execution time for each

task / and C; be the current execution time for task / on the server. Then the spare
execution time A C ; = C ; - C;.
Algorithm 3.8 calculates the spare execution time for a task on a given server.
The flow of the algorithm is as follows. In step 1, it finds the upper-bound
completion times for all instances of tasks using Algorithm 3.9 in the following
section. In step 2, it extends the execution time of task i so that instance Ii>q (the
qth instance of task i) m a y complete exactly at its upper-bound completion time.
The extension scaling factor is stored in fiiq.
In step 3, it extends the execution time of task i so that lower-priority instance
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Algorithm

3.8: Spare Execution Time for a Task

{ calculates the spare execution time AC; for task i assuming that the underlying
server has a guaranteed capacity }
1. find the upper-bound completion times &z>q for instance 7^
(1 < z< n, 1 < q < P/Tz) using Algorithm 3.9.
2. determine the /,-)(. for the scaling factor of task i that makes instance Iiq
complete by the time &i>q:
&i,q = IlInputSj(Of0i>q)xCj} + qfi,i,qCl ,
1 < q < PITi for fixed priority scheduling, or
f
®i,q =

\

S Inputsjeed(i,q){O,0i,q)xCj + lfiMCi •

1 < q < PITi for deadline driven scheduling.
3. determine and update the fixq for the scaling factor of task / that makes
lower-priority instance Ix>q complete by the time Ox,q:
f
\
x-l

0x>q = {lnputsi(O,0x,q)xfiXtqc) + X Inputs (0,0x,q)xCj + qCx ,
7=1,

)

i<x<n, l<q< P/Tx for fixed priority scheduling, or
<px>q = (lnputsieed(x>q)(0,®x,q)xfitX>qC,) +
l<x<n, l<q< PITX for deadline driven scheduling.
4.

m a x i m u m schedulable scaling factor for task i:
for fixed priority scheduling, or
ft min fiiy>q
i<,y<,n,\<,q<.P/Ty

ft = min fi>y>q

for deadline driven scheduling.

\<,y<.n,\<q<,P/Ty

5.

m a x i m u m schedulable execution time for task i: C \ = /, C -

6.

spare execution time for task i: AC; = C; - Q.

7.

stop
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h,q will complete exactly at its upper-bound completion time. T h e extension
scaling factor is stored in fi)X>q. In step 4, it calculates the m a x i m u m schedulable
scaling factor /,. and the m a x i m u m schedulable execution time C';. Then in step
5, it calculates the spare execution time A C ; = C ; - C;.
F r o m the result of Algorithm 3.8, w e can expand the execution time of task i
up to C';. Otherwise, w e can execute up to l_AC;J instances of task / on the server.
b d is the floor function which denotes the greatest integer equal to or less than x.

3.8.4 Upper-Bound Completion Time for an Instance of a Task
Our goal is to find the upper-bound completion time 0i>q (< di>q) for the qth
instance of task / (i.e., instance 7;9) which w a s used in Algorithms 3.7 and 3.8.
The effective deadline d;/9 for instance 7,->? will be discussed later in this section.
T w o important facts are observed to solve this problem.
First, the upper-bound completion time for an instance of a task is not
necessarily the same as its effective deadline (di>q) because the effective deadline
can be located inside a higher-priority busy period. A higher-priority busy period
is a continuous time interval during which the higher-priority tasks execute and
forms a higher-priority preemption zone. In this case, the instance of task i must
complete before the instance of higher-priority tasks arrived. A peak-time interval
consists of an alternate sequence of a higher-priority busy period and the higherpriority idle periods. If a deadline is located at a higher-priority idle period then the
upper-bound completion time for an instance of the task is exactly the same as its
effective deadline. However, if the effective deadline is located at a higher-priority
busy period then, the upper-bound completion time m a y be shorter than the
effective deadline. It must be the start time of the higher-priority busy period. This
is due to the fact that the higher-priority tasks cannot be preempted by task i. Thus,
the algorithm must determine if the deadline is inside a higher-priority busy period.
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W e define a level-(i,q)h busy period as a time interval (a, b) within which
instances of tasks whose priority are higher than that of instance Ii>q are processed.
N o instances of those tasks are processed in the period (a-t, a) or in the period
(b, b+e) for sufficiently small e > 0.
Second, the upper-bound completion time for the qth instance of task i must
meet not only the user specified external deadline (#-1)7; +7); but also the resource
constrained internal deadlines. T h e internal deadlines are the server overflow
deadline and the buffer overflow deadline. The effective deadline d{>q for instance
Iiq must be the m i n i m u m value of these three internal deadlines. The upper-bound
completion time <pi>q of instance 7;)(? cannot be larger than the end of the P (peaktime interval). If any instance does not complete within P, server overflow occurs.
Thus, P is the server overflow deadline for any instance. The effective deadline is
P w h e n the external deadline (q-l)Ti +Z>; is larger than P. Otherwise the effective
deadline is the same as 7);.
F r o m Equation (3.15) w e see that the buffer overflow deadline for the qth
instance of task/ is (q-l)Ti+BiTi. Even if the server overflow deadline is met, if
the buffer overflow deadline is less than the server overflow deadline, then the
effective deadline must be updated to be the buffer overflow deadline. Thus, the
effective deadline di<q for an instance Ii>q of a hard task i can be calculated as
follows:

di>q = min { (q-l)Ti+Dh P, (q-l)Ti+BiTi} (3.16)

As soft real-time tasks do not have deadlines for individual instances, it
seems that it is hard to estimate the optimal server capacity w h e n they are running
on a server. Thus, Algorithms 3.7 and 3.8 are restricted to hard real-time tasks.
T o find this upper-bound completion time, Algorithm 3.9 checks the start and
end times of higher-priority busy periods progressively from time zero (0) until the
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Algorithm

3.9:

Upper-Bound

Completion

Time for an Instance

{ finds the upper-bound completion time 0i>q for an instance 7;>9 with its start time
Si,q (=(<?-1)^;) and its effective deadline di>q assuming that the underlying server
does not overflow }

L initialise the start and end time of the current busy period a = b = 0.
2.

while (b < di>q) d o /* deadline has not passed */
find next arrival time Nj of an instance of tasky" immediately after
the current level-(i,q)hbusy period, i.e., Nj = [blTj\xTj.
N- • =
iy

jmm

min {Nj}

for fixed priority scheduling, or

min {Nj\ Nj+Dj<Si>q+Di) for deadline driven scheduling.
« = Njmin'

/* start time of next busy period */

b = Busy;>9 ( a , a+Cjmin).

/* end time of next busy period */

endwhile
3.

if a > di>q then 0i>q = diqelse 0i>q = a.

4.

stop.

effective deadline is passed. The checking of the higher-priority busy period
continues while the current busy period has not passed the effective deadline (step
2). If the current busy period has passed the effective deadline (step 3) then the
effective deadline is the upper-bound completion time (0 h q = di>q). Otherwise, the
start time of the current busy period is the completion time (0i>q = a). T h e
function 'Busy' is well described in Equation (3.8). T h e algorithm works on the
assumption that the underlying server does not overflow, in which case the
algorithm cannot find the finite length of upper-bound completion time for some
instance(s).
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3.8.5

Deadline Adjustment

If a given set of tasks are schedulable, such tasks may have spare deadlines. The
worst-case response time W; for hard real-time task i and the peak-time average
response time A; for soft real-time task i is the lower-bound deadline D\. Thus,
the spare deadline A D ; = D; - D). Algorithm 3.10 presents the deadline adjustment
procedure.

Algorithm 3.10:

Deadline

Adjustment

{ determines the amount of marginal deadline to be adjusted }

if the underlying server overflows then
deadline cannot be adjusted
else
if (deadline 7); < W; for a hard task) or (7); < A; for a soft task) then
the deadline can be lengthened by the amount of (W; - £>,-) if the
task is hard or (A; - D;) if it is soft.
else

I* (Dt > Wt for a hard task) or (Dt > A; for a soft task) */
the deadline can be shortened by the amount of (D; - Wi) if the
task is hard or (D; - A;) if it is soft.

endif
endif

3.9

Examples

Examples are provided to illustrate these performance evaluation algorithms for
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•

preemptive (Section 3.9.1) and non-preemptive (Section 3.9.2) fixed
priority scheduling,

•

preemptive deadline driven scheduling (Section 3.9.3), and

•

for calculating the optimal server capacity and spare execution times
(Section 3.9.4).

3.9.1 Two Examples for Preemptive Fixed Priority Scheduling
Example 3.1 (Table 3.1) is for a system with 4 hard and 1 soft real-time tasks
where the system has a guaranteed capacity. Example 3.2 (Table 3.3) is for a
system with 2 hard real-time tasks where the system does not have a guaranteed
capacity. Both systems have a single C P U for which tasks are competing. The
C P U uses preemptive fixed priority scheduling. It is assumed that the system
provides enough buffer space for each task. The minimum C P U interarrival time
for task / is T;. Task i has a priority i. Task / is either hard real-time (hard) or soft
real-time (soft) as defined by the variable 775; in Table 3.1. Task / consumes a
m a x i m u m C P U time C;. The C P U deadline of task i is D,. The deadline D; applies
to the worst-case response time W ; when 775; is hard, and applies to the peak-time
average response time A; w h e n 775; is soft. The task parameters are given in
Tables 3.1 and 3.3 for Examples 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. Initially all tasks arrive
at time 0 (a critical instant). The task parameters (Table 3.3) for Example 3.2 are
taken and modified from Lehoczky (1990).
The task performance indices (i,e., output parameters) calculated with
Algorithm 3.5 and Equation (3.15) are given in Tables 3.1 and 3.3 for Examples
3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The performance indices include the worst-case C P U
response time (Wi), the peak-time average C P U response time (A;), and the
m i n i m u m required number of input buffers (77;) for each task.
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Task

Input Parameter

i

Tt

Ct

Dt

1

10

2

10

2

12

3

3

15

4
5

Output Parameter

HSi

Wi

A;

Bt

hard

2

2

1

12

hard

5

3

1

3

15

hard

8

4

1

18

3

20

hard

19

9

2

20

2

17

soft

29

15

2

Table

3.1

Task Parameters of Example 3.1

The system performance indices calculated with Equations (3.12), (3.1) and
Algorithm 3.1 are given in Tables 3.2 and 3.4 for Examples 3.1 and 3.2
respectively. The performance indices include the duration of the peak-time
interval (P) and C P U utilisation factor (Us). They also include the determination of
whether no input is lost (NIL) due to throughput failure and whether the underlying
system has a guaranteed C P U capacity (GCQ.

P

Us

NIL

GCC

180

.91

TRUE

TRUE

Table

3.2

System Performance Indices of Example 3.1
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From this data, w e can see that the system in Example 3.1 has a guaranteed
capacity (GCC in Table 3.2), while the system in Example 3.2 does not have
(Table 3.4). In Example 3.1, the system has a guaranteed capacity because the
utilisation (Us) is less than 1 and no input is lost ( M L in Table 3.2) and all tasks
meet their deadlines (Table 3.1). Task 5 is a soft real-time task. Its peak-time
average C P U response time (A5 = 15 in Table 3.1) is less than its deadlines (D5 =
17 in Table 3.1). Also, the four hard real-time tasks meet their deadlines.
In contrast, w e see from Table 3.4 that Example 3.2 does not have a
guaranteed C P U capacity for its workload. This is because task 2 does not meet its
C P U deadline (W2 > D2 in Table 3.3) even though the utilisation is less than 1 and
no input is lost. The utilisation is less than 1 because all instances of tasks
complete within the peak-time interval (P) but not within their deadlines.
Also, w e note that tasks 4 and 5 in Example 3.1 (Table 3.1) and task 2 in
Example 3.2 (Table 3.2) need multiple input buffers (i.e., more than double
buffering) to ensure that no input is lost because their worst-case C P U response
times (Wi) are longer than their respective minimum interarrival times (7;).

Task

Input Parameter

i

Tt

ct

1

70

26

30

2

100

62

117

Output Parameter

Wt

Bt

hard

26

1

hard

118

2

HSt

Dt

Table

3.3

Task Parameters of Example 3.2
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P

Us

NIDL

GCC

700

.99

TRUE

FALSE

Table

3.4

System Performance Indices of Example 3.2

Instance
a

Arrival Time

Completion

Response Time

S2,q

Time E2.a

R2,q=E2,qS2,q

1

0

114

114

2

100

202

102

3

200

316

116

4

300

404

104

5

400

518

118

6

500

606

106

7

600

694

94

Table

3.5

Response Time for Each Instance of Task 2

To determine why task 2 in Example 3.2 does not meet its deadline
calculate the response times of all instances during the level-2 busy period when
they are preempted by higher-priority tasks. The results of these calculation with
Algorithm 3.3 are given in Table 3.5. From these results, we see that the level-2
busy period is from time 0 to time 694 (the completion time of the last (7th)
instance). The largest response time is 118 for the 5th instance which is greater
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than the deadline of 117. Note, only this instance misses the deadline. Also, if the
deadline can be extended by 1 the system will have a guaranteed capacity. In this
case, a system upgrade m a y be saved by reexamining the deadlines.
Note that the response times of all instances in the level-2 busy period must
be checked. If w e checked only the first instance, w e would draw the erroneous
conclusion that the deadline (Di = 117) would be met because /?2,/ = 114. Having
discussed the performance of these two examples w e n o w illustrate h o w the
performance indices are derived by working through the calculation done by
Algorithm 3.3 for Example 3.1. The detailed calculations for Tables 3.1 and 3.2
are walked through in Appendices C. 1 and C.2
T o test if the model's calculations are correct, w e coded a simulation
program (Appendix D.l) which reads the input parameters and simulates the
execution of the tasks every unit of time.

This simulation is a deterministic,

discrete-time simulation. The intermediate output of this simulation for Example
3.1 is shown in Figure 3.7. The simulated system follows all the assumptions w e
made previously in exactly the same way. The two examples in the previous
section were run on the simulator.
T o verify Algorithm 3.5 w e compared the results of the calculation by our
analytic model with the results of the simulation model. T h e results of the
simulation were exactly the same as the results of the algorithm (given in Tables
3.1-3.5). At each time step, the simulation program output the number of the
executing task so w e could view the C P U execution process clearly.

W e see

(Figure 3.7) that tasks 1-5 have their worst-case response times 2, 5, 8,19, and 29
respectively w h e n they arrive at the c o m m o n critical instant (i.e., at time zero).
Their completion times are shown by outlining their task numbers.
These two examples are good test cases for our model because they contain
both hard and soft real-time tasks and also include all four possible cases of
situations that can occur when an instance of task i arrives at the C P U :
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time
0

10

20

30

40

50

+ + + + + +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
112223334411222333H4114422255511333522241144533322
1125444

1122233355112223334411452225

1145533322112444

1133342224

112223334411222333451155222444

113335222 114443332211255

#

Peak-time interval = 180.
CPU busy time = 165.
CPU utilisation factor = 0.91.
Note;
+ marks in every 5 time units.
Numbers means the task numbers executed at the time.
Blank means no task executed at the time.
Outlined number indicates its worst-case completion time.
# means the end time of the peak-time interval.

Figure 3.7
Simulated CPU's Execution Process of Tables 3.1 and 3.2

the
where the previous instance of task i is still being
(casesituation
1)
processed (e.g. at time 18 in Figure 3.7 when the 2nd instance of task 4
arrives).
(case 2)

the situation where processing of the previous instance of task / is
finished, and a higher-priority task which arrived after the previous
instance of task * was finished, is still being processed (e.g., at time 4 0
in Figure 3.7 w h e n the 3rd instance of task 5 arrives).
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(case 3)

the situation where processing of the previous instance of task * is

finished, and no higher-priority task is executing, i.e., a lower-priority
task is executing or the CPU is idle, (e.g., at time 10 in Figure 3.7
when the 2nd instance of task 1 arrives).
(case 4) A higher-priority task preempts task i (e.g., at time 30 in Figure 3.7
when the 3rd instance of task 3 arrives).

The fact that the results of our analytic model are exactly same as the results of t
simulation model for the two test examples which contains all possible cases,
confirms that the algorithm is correct.

3.9.2 An Example for Non-preemptive Fixed Priority Scheduling
4 hard real-time tasks (Table 3.6) are competing for a disk drive which uses nonpreemptive fixed priority scheduling and has enough buffer space. It is assumed
that once a task acquires disk service it uses the disk drive exclusively until it
completes its data transfer. Thus, we model the task execution times with C; =
Cfw + CfreemPt+ Qnon-preempt where CfreemPl - 0. We take the longest execution
time of lower-priority tasks max Cj for the worst-case blocking time Qblock
jelp(i)

(Table 3.6) for task /.

4 4
The utilisation factor of the disk Us = Y Ut = £ C;/7/; = (10+20)/60 +
(5+45)/200 + (25+45)/6000 + (30+30)/1500 = 0.8.
The disk does not overflow because Us < 1.
Thus, the worst-case response time (Wt) for task / is bounded and can be

calculated as in Table 3.6 by substituting its input parameter values into Algorithm

3.4. The critical instant of the disk for a task is the instant when the task arrive

the disk concurrently with all higher-priority tasks and when the lower-priority tas
with the longest disk execution time has just started its disk service (Lee and
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M c Kerrow, 1994). If the task has an arbitrary disk deadline (e.g., D2 >T2 for task
2), the worst-case disk response time for task / occurs during the level-i busy
period starting at the critical instant of the disk.
All four tasks meet their deadlines with Wi < D;, 1 < / < 4 (see Table 3.6).
The minimum required number of buffers Bt is calculated for each task (Table 3.6).
Thus, w e can judge that the 4 tasks are schedulable on the underlying disk drive.
The detailed calculations done by Algorithm 3.4 for Table 3.6 are provided in
Appendix C.3.

Task

Input Parameter

Output
Parameter

ct
i j

Tt

Q .block

C;sw

Q .non-

Dt

HSt

Wt

Bi

preempt

1

60

70

10

20

150

hard 100

2

2

200

70

5

45

250

hard 210

2

3

6000

60

25

45

500

hard 440

1

4

, 1500

0

30

30

600

hard 550

1

Table

3.6

Task Parameters for Non-preemptive Fixed Priority Scheduling

3.9.3 An Example for Preemptive Deadline Driven Scheduling
4 hard real-time tasks (Table 3.7) are competing for a C P U which uses preemptive
deadline driven scheduling and has enough buffer space.
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Task

Output Parameter

Input Parameter

i

Tt

ct

Dt

HSt

1

10

1

10

hard

8

1

1

2

12

2

12

hard

5

2

1

3

30

8

40

hard

38

13

2

4

600

20

30

hard

27

27

1

Table

Wt

At

Bt

3.7

Task Parameters for Preemptive Deadline Driven Scheduling

4 4
The utilisation factor of the C P U Us = Y

U( =

£ Q/T; = 1/10 + 2/12 + 8/30

+ 20/600 = 0.56
The C P U does not overflow (Us < 1).
Thus, all task response times are bounded and can be calculated as in Table
3.7 by substituting the input parameter values into Algorithm 3.5. Notice the task
deadlines are arbitrary with respect to their periods, i.e., Dj = T\, D2 = T2, D3 >
T3, and D4 < T4.
All 4 tasks meet their deadlines with Wi < 7);, 1 < i < 4 (see Table 3.7). The
m i n i m u m required number of buffers for each task 77,-. is also calculated (Table
3.7).

Thus, w e judge that the 4 tasks are schedulable on the C P U . From this

data, w e can see that the shorter deadline task does not necessarily have the shorter
worst-case response time (e.g., see D/< D2 and W}>W2)

although the peak-time

average response times A; seems to increase proportionally with the deadlines D; (1
</<4).
T o validate Algorithm 3.5, w e coded a simulator (Appendix D.2) for deadline
driven scheduling on a C P U . The simulation breaks the ties of deadlines between
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time
0
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30
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» + + * + i
+
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+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
12244444441422444444444444122 333333331221333333322
13
12233333331322
1
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1333332233
13
221
12233333331322
1 22
133333223313
221
12233333331322
1
22
133333223313
221
1223333333
1322
1
22
133333223313
221
12233333331322
1
22
133333223313
22
1
12233333331322
1
22
1333332233
13
221
12233333331322
1 22
133333223313
221
12233333331322
1
22
133333223313
221
1223333333
1322
1
22
133333223313
221
#

Peak-time interval = 600.
CPU busy time = 340.
CPU utilisation factor = 0.56.

Note:
+ marks in every

5 time units.

Numbers means the task numbers executed at the time.
Blank means no task executed at the time.
Outlined number indicates its worst-case completion time.
# means the end time of the peak-time interval.

Figure 3.8
The Execution Time Map for the Tasks in Table 3.7.

two instances of tasks with a FIFO. When the simulator executed the gi
of Table 3.7, it produced their execution time map as in Figure 3.8.
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Let us check the worst-case response times for each task. Task 1 which
arrives at time 30 completes at time 38 (see outlined number 1) with W]=$. Task 2
which arrives at time 24 completes at time 29 (see outlined number 2) with W2=5.
Task 3 which arrives at time 0 completes at time 37 (see outlined number 3) with
Wj =37. Task 4 which arrives at time 0 completes at time 26 (see outlined number
4) with W^=26. As we track down each task's worst-case response time, we find

that this simulator output and our model's calculation in Table 3.7 for the worst-

case response times of all tasks are the same except the worst-case response times

for task 3 and 4. For them, our model estimates 1 time unit more than the simulato
(i.e.,W3 =38 andW!^ =27) because our model considers the worst case delay when
two instances of different tasks have the same deadlines. Note that the ties are

broken arbitrarily by the actual deadline scheduler whereas this simulator is code

simply to break the tie with a FIFO policy for the tractability of the task execut

In the actual worst-case situation, task 1 which arrives at 20 with the same deadl
30 as task 4, delays task 4 for 1 time unit in our model. Similarly, task 1 which

arrives at 30 with the same deadline 40 as task 3, delays task 3 for 1 time unit i
our model.

3.9.4 Two Examples for Server Capacity Estimation
A set of 3 hard real-time tasks (Table 3.8) is running on a CPU which uses fixed
priority scheduling and has enough buffer space.
3
The utilisation factor of the C P U Us = Y £/; =

3
£ C;/r; = 40/100 +

40/150 + 100/350 = 0.95
The CPU does not overflow (Us < 1).
Thus, all task response times are bounded and can be calculated as in Table

3.8 by substituting the input parameter values into Algorithm 3.3. All three tasks
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Task

Input Parameter

Output Parameter

Wt

AD(

Bt

c\

hard

40

60

1

42.5

2.5

150

hard

80

70

1

43.3

3.3

390

hard

300

90

1

110.0

10.0

i

Tt

ct

Di

1

100

40

100

2

150

40

3

350

100

HSt

Table

ACt

3.8

Task Parameters for Server Capacity Estimation

meet their deadlines with Wi < D{, 1 < i < 3 (see Table 3.8). The minimum
required number of buffers for each task 77; is also calculated. Thus, we can judge
that the set of tasks is schedulable on the CPU. Now, using the Algorithm 3.10,
the spare deadline for task i is calculated: AD; = D, - Wi (e.g., AD2 = D2-W2

=

150 - 80 = 70). The spare execution time for task i (AC; = C; - C;.) is calculated
with Algorithm 3.8. W e see that task 2 has spare execution time (AC2) of 3.3
(Table 3.8). Thus, w e can expand the execution time of task 2 up to 43.3 (C'2).
Otherwise, w e can execute up to 3 (= l_3.3_l) instances of task 1 on the server.
If we estimate the required C P U capacity for this set of tasks using Algorithm
3.7, it yields the scaling factor/, = 1.0263. Thus the required C P U capacity S' =
S/fs = 0.975 when the underlying capacity of the C P U is S. This means that the
underlying capacity can be reduced to a smaller (i.e., 0.97) capacity for the given
set of tasks to be schedulable.
W e take another example (Table 3.9) for the case when the underlying
capacity is insufficient and a C P U overflows due to the excessive workload of the
two tasks. W e assumed that there exists a bigger C P U with enough capacity to
schedule the given set of tasks.
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i

Ti

Ci

1

100

500

50

hard

2

200

320

120

hard

Table

Dt

HSt

3.9

Task Parameters for Excessive Workload

2 2
The utilisation factor of the C P U Us = Y U; =

£ C;/r; = 500/100 +

320/200 = 6.6. The CPU overflows (Us > 1).
Thus, task response times (for some or all tasks) cannot be bounded and

cannot be calculated using the Algorithm 3.3. The tasks do not have spar

execution times either. In this situation, we have to calculate the optim

CPU capacity. Using the Algorithm 3.7, we obtain the scaling factor fs =0

(step 3). Thus the required CPU capacity S' = S/fs = 105 (step 4) when th
underlying capacity of the CPU is S.

Input Parameter

Task

i

Tt

c\

1

100

50

50

2

200

32

120

Di

Table

Output Parameter

Wt

Bt

hard

50

1

hard

82

1

HSt

3.10

Updated Task Parameters
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If w e m o v e the set of tasks in Table 3.9 to a C P U with the required capacity
then the updated C ; = /, C; = 0.1C; (Table 3.10). N o w , the worst-case response
time (50) of the task 1 is the same as its deadline (i.e., deadline balanced) while
task 2 has a spare deadline (AD2 = D2 - W2 = 38). This implies that the required
capacity is the optimal capacity for the given set of the two hard real-time tasks.

3.10 Discussion

In this chapter, we have generalised Joseph and Pandya's model (1986) of realtime systems to cover (1) both hard and soft real-time tasks, (2) both preemptive
and non-preemptive scheduling, (3) both the fixed priority and deadline driven
scheduling, and (4) a greater range of task parameters. In doing so, w e have
obtained additional information about the execution of the tasks which is useful for
analysing the performance of individual tasks as well as for capacity planning.
A general response time model is derived to estimate not only the worst-case
response times but also the average response times for both hard and soft real-time
tasks. Using our model, w e can determine whether the underlying system has the
guaranteed capacity w h e n hard real-time tasks and soft real-time tasks are running
together in the system. In particular w e have presented an algorithm for calculating
the completion time of every instance of every task executing in a real-time system.
A n algorithm to estimate the optimal server capacity is also presented. W e have
validated this model using a deterministic discrete-time simulation model.
However, the model is limited to a single server (e.g., a C P U ) . The model
cannot handle multi-server (e.g., multiprocessor) or multi-stage system (e.g.,
CPU-disk pipeline). M o r e general models m a y be available by extending this
model. Multiple servers are required when a single-server cannot schedule a given
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set of tasks. In the following chapter, a performance model for multi-server
systems is presented.
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Chapter 4
A Multi-Server Model

In this Chapter, we propose an allocation algorithm and its performance model for a
multi-server system executing real-time tasks. A n allocation algorithm statically
assigns tasks to servers, and in each server a scheduler dynamically assigns
resource time to tasks. W e have developed the modified-task-first-fit-allocation
( M T F F A ) algorithm to allocate a set of tasks with arbitrary parameters (e.g.,
execution times, periods, deadlines) while meeting all task deadlines. A n instance
of a task executes on only one server so the allocator m a y allocate all instances to
one server or spread instances (in groups) over multiple servers.
The performance model embedded inside the algorithm calculates the required
number of servers for the system to meet all task deadlines. A s each instance of a
task is executed on only one server, the worst-case and the peak-time average
response times and the m i n i m u m required number of input buffers for each task is
calculated with the single server model in Chapter 3.

4.1 Introduction

The availability of inexpensive microprocessors has made it practical to employ
large numbers of processors in real-time applications ( M o k and Dertouzos, 1978).
In a hard real-time system, distributing the workload to m a n y processors in a
multiprocessor can solve both the throughput failure problem and the response
failure problem, which m a y arise in a uniprocessor system.
It can be extended to any kind of resource (e.g., disk, communication system
etc.). If either the throughput failure problem or the response-failure problem
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occurs w h e n w e use a state-of-the-art single server system, the only solution is to
use a multi-server system.
In a multi-server system, an allocator allocates a task to a server. Then a local
scheduler in the server schedules the task. While Chapter 3 dealt with scheduling
algorithms in a server, this chapter focuses on allocation algorithms. T o minimise
the required number of servers and to maximise the schedulable utilisation of each
server, w e need an optimal allocation algorithm. W e also need a performance model
embedded in the algorithm to estimate the performance of the system.
Dynamic real-time allocation algorithms (Ramamritham and Stankovic, 1984;
Ramamritham et. al, 1989; Ramamritham et. al, 1990) have been proposed. They
aim to provide flexibility and better resource utilisation. However, the dynamic
allocation algorithms do not provide an exact analysis of performance.
Dhall and Liu (1978) studied static real-time allocation problems on
multiprocessor systems and investigated the performances of two multiprocessor
allocation algorithms: the first-fit-allocation algorithm and the next-fit-allocation
algorithm. Each processor used a rate-monotonic-scheduler (Liu and Layland,
1973). Both allocation algorithms can estimate the required number of processors.
The first algorithm does a better job of reducing the required number of processors
than the second algorithm.
W e propose a performance model which extends the single server model in
Chapter 3 to a multi-server system. It is embedded in the proposed modified-taskfirst-fit-allocation ( M T F F A ) algorithm. T h e algorithm is modified from, and more
general than, Dhall and Liu's first-fit-allocation algorithm and is applicable to tasks
with arbitrary time parameters and allows any internal scheduling algorithm for a
server. In the M T F F A , the instances of tasks whose execution times are longer
than their periods are distributed to an appropriate number of servers to solve the
server overflow problem which occurs w h e n all their instances are allocated to a
single server. If a task is not schedulable on a server, it is allocated to another
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server which can schedule the task. In the model, w e derive the required number
of servers for a system to schedule a given set of tasks.

buffers
server
1

taskl - •
task 2 - •

server
2

•

task n — •
server
N

Figure

4.1

A Multi-Server System

4.2

System

Model

The system model (Figure 4.1) whose performance is to be estimated has the
following properties.

1. The system has multiple, identical servers. Each server has enough buffers
for each allocated task.

2.

Task / (1 < i<n) has the properties described in Chapter 3: period T;(
execution time C; and deadline 7);. Note, all servers run at the same speed.
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The execution time C; for task / has been measured on one of the servers.

3. The instance q of task i is the qth (q>l) arrival of the task i. The first arrival
of all tasks occur together at the critical instant.

4. Instances of tasks are independent from each other. Several instances of a
task m a y be executing concurrently on several servers. Also, instances of
different tasks can be executing independently on the same server. A n
instance executes on only one server. The instances of task / executing on the
same server are considered to be in group g and are referred to as a modified
task %itg (see Section 4.4.1). All modified tasks assigned to the same server
can arrive simultaneously at their critical instants.

4.3 Condition for Multi-Server Processing
The condition for scheduling tasks on multiple servers are given in Theorem 2.8.
Let the m a x i m u m capacity of a server in a single server system be S, and assume
that a set of n tasks are not schedulable and C; (1 < i < n) is measured on that
server, then a server in a multi-server system must have capacity

S1*max{CjDft because C,(W) * 2 V < * < " isrequired.
\<,i<,n

If such S' is not available then multi-processing is impossible because even if
the task with m a x ( C ) alone is executed in the server of S', it cannot be scheduled
due to deadline miss. Otherwise, the set of tasks is schedulable with a finite
number of servers in the multi-server system for any scheduling algorithm. From
Theorem 2.8, w e develop a new scheduling algorithm (Algorithm 4.1).
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4.4 Performance Model

A sequence of three actions is required to schedule instances of tasks to execute on
servers in a multi-server system. The stages are: task modification at system build
time, allocation of the modified tasks a m o n g servers at system build time, and
dynamic scheduling of the tasks within individual servers at system run time.
Thefirststage is task modification. All instances of a task m a y execute on
one server if it is schedulable. Otherwise instances of a task m a y be spread across
several servers in groups. Task modification is the process of dividing the
instances of tasks into groups for allocation to multiple servers. They are divided
into the m i n i m u m number of groups where each group can be schedulable on an
empty server. A n empty server is a server on which no task is allocated yet. A
group of instances of a task is called a modified task.
T h e second stage is the allocation of the modified tasks to servers. T h e
allocation of a modified task to a server is based upon its execution and response
time requirements. If a modified task cannot be scheduled on a server with other
modified task(s) then it is allocated to an empty server. T h e M T F F A algorithm
produces a table containing the allocation of the instances of tasks to servers. T h e
loader uses this information to determine which tasks to load into the local m e m o r y
of each server. This allocation is static throughout the life of the system.
The third stage is the execution of the instances of tasks on servers. During
execution, a multi-server scheduler monitors the arrivals of tasks and accumulates
the instance number (q) for each task. Using the instance number, and the table set
up by the static allocation, the multi-server scheduler determines which server is to
execute this instance of the task and signals the server to schedule the task. Each
server m a y handle one or more tasks. So internal to each server, afixedpriority or
deadline driven scheduler is used at system run-time. This dynamic scheduling can
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be considered as subscheduling (Dasarathy and Feridun, 1984) of M T F F A .
This approach to scheduling is used in order to meet real-time requirements.
Allocating tasks to servers at system build time enables all the object code to be
loaded once, which is essential for embedded systems. Also it reduces the
execution requirement of dynamic scheduling to that required to fetch information
from a lookup table. Disadvantage is that it is inflexible. However, an important
advantage is that w e base the allocation of instances to server on a performance
model. In fact the M T F F A algorithm evaluates the performance of each task at
allocation time. In the following two sections w e describe the task modification
and the M T F F A algorithm in detail.

4.4.1 Task Modification
W h e n the execution time Q of task / is longer than its period 7;, its instances are
alternately (and equally) distributed to different servers. Otherwise, the task alone
can cause server overflow. The distribution relaxes the period, that is it increases
the interarrival time of instance of a task on a server because other instances go to
another server. Thus, the m i n i m u m number of servers (Ni) required for task i is
the smallest integer satisfying C; < 7V;T;:

7V; = rC;/7/;l (4.1)

where [x] is the ceiling function. Now, the period (Tt) multiplied by the number
of servers (Ni) is equal to or greater than the execution time (C;). This number is
the period (Tiig) of the modified task xiig.

Ti>g = NiTi=[CiITPlTi (4.2)

The instances of a task which are allocated to the same server form a modified task.
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A different modified task is allocated to a different server. Thus, the number of
modified tasks for task i is same as the m i n i m u m required number of servers for
task i as given by Equation (4.1). The group number g for the qth instance of task i
is :

g = ((q -1) modNi) + 1 = ((q -1) mod\Ci IT?[) +1 (4.3)

The result of distributing the processing in this way is that task / has a virtual pe
^.virtual= fig at each server (Equation (4.2)). Thus, the system can n o w achieve
the desired throughput. For example, consider a task with T; = 10 and C; = 32.
From Equation (4.2), the m i n i m u m required number of servers, TV; = TC; /T;l = 4.
The sequence of execution of the instances of the task on 4 servers (p\,...,p<£) is
shown in Figure 4.2.
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Execution Time Sequence Diagram for distribution of task i to 4 servers

From a system point of view, the effect of parallel processing is to reduce the task
execution time to be less than the period. This virtual execution time dvirtual
=Cf//v,; = C; /fC; /T^h 8 as shown in Figure 4.3. The virtual period at each server
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is T.virtual _ T

=

\C./T^T.

=

40.

System

T. = 10
i

Figure

4.3

T{ and C; for task i from viewpoint of individual servers and whole system

The utilisation factor (Uig) of the modified task T;^ executing on server k is:

(4.4)

Ui>g = Ci/Tiig = [Ci/Ti](Ci/Ti)

4.4.2 Modified-Task-First-Fit-AHocation

(MTFFA)

The M T F F A algorithm is a two-phase procedure. In thefirstphase, it transforms a
set of original tasks to a set of modified tasks. This is a necessary step for tasks
whose execution time exceeds their periods. The algorithm divides those
overrunning tasks into a m i n i m u m number of modified tasks which do not
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overflow. A task overflows when its utilisation factor is greater than 1.
In the second phase, it assigns the modified tasks one by one to a server
while each task is schedulable in the server. A task is schedulable in a server when
the server can schedule the task itself and all the other tasks already assigned in the
server according to the local scheduling algorithm. For each task, it examines
earlier servers used. W h e n the task is not schedulable in thefirstserver, it moves
on to the subsequent servers until a server is found which can schedule the task. If
no used server can schedule the task then it assigns a n e w server for the task. Once
a modified task is assigned to a server then it is scheduled by the local scheduling
algorithm (e.g., fixed priority scheduling or deadline driven scheduling) on the
local server.
The static allocation of tasks to servers by the M T F F A procedure is described
in Algorithm 4.1. In this algorithm, tasks are first modified according to instance
groups (step 1). Then, for each modified task, every server is examined, starting at
server 1 (step 3(a)), to see if it can schedule the task. If it can schedule the
modified task then the task is allocated to it (step 3(c)), otherwise the scheduler
moves to the next server (step 3(b)).
At the completion of the algorithm, all tasks have been allocated to servers
and the number of servers used by the tasks is TV. Note that N is the required
number of servers for the given tasks. \yi>k (step 3(c)) is an integer variable which
is 1 w h e n the modified task %itg is assigned to server k, and is 0 otherwise (step 2).
The schedulability test (step 3(b)) of a modified task (%itg) on a server (pk)
includes the calculation of the utilisation factor of the server (Uk), the required
number of input buffers for each task on the server (77;^), the worst-case response
time for the task on the server (Wi)k), and the peak-time average response time for
the task on the server (Aiik).

Algorithm 4.2 describes the details of the

schedulability test.
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Algorithm

4.1:

Modified-Task-First-Fit-Allocation

(MTFFA)

[ produces an allocation matrix \|/, the required number of servers TV}

1. create the modified tasks: xi>g ([Q IT^Ti, C;, Dt) for l<i<n, l<g^~C; /7/;l.
2.

initialise the required number of servers N = 1.
initialise the allocation matrix \|/;;£ = 0 for l<i<n, l<k.

3.

for i = 1 to n d o
for g = 1 to |~C; /7/1 do
(a)

set current server number k = 1.

(b)

while %i,g is not schedulable on
server /^ (Algorithm 4.2) do
set k = k+ 1.
endwhile

(c)

allocate \g to p^ and
set allocation matrix li/;^ = 1.
if k>N

then

set N -k.
endif
endfor
endfor
4.

/* for each group */

/* for each task */

stop.

^
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Algorithm

4.2:

Schedulability Test for a Multi-Server

System.

{ determines if a modified task T;>g is schedulable on server pk (1 < k < N) in a
multi-server system with N used servers so far }
1. set allocation matrix \\fiik = 1. /* temporarily allocate to pk for the test */
2.

set execution time Cjtk = \|//,jtC/, period 7 ) * = \CjITJ\Tj, and
deadline D ^ = Dj, for l<y <n, l<fe <N.

3.
4.

i
calculate the utilisation factor for the server, Uk = X (Vj kCj)fiCj ITj\Tj.
7=1
if (£/£ > 1) then
/* server overflow */
throughput failure occurs and
Ti>g is not schedulable on server pk.
else
for each tasky allocated to server/?^ do
calculate the worst-case response time (Wjtk).
calculate the peak-time average response time (Ajik).
if (BjtkinstaU < \WjtkITj>k~\) then

/* buffer overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
Zj,g is not schedulable on server pk.
else
if ((task; is hard) and ( W ^ > Dj>k)) or
((tasky* is soft) and ( A ^ > T>j)k)) then /* deadline miss */
response failure occurs and
Xj>g is not schedulable on serverselse
Xj>g is schedulable on server pk.
endif
endif
endfor
if all tasky is schedulable then
T;g is schedulable on server pk.
else
%i>g is not schedulable on server pk.
5.

endif
set allocation matrix \|/;;* = 0. /* back to the deallocation status after test */

6.

stop.
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Note that the schedulability test in the single server model (Algorithm 3.1) is a
special case of the Algorithm 4.2 when there is only one server (i.e., N = 1) and
the allocation matrix \|/;(JV = 1,1 ^ / < « in the system.
The worst-case response time Wi and the peak-time average response time A;
of task / can be calculated at the completion of Algorithm 4.1 as follows:

Wi = maxWi,k-

(4.5)

Ai= avg Ai<k. (4.6)
\<.k<>N

W{ is the longest response time of the instances of the task i among all servers

while A; is the peak-time average response time of the instances of the task i among
all servers. Note, Wi>k and A;^ is obtained by substituting Cijk, Tiik and Pi>k into
Algorithm 3.5.
Bj>k buffers (Algorithm 4.2, step 4) are required for tasky on server k not to
lose any input data.

Bjtk = \Wj>kITj,k~\ = \Wjtkl(\Cj ITJ\Tji\ (4.7)

Let Z;be the size of an input buffer for tasky, then the required buffer space for

tasks executing on server k is the sum of the required buffer space for all the task
assigned to the server.

n
Mk=% (Vj,kBj,k)Zj (4.8)
7=1

The buffer space required to store all the input in the whole system is the s u m of the
required buffer spaces for all the servers:
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N

Ms=

IM*

(4.9)

4.5 Three Examples

To illustrate the application of the theory developed in the previous sections,
will work through three simple examples.
%

Example 4.1
A multiprocessor system has five periodic hard real-time tasks with enough
processors and sufficient buffer space. Each processor uses preemptive fixed

priority scheduling. The period (7;), the execution time (C,), the deadline (7);

the size of an input buffer (Z;) for each task / are given in Table 4.1. This e
shows the effect on performance of one task overrunning its deadline. The *
execution time of task 2(18) exceeds its period (12). Therefore, task 2 cannot
scheduled on one server as it will eventually miss the deadline (25).
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4.1

Task Input of Example 4.1
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To solve this overrun problem, we substitute the input parameters for the
system (Table 4.1) into Algorithm 4.1. The results of Algorithm 4.1 are given in
Table 4.2. It contains the specification and the performance indices for each
modified task calculated by Algorithm 4.1. The specification includes task number
(i), instance group number (g), period (7^), execution time (C;), deadline (£);),
and the allocated processor number (k). The task performance indices are the
utilisation factor of the modified task (Ui>g), the worst-case system response time
(Wiik) and the required number of buffers for the task on the allocated processor
(Bi>k). Note that task 2 is divided into two groups where each group has a shorter
execution time (18) than its period (24) and a shorter worst-case response time (20
and 18 respectively) than its deadline (25). Task 2 is now scheduled on 2
processors (i.e., processor 1 and 2), and now meets its deadline because the virtual
period (see T2j and T2i2) is lengthened to 24 which is longer than the execution
time of 18.
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Task Performance of Example 4.1
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The system performance values which are also calculated by Algorithm 4.1
are given in Table 4.3. The system performance indices are the utilisation factor
(Uk), the required buffer space for each processor (Mk) and the system (Ms), and
the optimal number of processors (N) required to guarantee the deadlines of the
given tasks.

Parameter

uk

k

Mk

1

.85

3

Individual

2

.75

1

Processors

3

.70

10

4

,05

7

N

4

—

—

Ms

—

—

21

Uniprocessor

—

2.35

—

Multiprocessor

—

,59

—

Table

4.3

System Performance of Example 4.1

The same workload was applied to a uniprocessor, and its utilisation factor was
calculated using Equation (3.1). The uniprocessor is hopelessly overloaded (Us =
2.35) for the given tasks (Table 4.3). While the utilisation factor of the
uniprocessor implies that 3 processors should be sufficient for no server overflow,
w e have seen that 4 processors are required to guarantee that these tasks meet their
deadlines. The fourth processor is very lightly loaded (U4 = 0.05). Thus, the
system has capacity for additional load.

T h e overall utilisation of the

multiprocessor system, which is the average of the utilisations of individual
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processors, is 0.59 to guarantee the response times of these particular tasks.

Example 4.2
A different workload (Table 4.4) is applied to the multiprocessor system of
Example 4.1. This example shows that multiple processors are needed when the
tasks will overload a uniprocessor even though their execution times are shorter
than their periods (i.e., the utilisation factor for each task is less than 1).
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4.4

Task Input of Example 4.2

To guarantee that all the tasks meet their deadlines, Algorithm 4.1 allocates
and 2 to processor 1, tasks 3 and 5 to processor 2, and task 4 to processor 3 as
shown in Table 4.5, requiring a total 3 processors in the system as shown in Table
4.6.
From Table 4.6 w e see that a uniprocessor is overloaded (Us = 1.35) while a
3 processor system is not. Three processors are required to guarantee that all tasks
meet their deadlines.
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Task Performance of Example 4.2

uk
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k
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—
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—

Table

4.6

System Performance of Example 4.2
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Example 4.3

A workload containing hard and soft real-time tasks (Table 4.7) is applied to
the multiprocessor system in Example 4.1. For soft real-time tasks the

performance calculations are different (Algorithm 3.5). This example shows tha

we may need a multiprocessor system when the utilisation factor of a uniproces

is less than 1 (Table 4.10) because some hard real-time tasks miss their deadli
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Task Input of Example 4.3

If the tasks are executed on a uniprocessor, then, according to Algorithm 3.5,
worst-case response times for hard real-time tasks 3 and 4 are 24 and 70
respectively and the peak-time average response time for soft real-time task 5
which are all longer than their deadlines (Table 4.8). This occurs even though
utilisation factor of the uniprocessor is 0.7 (Table 4.10).
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Task Performance of Example 4.3 in a Uniprocessor System

To meet their deadlines, Algorithm 4.1 assigns task 3 to processo
processor 3 as shown in Table 4.9.
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Task Performance of Example 4.3 in a Multiprocessor System
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—
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4.10

System Performance of Example 4.3

4.6 Discussion

We developed a performance model to estimate the guaranteed capacity for a multiserver system executing hard and soft real-time tasks. W e proposed a modifiedtask-first-fit-allocation ( M T F F A ) algorithm to schedule a set of tasks with arbitrary
parameters on a multi-server system. It distributes a group of instances of a task to
multiple servers. The performance model is embedded in the M T F F A algorithm. It
calculates the required number of servers and buffer space to guarantee task
deadlines. It also calculates the worst-case response time and the peak-time average
response time of each task.
The M T F F A algorithm has an advantage over other allocation algorithms. It
can schedule periodic real-time tasks whose execution times exceed their periods.
It can calculate the performance indices before it allocates the tasks to servers.
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However, w e modelled a single stage system where the system assumes the
previous stage as its input source and the next stage as its output sink and the input

period (or the minimum interarrival time) is regular. In reality, this is not the case.
Multiple stages are connected in a pipeline and output periods of tasks will be their
input periods at the next stage. The input periods are irregular because they depend
on completion times of the tasks at the previous stage. An obvious extension of
our work is to devise a performance model which considers those pipeline systems.
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Chapter 5
A Pipeline Model

In chapter 3, we developed a model for a single server. In chapter 4, we extended
this model to handle multiple servers, but for a single resource type. In this chapter
w e extend the single server model to handle multiple resources connected in a
pipeline. T o do this, w e introduce the concepts of the optimal instance blocking
and the regular pipelining. The proposed pipeline model calculates the m i n i m u m
required number of buffers for each task at each stage of the pipeline for flow
balancing. It also calculates the worst-case and peak-time average end-to-end
response times for hard and soft real-time tasks in a pipeline system. T h e
calculations of the required server capacity for a stage and the spare task execution
times are developed as well.

5.1 Introduction

In a pipeline system, tasks execute through a sequence of resources (CPU,
communication network, a disk etc.). It is a multi-stage system where each stage
has a single server (Figure 5.1). In the following two sections, the requirements of
such systems (Section 5.1.1) and the problems for modelling their performance are
addressed (Section 5.1.2)

5.1.1 Flow Balance and End-to-End Responsiveness
Tasks flow through all stages, each of which m a y have different speeds which are
inherent to their device characteristics. T w o strict requirements must be satisfied in
such a situation: flow balance and end-to-end responsiveness. First, the flow of
all tasks has to be balanced through all stages so that the throughput for each task is
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stage /
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Figure 5.1
A Pipeline System

the same at all stages. Otherwise, input data loss will take place. That is, flow
unbalance will occur due to either server overflow or buffer overflow at a slow
stage. In real-time situations, input requests arrive asynchronously at the start of
the pipeline invoking associated tasks. The arrival of the tasks at subsequent stages
in the pipeline is also asynchronous. Flow balance m a y be achieved by buffering
between stages.
Second, even if no input loss occurs through flow balance, a task m a y have a
longer end-to-end response time than its end-to-end deadline. B y end-to-end w e
m e a n the time interval from w h e n a task enters the pipeline to w h e n it exits the
pipeline. The worst-case end-to-end response time of each hard real-time task and
the peak-time average end-to-end response-time of each soft real-time task must be
equal to or less than its end-to-end deadline. T o meet these requirements, w e need
a performance model to estimate all task performance indices. However, there are
some problems in performance modelling for a pipeline system.

5.1.2 Problems
Three problems must be addressed in performance modelling for a pipeline system:
speed matching, release jitter, and priority and subdeadline assignment.
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(1) Speed matching problem
If we have multiple stages in a pipeline then the output rate of all stages must
be the same as their input rate. Otherwise backlog occurs at a bottleneck stage
which causes either server overflow or buffer overflow at that stage.
However, when tasks go through a pipeline of resources (e.g., CPU stage
then disk stage), the difference of resource speeds at different stages may cause
throughput failure for a task at a slow stage. Rummler and Wilkes (1994) and
others address the cache mechanism between two servers with different speeds.
However, we need to extend this concept to the hard real-time situation.

(2) Release jitter problem
The sharing of a server among several tasks in a stage causes the completion
times of each task to vary. As the completion interval of a task is irregular, the

input period of the task at the next stage is also irregular. This irregularity of ta

arrivals at a stage makes it hard to estimate the response times of tasks at each stag
Hence, their end-to-end system response times are complex to calculate.
Audsley et. al (1993), Tindell et. al (1994) and Klein et. al (1993) discuss the
release jitter problem for the situation where task release times are varied and the
delayed task execution affects the response times of lower-priority tasks. They
focus on single-stage single-server situations where a task may not be released as
soon as it arrives. For example, a task may be delayed until the next tick of a tick
scheduler, or it may be awaiting the arrival of a message. The release jitter problem
occurs when the worst-case time between successive releases of a task is shorter
than its arrival period. They claim that this inter-arrival 'compression' causes the
longer response times for lower-priority tasks. They calculate the worst-case
response time of a task considering this. However, their models are restricted only
to a single-stage.
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O n e solution (Klein et. al, 1993) to variations in input period is to delay the
release of the subtask at the next stage until the beginning of the next period.
However, this causes a m a x i m u m release delay time of one task period. W e need
tofindthe optimal release time for each instance of each task to improve resource
utilisation.

(3) Priority and subdeadline assignment problem
A s each stage has its o w n scheduler, w e have to assign a priority for each
task at each stage w h e n it uses a fixed priority scheduler. W e need an optimal
priority assignment algorithm to meet the end-to-end deadlines for tasks.
W h e n all stages use deadline driven scheduling, the subdeadline assignment
problem occurs (Kao and Garcia-Molina, 1993). The end-to-end deadline is from
arrival time at the system to the exit time from the system. However, the system is
faced with the problem of assigning subdeadlines to each task at each stage for the
local deadline driven scheduler. For example, the deadline driven scheduler m a y
require the subdeadline at a C P U , and a subdeadline at a disk for each task. Simply
applying the same subdeadline to each stage is not optimal because each stage has a
different processing load and processing speed. Thus, the deadline of later stages
depends on the performance of the previous stages.
T o solve these three problems w e introduce the concept of instance blocking
(Section 5.2), the restriction of regular pipelining (Section 5.3), and the system
model (Section 5.4). W e then propose a mathematically tractable pipeline
performance model (Section 5.5) which includes a test for an end-to-end
schedulability (Section 5.5.1), a minimum-response-priority-assignment ( M R P A )
algorithm (Section 5.5.2), a calculation of end-to-end response time (Section
5.5.3), a determination of buffer requirements (Section 5.5.4), and an estimation of
server capacity (Section 5.5.5). Finally, w e discuss the restrictions of our model
and h o w to extend it (Section 5.6).
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5.2 Optimal Instance Blocking

The problem of speed mismatch among stages in a pipeline system can be solved in
two ways. First, if a server has not enough speed then the capacity of the server
has to be upgraded. Second, flow balance buffering can prevent both server
overflow and buffer overflow for a slower server w h e n the server is either a block
device or has a large portion of task switching time in its execution time. T w o
level flow balance buffering is required: instance block buffering and over-period
response buffering.
Over-period response buffering (the upper-level buffering) is needed w h e n
task response times exceed their interarrival times. Otherwise buffer overflow will
occur. Over-period response buffering is already discussed in Section 3.7. In this
section, w e introduce the instance block buffering.
The purpose of instance block buffering is to match the speed between two
stages. In previous chapters, w e assumed that a buffer holds only one instance.
However, w e will allow a buffer to hold several instances. The instance blocking
factor is the number of input instances stored in a buffer. This number is calculated
by the system designer. T h e buffer is processed w h e n the buffer is filled up or a
time-out occurs. The time-out protects against the situation w h e n an instance does
not arrive for a long time.
Instance block buffering is an extension of the concept of cache buffering to
general resources. Instead of a stage executing each task on an instance basis, it
executes a block of instances. B y executing a block of instances the overhead time
for the execution of each instance is reduced, and hence the task utilisation factor of
the server at the stage is reduced. The larger the task switching time the greater the
impact of instance blocking on performance. S o it is expected to have a greater
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impact on slow resources like disks than on the C P U (Lewis and Smith, 1976;
Ruemmler and Wilkes, 1994; Reddy and Wyllie, 1994). However, a large instance
blocking factor may increase the task response time because the task has to wait
until the buffer is filled up before it is ready to execute.
There is a trade off between the instance blocking factor and the utilisation

factor of a server. The more we increase the instance blocking factor the less server
utilisation we can achieve. We must increase the instance blocking factor (hi) of
task / at least up to the point (Ki in Figure 5.2) where we have no server overflow
(Us = 1). It is due to the fact that the speed balance (or flow balance) is achieved
if and only if all servers in the pipeline do not overflow. However, we cannot
increase the instance blocking factor to the point (K2 in Figure 5.2) where the task
deadline (7);) is not met. The more we increase the instance blocking factor, the
larger the worst-case response time (Wi) we have due to the blocking delay. This
delay is the time the system waits for the buffer to fill up. Thus the optimal
blocking factor must be between Ki and K2 when we consider other task deadlines
as well.

worst-case response time
W.

deadline
server utilisation
U.

instance blocking
factor b.

Figure

5.2

Optimal Instance Blocking Factor
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W e need to determine the optimal instance blocking factor of a buffer for each
task to balance the flow of tasks through stages while meeting the end-to-end
deadlines of all tasks. If an optimal blocking factor exists, w e can then determine
the worst-case response time and the peak-time average response time of tasks and
the m i n i m u m required number of the buffers. Otherwise, w e have to expand
server capacity to avoid server overflow or deadline miss.
Let the execution time of a block of bij ( > 1) instances of task / at stagey be
Cij(bij) = dfw

+ bijCif0"-™ where Ctf

is the task switching overhead time,

Q^non-sw j s non-overhead execution time for an instance and bij is the instance
blocking factor. Then the optimal instance blocking factor for a task at a stage can
be determined by finding the m i n i m u m blocking factor which meets the end-to-end
deadlines of all tasks. This calculation is performed by substituting C;>;- = C;j(£;(j),
Tij = bijTi into the end-to-end schedulability test algorithm (Algorithm 5.1 in
Section 5.5.1).
W e take a simple example to illustrate h o w the optimal instance blocking
factor can be found. A pipeline system (Figure 5.3) consists of a C P U and a disk
with enough buffer space. The system has only one task whose period (Tj) is 10.
Each instance of the task requires 2 units of C P U execution time (Cjj) and then 20
units of disk execution time (C]i2). The instance blocking factor of the task at C P U
(bij) is 1. Let us assume that the task switching time (i.e, disk access time) at disk
(Ci,2sw) is 14 and the data transfer time for an instance (Cji2non-sw) is 6 which
makes the total disk execution time of an instance 20. The end-to-end deadline
(i.e., CPU-disk) for the task (Di) is 75 time units.
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Figure 5.3
Example System for Optimal Instance Blocking Factor

Let the instance blocking factor (bj>2) of the task at the disk be 1. Then we
see that C P U utilisation factor is 2/10 which is less than 1 and that disk utilisation
factor is 20/10 which is greater than 1. T h e end-to-end deadline cannot be met
because disk overflow will cause some later instances to have indefinitely large endto-end response time (Figure 5.4). H o w can w e solve the problem? W e notice that
the task switching time takes a large proportion (70%) of the disk execution time.
Let us n o w m a k e the instance blocking factor 4 for the task at the disk.
Figure 5.5 shows that the disk utilisation factor is (14+4x6)/(4xl0) = 38/40.
while the C P U utilisation is still 2/10 (i.e., less than 1). Thus, n o w no server
overflow occurs in the pipeline because of the instance blocking effect at the disk.
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Execution Map when Disk Instance Blocking Factor is 1

The worst-case C P U response time of the task is 2. The worst-case disk response
time of the task (see Figure 5.6) is the sum of instance blocking delay time ((4l)xl0) and the disk response time (14+4x6). Therefore, the worst-case disk
response time of the task is 68. The end-to-end worst-case response time is (2+68)
= 70. Hence, the end-to-end deadline of 75 is met. We see that an instance
blocking factor of 4 solves both the server overflow and the deadline miss
problems.
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If w e change the instance blocking factor to 3 for the task at the disk, then the
disk utilisation factor is (14+3 x6)/(3 x 10) = 32/30 which is greater than 1 and
overflow occurs. If we change the instance blocking to 5 for the task at the disk
then the disk utilisation factor is (14+5x6)/(5x 10) = 44/50 which is less than 1
and no server overflow occurs. However, the worst-case disk response time of the
task is the sum of the instance blocking delay time ((5-1) x 10) and the disk

response time (14+5 x 6). Therefore, the worst-case disk response time for the tas
is 84. The end-to-end worst-case response time is 2+84 =86 which is greater than
the deadline 75. In this case the instance blocking factor of 5 solves the server
overflow problem but fails to solve the deadline miss problem. Thus, a blocking
factor of 4 is the only solution to the schedulability for the task.
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Execution Map when Disk Instance Blocking Factor is 4

However, what if the deadline is 45? In this case w e have to enlarge the
capacity of the server itself because instance blocking is unable to solve the
problem. Note that the lower-bound deadline is 70 with the instance blocking

factor of 4. What if the deadline is 90? Then blocking factors of both 4 and 5 w

do. However, the blocking factor 4 is the optimal value because it requires less

buffer space and gives a higher disk utilisation factor and a shorter disk respo
time.
This very simple example illustrates the concept of the optimal blocking factor
well. Algorithm 5.1 (Section 5.5.1) determines the schedulability of a pipeline

system using the concept. When we extend this example to multiple tasks (n > 2),
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finding the optimal instance blocking factor follows the same procedure, except
Algorithm 5.1 considers other tasks in the system when calculating the utilisation
factors of servers and the worst-case response times of tasks.
The blocking factor sometimes is restricted by task factors, or by the available
buffer space in the system. Thus, w e assume that the instance blocking factor for
each task at each stage has been determined by the system designer, and will be
used as an input parameter in our performance model (Assumption (5) in Section
5.4).

5.3 Regular Pipelining

It is hard to determine that the output rate is the same as the input rate through all
stages in a pipeline system when the completion times of the instances of a task at a
stage is so diverse that the interarrival time of the next stage will not be as regular as
the one at thefirststage. Note that the completion time of an instance at a stage is
the same as the arrival time of the instance at the next stage. This is a real problem
for us, both to m a k e sure whether flow balance is achieved and to estimate the
worst-case task response times at the next stage. If the task arrival times at the next
stage are not controlled, the system is indeterminate.
W e propose a regular pipeline model which has regular arrival times for all
tasks at all stages. The instances of a task arrive synchronously at the first stage,
but each instance has a different response time. T o achieve a general model of a
stage where instances arrive synchronously and leave asynchronously w e delay
instances between stages to re-synchronise them. Thus, w e achieve a regular
pipeline where instances of a task arrive synchronously at each stage. The model is
extended to handle asynchronous arrival of instances for a task at thefirststage by
assuming that the synchronous period for the task is its m i n i m u m interarrival time.
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A s above, the delays cause the instances to arrive at the subsequent stage
synchronously.
The regular pipeline model is mathematically tractable which makes the
system deterministic and thus controllable. Our work is related to the traditional
periodic flow-shop model by Bettatti and Liu (1992). They introduced the concept
of postponing the release time of every instance of a task at a stage until its
predecessor subtask is surely completed at the previous stage. However, their
model is restricted to the situation where the task deadlines are equal to the task
periods with rate-monotonic scheduling. W e extend their model to include arbitrary
task parameters and scheduling algorithms.
The optimal modified release time can be obtained with the minimum release
delay for each instance of a task. B y using the modified release times, the model
transforms all stages which are non-regular into regular stages. The model
modifies the task release time to the next stage by inserting a release delay time.
However, note that the release delay is an overhead time which increases the
response time delay. Thus, the model calculates the optimal release time for each
instance of a task at each stage so that the task interarrival times are synchronised as
shown in Theorem 2.1. W e claim that this release time is optimal because no
instance block of the task can complete its execution after the end of the worst-case
block response time and there is at least an instance block that completes at the end
of the worst-case block response time (see Theorem 2.1). That is, the minimal
release delay for a task is achieved when at least one instance block of a task has
zero (0) release delay time.
W e extend the Y e Ding's example (Lehoczky, 1990) of a single stage system
to a 2-stage pipeline system (Table 5.1) to illustrate the regular pipeline model and
the effect of the model on the performance of the tasks. The server at stage 1 is
called server-1 and the server at stage 2 is called server-2. Three tasks are running
in the system. Task 1 executes only on server-1. Task 2 executesfirston server-1
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and then server 2. Task 3 executes only on server-2. That is only task 2 is doing
the pipeline. All three tasks are hard real-time and the end-to-end deadline D2 for
task 2 is 190. Both stages use preemptivefixedpriority scheduling. All tasks have
an instance blocking factor of 1 in their stages. This simple situation is presented to
enable us to understand the process of the regular pipeline model.

Task

Staj»e 1

Stage 2

i

Tt

cM

Priority

1

70

26

1

2

100

62

3

400

—

Priority

Dt

HSt

—

—

30

hard

2

70

1

190

hard

—

20

2

120

hard

c«j

Table

5.1

Task Input Parameters for a 2-stage pipeline system

The input parameters for this example are given in Table 5.1. Task 1 has period of
70 time units and processing requirement of 26 at stage 1. Task 2 has period of
100 time units and processing requirement of 62 at stage 1.
Task 1 has higher priority than task 2 and meets its deadline because Wj < D]
(Tables 5.1 and 5.2). The completion times of instances for task 2 at stage 1 are
114, 202, 316,404, 518, 606, 694, etc. which are also their arrival times at stage 2
(Figure 5.7) with no release time modification. Thus, the response times of
instances for task 2 at stage 1 is 114, 102, 116, 104, 118, 106, 94, etc. The worstcase response time of task 2 at stage 1 is 118 (W2>1 in Table 5.2). Task 2 also
meets its deadline because W2 < D2 (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).
However, the interarrival times of task 2 at stage 2 are 88, 114, 88, 114, 88,
88, etc. in the uncontrolled situation. They are irregular. W h e n w e have irregular
release times of task 2 at stage 2, task 3 misses its deadline (see Tables 5.1 and 5.2)
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at the critical instant 114 (Figure 5.7). W h y does it miss its deadline? Because task
2 preempts task 3 at time 202 with the interarrival time 88 which is shorter than the
period (100) of task 2 at stage 1.
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£ $ $ $ £ task ?
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completes

!•"!•!•!•!•

!:•:!:!:•: task 3

idle

184
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Figure 5.7
Task Execution Map at Stage 2 with N o Release Time Control
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5.2

Task Response Time with N o Release Time Control
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N o w , w e control the release time of the instances for task 2 at stage 2 to be
118, 218, 318, 418, 518, 618, 718, etc. (Figure 5.8). These modified release

times give the interarrival times of task 2 at stage 2 the regular value of 10

the same as the interarrival time of the stage 1. This scheme gives the instan
the task the optimal release delay of 4, 16, 2, 14, 0, 12, 24, etc. Note that

instance has zero (0) release delay time which makes the amount of release del

optimal. When we control the release times of the task 2 at stage 2 with the o

modified release time, task 3 meets its deadline (see Tables 5.1 and 5.3) beca

delay of the release time of task 2 from time 202 to time 218 enables task 3 t
complete before it is preempted.
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task 2
: • ! • : • ! • : • :
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• • • • • • ;

1

•
•
•
• •
: • : • : • : • : • :
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time

Figure 5.8
Task Execution Map at Stage 2 with Modified Release Time

This example shows that a regular release time makes the period of the task
at the next stage regular which enables easy calculation of the task response

the next stage. We also note that the regular release time seems to help remov
release jitter problem.
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5.3

Task Response Time with Modified Release Time

5.4 System Model

The performance of a pipeline system (Figure 5.1) is analysed in the follo
sections. The system model is defined as follows.

(1) The system consists of m pipelined stages where each stage has a singl
server with its associated buffers for tasks.
(2) Each server has a local scheduler. The scheduler can have one of four
scheduling policies: preemptivefixedpriority, non-preemptivefixedpriority,
preemptive deadline, or non-preemptive deadline driven scheduling.
(3) The total number of tasks which compete for the pipelined servers is n where
n>2.
(4) The system includes «/, hard real-time tasks and (n - «/,) soft real-time tasks
where 0 < n/i < n.
(5) A task i (1 <i ^ «) arrives at the system synchronously with a period (or a
minimum interarrival time if the task is asynchronous) of T, requesting at
most Cij execution time at stagey (1 <y < m). Each task must meet its end-toend deadline £>,. The instance blocking factor of task i at stagey is bij and
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hence, the period of task i at stage j is 7/;j = bijTi. W e assume that Z?;o = 1
for calculations at stage 1. This enables general equations to be applied to all
stages.

W e

also

assume

that

bhi•- hbi,(j-i),h = 1,2,...

or

bi,{j-\) = A'bi,j,A>'= 1,2,...
(6) W h e n a deadline driven scheduler is used, the subdeadline for each task i at
stagey is given as 7);j < Dj.

5.5 Performance Model

A schedulability test algorithm for a pipeline system is presented. A minimumresponse-priority-assignment ( M R P A ) algorithm for each task at each stage is
proposed. T h e model calculates the end-to-end task response times, the m i n i m u m
required n u m b e r of buffers for each task at each stage. Finally it calculates the
required server capacity at each stage.

5.5.1 End-to-End Schedulability Test
A set of tasks is schedulable in a pipeline system w h e n it has no throughput failure
at any stage and n o end-to-end response failure. Algorithm 5.1 provides the
procedure of schedulability test for a given set of tasks in a pipeline system. This
algorithm is an extension of the schedulability test algorithm validated in Chapter 3.
T h e utilisation factor of the server at stagey is :

Uj = lCi,j/Ti,j. (5.1)
1=1

The remaining performance parameters used in this algorithm are presented in the
following sections either as equations or as algorithms.
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Algorithm

5.1: Schedulability Test for a Pipeline

System

{ determines if a set of tasks is schedulable in a pipeline of m stages }
1. calculate the utilisation factor (Uj) for the server at stagey, 1 <j < m.
2.

if ( 3jUj>

1) then

/* server overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
s o m e task(s) is(are) not schedulable.
else
calculate the worst-case stage response time (W;y) for task i at stagey*.
(

\
_

if

•_

install

3i,iBi,j

<

b,,T,

then
/* buffer overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
task i is not schedulable.
else
calculate the worst-case end-to-end response time (Wi) for task /.
calculate the peak-time average end-to-end response time (A;).
if ((task i is hard) and (W; > D,)) or
((task i is soft) and (A; > D;)) then

/* deadline miss */

end-to-end response failure occurs and
task / is not schedulable.
else
task i is schedulable.
endif
endif
endif
3.

if (all the tasks in the task set are schedulable) then
the task set is schedulable and
the system has a guaranteed capacity.
else
the task set is not schedulable and
the system does not have a guaranteed capacity.
endif

4.

stop.

.^_____________________________
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5.5.2

Minimum-Response-Priority-Assignment

(MRPA)

W e observe that the global priority assignment for all stages is not optimal for fixed
priority scheduling. For example, two hard real-time tasks are running in a pipeline
system of three stages which have a preemptive fixed priority scheduling policy.
Let the task 1 have the execution requirements C/(;= 2, Cy;2=3, Cy ( j=5 for each
stage and the end-to-end deadline Dj=20.

Let the task 2 have its execution

requirements C2,i= 4, C2f2=6, C2>3=8 and the end-to-end deadline D2=25. If task
1 has higher priority than task 2 globally for all the three stages, then their worstcase response times will be Wi=l0, W 2 = 2 8 and as a result task 2 fails to meet its
end-to-end deadline. However, if task 1 can be assigned the higher priority only at
stage 3, with task 2 having the higher priority at stages 1 and 2, then their worstcase response times will be W;=20, W2=23, and all tasks meet their respective endto-end deadlines. Thus, w e need an optimal priority assignment algorithm for each
task at each stage to meet its end-to-end deadline.
W e propose a minimum-response-priority-assignment ( M R P A ) algorithm for
a pipeline model by extending Algorithm 3.6 to a pipeline system. This algorithm
assumes that the servers at all stages use fixed priority scheduling. It assigns an
inserted task the highest schedulable priority at each stage which will achieve the
m i n i m u m schedulable end-to-end response time for the task as in Algorithm 5.2.
In step 1, the algorithm starts by assigning an inserted task the highest
possible priority which guarantees the end-to-end deadlines for all tasks. If the task
is not assigned any priority at a stage then the system does not have a guaranteed
capacity because the server at that stage does not have sufficient capacity. Thus,
there is no need to examine the further stages. Otherwise, w e m o v e on to the next
stage and do the same thing.
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Algorithm

5.2:

Minimum-Response-Priority-Assignment

(MRPA)

{ inserts a task %A on the server at each stagey (1 <y" < m ) giving it the highest
schedulable priority }

1. set assigned = TRUE.
for stagey = 1 to m d o
assign the inserted task %A the highest schedulable priority on
the server at stagey* (Algorithm 3.6).
if no schedulable priority assignment exists then
set assigned = F A L S E .
exit the for loop.
endif
endfor
2.

if assigned then
calculate the worst-case end-to-end response time (WA) for task 1A
calculate the peak-time average end-to-end response time (AA).
*/((task %A is hard) and (WA > DA)) or
((task TA is soft) and (AA > DA)) then

/* end-to-end deadline miss */

end-to-end response failure occurs and
task %A is not schedulable and
no schedulable priority assignment exists.
else
task Tyris schedulable and
the highest schedulable priority is assigned for
task XA at each stage.
endif
else
the task 1A is not schedulable and
no schedulable priority assignment exists.
endif
3.

stop.

In step 2, when the task has been assigned its priority at all stages, the end-toend response time for the task is calculated according to the priorities assigned at
each stage. If it is equal to or less than its end-to-end deadline, then the task is
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schedulable and the priorities assigned at each stage are optimal. Otherwise, it is
not schedulable because no priority assignment is feasible, in which case w e
determine that the system does not have a guaranteed capacity.
Note that the algorithm assignes an inserted task at each stage the priority
which leads to its m i n i m u m response time while guaranteeing the end-to-end
deadlines for all tasks. Thus, if the inserted task is not schedulable with this
priority assignment algorithm then there is no other priority assignment algorithm to
schedule the task (see Theorem 2.3).
In the Algorithm 5.2, the number of schedulablity tests M t e s t required for all
priority levels at all stages is given by (cfi, N test in Equation (3.13)):

Mtest =m Ntest. (5.2)

Therefore,

Mtest=m(«2+«)/2. (5.3)

Note that the worst-case required number of schedulability tests in the algorithm is
m(n2+n)/2.
While w e claim that a subtask deadline is not required for fixed priority
scheduling, it is required for deadline scheduling. W e n o w consider the situation
where all stages use deadline driven scheduling. In a deadline driven scheduler,
every subtask requires a subdeadline to be used by the scheduler. W e need to
determine the subdeadline for each subtask. However, it seems that no one has yet
found the optimal subdeadline assignment algorithm for deadline scheduling. H o
et. al (1990) discussed slack distribution policies for multiple segment tasks. K a o
and Garcia-Molina (1993) proposed four heuristic equations for subdeadline
estimation. All of them heuristically determine the slack times of subtasks by
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considering the computation times or utilisations of the remaining subtasks. They
are not the exact slack times except for the subtask at the last stage. Thus, our
model simply assumes that the designer has chosen a good subdeadline assignment
algorithm and has determined the subdeadlines of all subtasks for the deadline
driven scheduler.
Consider the situation when a pipeline consists of hybrid stages where some
stages use fixed priority scheduling and others use deadline driven scheduling. Our
model will apply the MRPA algorithm to the fixed priority stages and will assume
the subdeadlines of tasks at the deadline driven stages. Designers may need to find
the sub-end-to-end deadline of a task for the group of deadline driven stages by
subtracting the worst-case end-to-end response time of the task spent at the group
of fixed priority stages from the end-to-end system deadline of the task.

5.5.3 End-to-End Response Time
The end-to-end response time Rt>q for the qth instance of task i is the sum of its
response times Rij>q at each stagey.
m

Ri,q=lRi,j,q

(5-4)

The response time Rij>q for the qth instance of task / at stagey* is the sum of its
instance blocking delay Vij>q and the worst-case block response time W{j of task i
at stagey*.

Ri,i,a = Vu,q + Wi,j (5.5)

Wi j can be calculated using Algorithm 3.5 when we know C;y and 7y for each
task i (Assumption (5) in Section 5.4)
The calculation of the instant blocking delay Vij>q for the qth instance of task i
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at stagey" depends on the ratio X of the two instance blocking factors b^.j) and b^
at the two adjacent stagesy'-l andy as shown in the following equations.

Vi,j,q = (A -1 -§q/bi,(j-x^-l)modX)bi,U-x)Ti
when bij = Xbm-\),X = 1,2,...

(5.6)

or,

Vi,i>q = {^q/bi,P\-i)modX')bi,jTi
when bi,(j-\) = X'bi,j,X'=l,2,...

(5.7)

Note that we assumed that b^o = 1 (Assumption (5) in Section 5.4). The following
two examples with Figures 5.9 and 5.10 illustrate Equations (5.6) and (5.7)
respectively.

Example 5.1
Let the instance blocking factors &;,(/.;; = 3 and bij = 9 for task / with a period of
7;. If w e want to k n o w the instance blocking delay of the 11th instance of task i at
stagey, then substitute q=ll, A = 3 in Equation (5.6) as follows.

Vij>n = (3-l-((["l 1/31-1) mod 3))x3xT;
= 67;

We can see in Figure 5.9 that the 11th instance completes its execution at
stage y'-l at the same time with the 10th and the 12th instances because the instance
blocking factor bi>(j.i) at stage y-1 is 3.
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5.9

Instance Blocking Buffer for Example 5.1

The 11th instance has to wait for its execution at stagey until the 18th instance
completes its execution at stage (y'-l) because the instance blocking factor 6;>y-at
stagey* is 9.

E x a m p l e 5.2
Let the instance blocking factors bif(j.i) = 4 and btj = 2 for task i with a period of
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7;. W e can calculate the instance blocking delay of the 7th instance of task / at stage
j by substituting q = 7, X'= 2 in Equation (5.7) as follows.

Vijj= ((T7/21-1) mod 2))x2x7;
= 2Tt

We can see in Figure 5.10 that the 7th instance completes its execution at stage y'-l
at the same time with the 5th, 6th and 8th instances because the instance blocking
factor bit(j.i) = 4.

instance

instance blocking
delay

number
1

OX
2T;

OX
2T;

8

Figure 5.10
Instance Blocking Buffer for Example 5.2

W e also can see that the 7th instance is forced to delay its execution at stagey for
27^- to make the pipeline regular.
Using the results of Equation (5.4), the worst-case end-to-end response time
W- and the peak-time average end-to-end response time A; can be calculated as
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follows.
Wi=

max Ri>q

(5.8)

\<,q<,P/Ti

Ai= avg Ri>q (5.9)
IZqZP/T,

where P is the peak-time interval.

5.5.4 Buffer Requirement
We assumed that the instance blocking factor of a buffer for each task at each stage
is given by designers for their application situations (see Section 5.2). However,
we need to calculate how many buffers are needed to avoid buffer overflow due to
the over-period task response.
Joseph and Pandya (1986) estimated the minimum required number of buffers

applicable only in the situation of single instance block buffering in a single stage
system (see Equation (3.15)).
We extend their model to multiple instance blocking in a multi-stage pipeline
system to calculate the required number of buffers. The minimum required number

of buffers for task / at the stagey can be calculated as follows. Note that each buff
stores the number of instances specified by the instance blocking factor.

\W,j] W" hJ
T,,,
b,.,T,

R .= ^-±L ==

[ '-' 1

(5.10)

Equation (3.15) is a special case of Equation (5.10) when b,j= 1. However, we
claim that Joseph and Pandya's (1986) assumption of bij= 1 has to be generalised
in a multi-stage situation where bij> 1. Thus Equation 5.10 is the general equation
for buffer requirements. Example 5.3 and Figure 5.11 illustrate the Equation
(5.10).
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E x a m p l e 5.3
Suppose that a task i goes through a 2-stage periodic pipeline with T; = 10, bij = 1,
Wij = 15, bi>2 = 3, W{>2 = 70 and b^ = 1. Then, the task period at each stage
(Figure 5.11) is calculated with model characteristic (5) in Section 5.4:

r,,=z?(,r1=ixio=io
Ti,2 = & , 2 7 > 3 x l 0 = 30

The minimum required number of over-period buffers for task / at stage 2 is
calculated with Equation (5.10) as follows:

=

Bi,i -

\ wi>2 j

=

buiTi

" 70 "
= 3
3x10

This buffer situation at stage 2 is illustrated in Figure 5.11. In a similar manner, w e
can obtain the number of buffers at stage 1:

B« =

W,

\A

=

=

b,,T,

15
=2
1x10

T,,
5.5.5 Server Capacity
W e can calculate the minimum required capacity for the server at stagey if w e know
the capacities of the servers at all other stages are sufficient. W e focus on the server
at stagey alone, as if it is a single server system. The effective deadline di,j,q (cfi
Equation (3.16)) for the qth instance of task i at stagey" is as follows:

. / ,

di,j,q = Tnin[di,j,q

user

j

,di,j,q

server

,

,cti,j,q

buffer}

)
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\

where

user

user specified deadline dij,q

= D, -

v>,j,q~*~ /LRits.ti
s=\,

s*j

and

J

server overflow deadline di,j,qserver = P

and buffer overflow deadline dij,qhuffer = Bij bij Tt -

WUJ-D

~ (hj -1) Ti

buffer 1
release
buffer 2
release
buffer 3
release
buffer 1
release

buffer 1
acquire

Figure

5.11

Minimum Required Number of Buffers

Note that the buffer overflow deadline dij,qbuffer can be derived from Equation
(5.10). This deadline is for the worst-case block response time. Substituting the
effective deadline dij,q, Ctj, and Ttj to di>q, Ci, and 71; in Algorithm 3.8 and
we can calculate the optimal server capacity and spare execution time for task / at
stagey.
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5.6 Discussion

We have proposed a regular pipeline model which can estimate the performance of a
pipelined system for a range of task parameters and local scheduling algorithms.
W e have justified the model of synchronisation with m i n i m u m response delay by
optimal modified release time. W e have shown that existing single server models
can be applied or extended to the pipeline model easily. Also, w e proved that by
controlling the release times of tasks at each stage that w e can calculate the end-toend response times of the tasks.
However, the model makes the response time of every instance block for task
i the same value as the worst-case block response time W;. Thus it m a y cause a
larger average response time than the non-regular pipeline model because every
instance block must be delayed to make a regular pipeline. The model is restricted
to a pipeline where each stage has only one server. W e extend this model to a
pipelined multi-server model where each stage can have multiple identical servers in
the following chapter.
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Chapter 6
A Pipelined Multi-Server Model

A general model of parallel real-time systems can be formulated by combining
multi-server parallelism with multi-stage parallelism. T o achieve this model w e
extend the pipeline model in Chapter 5 to have multiple servers in each stage. W e
modelled multiple servers for a single stage in Chapter 4. Thus, in this chapter w e
combine the models developed in the previous two chapters.
In this model, a set of real-time tasks pass through a pipeline of stages where
each stage has multiple servers. A performance model is presented for such
parallel real-time systems. This model provides a high-level unified framework for
studying the performance of general parallel real-time systems with a range of task
parameters, resource types and scheduling algorithms.

6.1 Introduction

The timing requirements of real-time systems are different from those of non-realtime systems. Batch systems require good average throughputs while time-sharing
systems require good average response times. However, neither of them has the
strict worst-case performance requirement that real-time systems do. T h e
requirement is that all tasks must meet their deadlines without losing any input data.
T o meet such critical timing requirement, fast parallel-processing technology
is exploited. Parallel approaches help to improve both the throughput and the
response times for tasks. Parallelism can be achieved by two methods of
resource/task partitioning: multi-server (Chapter 4) and multi-staging (Chapter 5).
A multi-stage multi-server system in this chapter combines theses two concepts into
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a general parallel system.
Real-time system designers and users will aim to maximise schedulable
utilisation of such parallel systems to achieve economical use of their resources.
This goal can be attained by both optimal task allocation and optimal resource
scheduling. Task allocation is the process of mapping a task to a resource, while
resource scheduling is the process of allocating control of a resource to a task. T o
evaluate these problems for a given set of tasks and resources, and to find out the
minimal cost schedulable system configuration, w e need a performance model.
The rest of this paper flows as follows. First, w e review what researchers
have done on these problems (Section 6.2). W e then assume a system model
(Section 6.3) to analyse. After that, w e describe the strategies of our performance
model (Section 6.4). Based on these foundations w e delve into the detailed
algorithms (Section 6.5) of the model with an example (Section 6.6). Finally, w e
conclude by discussing the constraints of the model (Section 6.7).

6.2 Related work

Liu and Layland (1973) derived a simple sufficient condition to determine if a set of
periodic tasks can be scheduled in a single processor. They found that any set of n
periodic tasks can be scheduled by the rate-monotonic-scheduling ( R M S ) algorithm
if the utilisation factor of the processor is no greater than n(2Un~l). A s the number
(n) of tasks increase, the utilisation bound converges to ln2 (69%). The R M S
algorithm is a preemptive fixed priority scheduling policy where the task with the
shortest period has the highest priority. They also found that any set of periodic
tasks scheduled by the preemptive deadline driven algorithm will meet all task
deadlines if, and only if, the utilisation factor of the processor is no greater than 1
(100%). However, both of these schedulability tests are restricted to uniprocessor
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systems and the task deadlines are assumed to be equal to the task periods.
Extensions of the Liu and Layland theory were done in many ways to derive
more exact criteria for testing schedulability that can be used in more general
circumstances. These state-of-the-art uniprocessor performance models are well
summarised in Lehoczky et al. (1991), Sha et al. (1991) and Lehoczky (1994).

1. Task deadlines smaller than or equal to task periods were studied by
Leung and Merrill (1980), Lawler and Martel (1981), Leung and
Whitehead (1982), Joseph and Pandya (1986), Lehoczky and Sha
(1986), Peng and Shin (1989), and Lehoczky (1990).
2.

Task deadlines larger than task periods were studied by Lehoczky
(1990) and Shihetal. (1990).

3.

A mixture of periodic and aperiodic tasks was studied by Lehoczky et
al (1987), Sprunt et al. (1988b), Sprunt et al. (1989), Sprunt (1990),
and Lehoczky and Ramos-Thuel (1992).

4.

Transient overload was studied by Sha et al. (1986).

5.

Task synchronisation was studied by Sha et al. (1990) and Baker
(1990, 1991).

6.

The situation in which tasks are divided into subtasks of different
priorities was studied by Gonzalez Harbour et al. (1991).

7.

Non-preemptive scheduling was studied by Jeffay et al. (1991).

The following issues are addressed by Joseph and Pandya (1986): the
condition for no input loss; the required buffer space; the schedulability test; and
the worst-case task response time. However, their model is restricted to
uniprocessor systems with thefixedpreemptive priority scheduling algorithm.
S o m e studied the guaranteed scheduling of multiprocessors (Johnson and
Maddison, 1974; Dhall and Liu, 1978; Lawler and Martel, 1981; Bertossi and
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Bonuccelli, 1983). Others investigated the guaranteed scheduling of resources
other than processors, such as communication subsystems (Lehoczky and Sha,
1986; Strosnider, 1988) and I/O controllers (Sprunt et al, 1988a).
Meanwhile, for more practical situations where tasks require both processor
time and I/O time, several papers focused on the integration of processor
scheduling and I/O scheduling (Klein et al, 1994; Bettati and Liu, 1990, 1992; H o
et al, 1990; Sha et al, 1986; Zhao and Ramamritham, 1985; Ramamritham and
Stankovic, 1984; Leinbaugh, 1980; Leinbaugh et al, 1982). However, these
models do not deal with multiple servers at a stage.
It is obvious that w e need to use multiple servers at each stage when a set of
tasks is not schedulable in a pipeline where each stage has only one server. Thus,
w e develop a performance model which can handle pipelined multi-server real-time
systems.

6.3 System Model

The following system model is defined for the later discussions of strategies in
Section 6.4, and the development of a performance model in Section 6.5.

(1) The system is a pipeline of m stages where each stage y" (1 <y" < m) has Nj
servers with its associated buffers for tasks as shown in Figure 6.1. Each
stage has enough servers and all servers have enough buffer space to schedule
the given set of tasks.
(2) All the servers at stage j have the same resource type and scheduling
algorithm. A s before, the model handles a range of resource types and
scheduling algorithm. The unit costs of a server at all stages are the same.
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A Pipelined Multi-Server System

(3) T h e total number of tasks which compete for the pipelined servers is n (> 2).
(4) The system includes «/, hard real-time tasks and (n - «/,) soft real-time tasks
where 0 < n/, < n.
(5) A task / arrives at the system synchronously with a period (or a minimum
interarrival time if the task is asynchronous) of 7;, with each instance
requesting at most C;y- execution time at stagey. Each task i must complete
within its end-to-end deadline D;. The instance blocking factor (see Section
5.2) of task i at stagey is bij where Z?;i0 = 1.
(6) The sum of the execution times of a task at all stages does not exceed its endm

to-end deadline, i.e., *£C,,y ^ D „ V,(l ^ / ^ n). Therefore, if a task executes
on empty servers at all stages it is schedulable.
(7) The task modification concept (Section 4.4.1), and the regular pipelining
concept (Section 5.3) is applied to the system.
(8) When a deadline driven scheduler is used, the subdeadline for each task i at
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stagey is given as D;y < Dj.
(9)

The lower-level performance models (Chapters 3,4 and 5) are already
developed and available to our model as submodels.

6.4 Strategies

Our model evaluates the performance of pipelined multi-server systems. The
systems have a set of stages and each stage has a set of identical servers of the
same resource type. For each resource type, a set of scheduling algorithms m a y be
applied. Resource types m a y include processors, buses, m e m o r y modules, I/O
channels, disk drives, network links, network nodes, etc. Scheduling algorithms
m a y include the preemptive/non-preemptive fixed priority scheduling,
preemptive/non-preemptive deadline driven scheduling, etc. The resource types
and their scheduling algorithms are well described elsewhere (Klein et. al, 1993).
Our model is more abstract than any other performance models because it is
at the highest level in the model hierarchy and is independent of the hardware
resource types and the scheduling algorithms. The model is able to determine the
schedulability for a given set of tasks. The model can also determine the minimal
cost schedulable hardware configuration (Mills, 1976) and the minimal cost
scheduling algorithm for each stage. Calculation of buffer space and worst-case
response times are done by this model. W e subsume the lower-level performance
models already developed in Chapters 3, 4 and 5. T o devise the performance
model, basic strategies are set up beforehand as follows.

(n T4ifrr.-le.vpl Performance Model
A long-term (or global) allocator for the system and short-term (local) schedulers
for each server are required. The long-term allocator assigns a task to a server
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statically at compile time. The short-term schedulers schedule a set of tasks in a
server dynamically at execution time. The goal of the long-term allocator is to
attain the minimal cost hardware configuration for the whole system whereas the
goal of the short-term scheduler is to achieve the m a x i m u m schedulable utilisation
for each server. The allocating algorithms in a parallel real-time system play a key
role in achieving the performance goal of the system. Thus, the performance
models can be implemented in those algorithms. W e develop a long-term allocating
algorithm in which our high-level performance model is embedded.

(2) Instance Distribution
A given set TS of tasks has to be converted to an allocatable set TS' of tasks before
the actual allocation takes place. The instance distribution (see Section 4.4.1) is
necessary w h e n the execution time of a task at a stage exceeds its period at the
stage.

(3l Minimum Response Fit
A task is allocated on the server at each stage which causes the m i n i m u m
schedulable response time at the stage. If a task fails to meet its end-to-end
deadline, then any allocation of the task to the existing system is infeasible (see
Theorem 2.4). This is the best w a y to obtain the m i n i m u m end-to-end response
time with existing servers. If this allocation fails then system expansion is
required.

(4) Rnttlenpfk- Stape Expansion
W h e n the system needs to be expanded, the bottleneck stages are expanded until all
the end-to-end task deadlines are met.
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6.5

Performance Model

The performance model is an extension of the multi-server model (Chapter 4) and
the pipeline model (Chapter 5). The model is embedded in a long-term allocator
called the modified-task-minimum-response-allocation ( M T M R A ) algorithm. It is a
performance-guaranteeing policy which allocates the modified allocatable tasks to
servers at compile time to achieve the following goals:

1. maximise the schedulable utilisation factor for each server,
2. minimise the end-to-end task response times, and
3. minimise the required number of servers,

while meeting the end-to-end deadlines for the given set of tasks. These tasks have
a range of execution times and deadlines independent of their periods.
At first, an end-to-end schedulability test algorithm for a pipelined multiserver system is presented. Then the M T M R A algorithm is described. The model
calculates the end-to-end task response times and the m i n i m u m required number of
buffers for each task at each server. It also determines the m i n i m u m required
number of servers at each stage.

6.5.1 End-to-End Schedulability Test
A set of tasks is schedulable in a pipelined multi-server system w h e n it has no
throughput failure and no end-to-end response failure. Algorithm 6.1 is a
schedulability test algorithm for a given set of tasks in a pipelined multi-server
system.
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Algorithm

6.1:

Schedulability Test for a Pipelined Multi-Server System

{ determines if a set of tasks is schedulable in a pipelined multi-server system }
1.

calculate utilisation factort/^ for the kth server at stagey, l<k<Nj, l<j<m.

2.

if ( 3Jfk Uj,k > 1) then

/* server overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
some task(s) is(are) not schedulable.
else
calculate the worst-case response time (Wij,k) for task / on the kth
server at stagey.

w,.

install

if 3ij,kBi,j,k

K

then

b,,T,T,
/* buffer overflow */

throughput failure occurs and
task i is not schedulable.
else
calculate the worst-case end-to-end response time (Wi) for task i.
calculate the peak-time average end-to-end response time (A;).
if ((task i is hard) and (Wi > Dj)) or
((task / is soft) and (A; > 7);)) then
end-to-end response failure occurs and
task/ is not schedulable
else
task i is schedulable.
endif
endif
endif
if (all the tasks in the task set are schedulable) then
the task set is schedulable and
the system has a guaranteed capacity.
else
the task set is not schedulable and
the system does not have a guaranteed capacity.
endif.
stop __—__—«^__
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T o determine schedulability, the algorithm first calculates the utilisation factor for
every server in the system.
The utilisation factor of the kth server at stagey is:

(6.1)

Uj,k - 1 — 1=1
li.j

where

dj

Tij =

bijT.

bijTt

Note, in this calculation the original period 7; is virtually lengthened to the modified
period

Cij

Ti because of the instance distribution (Section 4.4.1). T h e

bijTi

allocation matrix \j/;J(^ = 1 w h e n task / is allocated to the kth server at stage y,
otherwise \fij,k = 0.
In its second step, the worst-case end-to-end response time (Wi) for task / is
calculated using Equation (5.8) by substituting

dj

Ti for Ti in Equations

(5.6) and (5.7). The peak-time average end-to-end response time (A;) for task / is
Ti for Ti in Equations

calculated using Equation (5.9) by substituting
bijTi

(5.6) and (5.7).
T h e second step also requires the calculation of the m i n i m u m required
number of buffers for each task on every server at every stage. T h e m i n i m u m
required number of buffers for task i on the allocated kth server at stagey is:

(6.2)

Bij.k -

bu

' dj
bijTi

Z
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Note that the Equation (6.2) is derived from Equation (5.10) by substituting
Ci •

— —

Ti for Ti- Based on the calculation in steps land 2, step 3 determines the

bijTi

scheduability of the set of tasks.

6.5.2 Modified-Task-Minimum-Response-Allocation (MTMRA)
The MTMRA algorithm (Algorithm 6.2) optimally allocates instances of tasks to
servers at each stage. It consists of three sub-algorithms called the Instance
Distribution algorithm ID, the Minimum Response Fit algorithm MRF and the
Bottleneck Stage Expansion algorithm BSE. The Instance Distribution algorithm
ID divides all original tasks into allocatable tasks (step 1). The Minimum Response
Fit algorithm MRF allocates the task to the server which gives the minimum
response time at the stage (step 2). The Bottleneck Stage Expansion algorithm
BSE determines which stages need additional capacity when the existing system
has insufficient capacity (step 3).
First, the MRF algorithm attempts to allocate the modified task to a server that

is in use. If the modified task is not allocatable due to server overflow then it is

allocated to an empty server (step 2(b)). A task has its optimal schedulable priorit
(Algorithm 5.2) when it is allocated to the server which executes it with the
minimum response time. The end-to-end response times of the tasks are calculated

when all tasks are allocated at all stages. If they meet their end-to-end deadlines,
the allocation is optimal. Otherwise, the BSE algorithm determines the bottleneck
stage which has given the largest preemption time to the task which has missed its
deadline is expanded by adding an empty server. Then the algorithm executes
again from the step 2(b). However, the algorithm will eventually stop because all
tasks are schedulable on empty servers (assumption (6) in Section 6.3). The
optimal hardware configuration (OHC) is obtained at the completion of the
algorithm where OHC = {(j, Nj) I 1 <y* < m).
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Algorithm 6.2:

Modified-Task-Minimum-Response-Allocation
(MTMRA)

{ produces an allocation matrix vf and the required number of servers Nj at each stage j }
Instance Distribution (ID) Algorithm
set stage period for task i at stage j: Tij =dj bijT.
bijTi
create the subtasks: %j,g (Tij, Q j ) for \<i<n, \<j<m, \<g<

dj
bijTi

Minimum
Response Fit (MRF) Algorithm
(a) set the total number of servers at each stage j: Nj = 1.
initialise the allocation matrix \|/; ffc = 0 for 1 <i<n, \<j<m, \<k.
(b) for each stage \<j<m do
dj
do
bijTi
if it is allocatable in an existing server then
allocate the task to the minimum-response-server k and
set the allocation matrix ^i,j,k - 1else
allocate the task to a new server and
s&tNj = Nj+ 1.
set the allocation matrix M//j,& = 1.
endif
calculate the worst-case response time Wijg for group g of
task i at stage j.
endfor
calculate the worst-case response time for task i at stage j:
Wij = max Wi,j,g.
for each modified task T y o , \<i<n, l^g^

l^Ci.j/bijTi]

endfor
Bottleneck Stage Expansion (BSE) Algorithm
calculate the worst-case end-to-end response time (W0 for task -recalculate the peak-time average end-to-end response time (A;).
if ((task t; is hard) and (Wi > D;)) or
((task x; is soft) and (A; > D;)) then
/* end-to-end deadline miss *l
end-to-end response failure occurs and task x; is not schedulable.
set bottleneck stage /„„„ = m a x [Wij - Cij)\<,j<m

install new server at the bottleneck stage: N j ^ = N j ^ + 1.
go to step 2(b).
else
task t; is schedulable and
task x; is allocated to the optimal server at each stage.
endif
m

4.

total required number of servers for the system N s -;'=Z
1 N;.

5.

stop.
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The algorithm has the following characteristics to maximise the schedulable
utilisation factor of each server while minimising the end-to-end task response
times.

(1) The minimum response time at each stage leaves the largest slack time for the
rest of the stages so that they m a y have more chance to utilise a used server
instead of requiring an empty server.
(2)

If a task still cannot meet its end-to-end deadline then w e can readily allocate
empty servers for bottleneck stages.

(3)

A s w e assumed that each stage has enough servers to provide to tasks
(assumption (1) in Section 6.3), if w e assign each task to a dedicated server
at each stage then all tasks are schedulable (see assumption (6) in Section
6.3). Therefore, the schedulability of the tasks is already secured. W h a t
counts for us then is to maximise the schedulable utilisation of servers. T o
achieve that, the model tries to minimise the required number of servers at
each stage with the M i n i m u m Response Fit ( M R F ) algorithm while
expanding the bottleneck stages when the servers in use cannot schedule the
tasks.

The optimal scheduling configuration (OSC) is determined by choosing the
one which requires the minimum number of servers (Ns) for the system (see step
4 in Algorithm 6.2) among the set of available local scheduling algorithms for each
stage. The optimal scheduling configuration can be characterised by O S C = {(/,
schj) I 1 <y* ^ m} where schj is the scheduling algorithm at stagey*.
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6.6 An Example

Table 6.1 shows an example set TS of three hard real-time tasks to illustrate our
model. All tasks have the instance blocking factor 1. Note that the end-to-end
deadline of task 1 is the same as its period. Tasks 2 and 3 have their end-to-end
deadlines larger than their periods.

i

Ti

Ci,i

1

10

2

2

12

3

30

Ci.3

Di

HSt

3

2

10

hard

15

25

3

60

hard

23

30

6

75

hard

Ci.2

Table

6.1

A Given Set TS of Tasks

The sum of the execution times of all stages for tasks 2 and 3 are larger than their
period, but less than their end-to-end deadlines. Note that the execution times C2j
and C2>2 for task %2 are larger than its period (T2). W e will show h o w our unified
model successfully allocates all these tasks while meeting their deadlines.
For example, stage 2 has three identical servers (N2) of resource type R Y 2
(Rtype2) with its scheduling algorithm S H 2 (Sch2). Each server has enough
buffer space for its tasks. These three tasks will be executed on a 3-stage regular
pipeline system (Table 6.2). Stagey has TVy servers of resource type Rtypej and
scheduling algorithm Schj.
The first step in the model is to determine the modified allocatable set TS' of
tasks using the algorithm ID in algorithm 6.2. The modified allocatable set of tasks
is given in Table 6.3. Note, task 2 (Table 6.1) is divided into two allocatable
modified tasks at stage 1, three at stage 2 and one at stage 3 (Table 6.3) with their
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Schj^

j

Rtypej

1

RY1

SHI

2

2

RY2

SH2

3

3

RY3

SH3

2

Table

Nf

6.2

A Set of Stages in the Given System

arrival periods at these stages of 24, 36 and 12. Note, g is an instanc
number.

task

stage 1

stage 2

stage 3

deadline

Ti.l.t Ci.i.e

Ti.l.e Ci.2.K

Ti.3.e Ct.3.w

Dt

i

g

1

1

10

2

10

3

10

2

1

24

15

36

25

12

3

2

24

15

36

25

36

25

30

30

Table

6.3

2

3
3

1

30

23

10

60

30

6

75

A Modified Set TS' of Tasks

The result of applying the end-to-end schedulability test (Algorithm 6.
these modified tasks is presented in Table 6.4. Worst-case response times W;yg
are calculated using the algorithms presented for lower-level models in previous
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chapters. Note, the worst-case end-to-end response time W 2 is infinite («>) and
W3 is 86 (= 30+45+11). Both of them are larger than their end-to-end deadlines
60 (D2) and 75 (D3). Thus, tasks 2 and 3 cannot meet their deadlines. The
response time is considered to be infinite when a server overflows.

task
i

g

wL1.e

1

1

2

1

20

2

22

2

stage 2

stage 1
Wt.i

2

1

i,2,«

Wi.2

4

4

30
22

3
3

W

stage 3

end-to-end

Wt.3.*

W{,3

Wt

Di

3

3

9

10

5

00

60

11

86

75

5

32

00

00

30

30

45

11

45

Table

6.4

Response Times of Modified Tasks

Thus, it is shown that the set of modified tasks are not schedulable. To m
schedulable, w e need additional servers in one or more stages. That is we have to
modify the hardware configuration. So, next we determine the optimal hardware
configuration using the Algorithm 6.2. Table 6.5 shows the intermediate result
from the M R F algorithm.
From the result in Table 6.4, we can see that the modified task 12,2,3 is not
schedulable. However, after the M R F algorithm, this task is schedulable because it
is allocated to an empty server at stage 2 (Tables 6.1 and 6.5). This result was
achieved by increasing the number of servers at stage 2 from 3 (Table 6.2) to 4.
This also results in a reduction of the worst-case response time of task 2 at stage 2
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(w2>2) to 32 and the end-to-end worst-case response time (w2) to 59. N o w task 2
satisfies its deadline (W2 < D2).

task

stage 1

stage 2

Wi.l.. Wi.i

Wi.2.. Wi.2

i

g

1

1

2

1

20

2

22

2

2

1

4

22

W

i,3,g

3

30

end-to-end

Wi.3

Wt

Di

3

9

10

5

59

60

11

86

75

5
32

32
25

3
3

4

stage 3

30

30

45

45

Table

11

6.5

Response Times of M R F Result

However, the problem of task 3 still remains with Wj > D3. To solve this
problem, the B S E algorithm (see Algorithm 6.2) is executed. Table 6.6 shows the
result of the B S E algorithm. The B S E algorithm identifies that stage 2 is the
bottleneck because W3>2>1 (Table 6.5) has the largest preemption time (45-30)
(Table 6.1). Thus, the algorithm installs a new server at stage 2 and allocates task
%3 2,1 to the empty server. N o w the W3,2,1 is reduced 30 (Table 6.6) and W3 is
reduced 71 which is less than D3 (75). Thus, all the tasks met their deadlines.
W e have shown that hardware configuration defined in table 6.2 is unable to
schedule the workload defined in Table 6.1. To solve this problem, the M R F
algorithm added a new server at stage 2, which had a server overflow problem.
However, Task T3 still had an end-to-end deadline miss problem. Thus the model
again added a new server to the bottleneck stage 2 through the B S E algorithm. As
a result, the minimum required hardware configuration was found (Table 6.7). W e
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can see from Table 6.7 that the bottleneck stage 2 (Table 6.2) has expanded by 2
servers to schedule the given set TS of tasks in Table 6.1.

task

stage 1

i

g

1

2

stage 2

end-to-end

M,S

WL1

Wi.2.e

Wi.2

W;.3. ?

Wi.3

Wi

J>i

1

2

2

4

4

3

3

9

10

1

20

2

22

5

59

60

11

7_i

75

W

5

30
22

32

32

25

3
3

stage 3

1

30

30

30

Table

30

11

6.6

Response Times of BSE Result

j

Rtypej

Schj

Ni

1

RY1

SHI

2

2

RY2

SH2

5

3

RY3

SH3

2

Table 6.7
Minimum Required Hardware Configuration

N o w that we have found the optimal hardware for a given scheduling
configuration. The next step is tofindthe optimal scheduling configuration (OSC),
i.e. to determine which scheduling algorithm from a set of scheduling algorithms
available at each stage. To do this, we schedule the workload (Table 6.1) with
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combinations of scheduling configurations. The scheduling configuration which
requires the minimum number of servers for the system by Algorithm 6.2 will be
the optimal one.

6.7 Discussion

We proposed a high-level performance model which can determine the optimum
hardware configuration and the optimum scheduling configuration in a multi-stage
multi-server real-time systems.

This model is based on the lower-level

performance models developed in previous chapters. However, our model
assumes that the unit costs of a server at all stages are the same but in reality a
bottleneck stage m a y have cheaper servers than other stages. Thus, the Bottleneck
Stage Expansion (BSE) algorithm does not consider the minimal cost expansion in
general.
The model can be extended to include the intra-task structure with A N D / O R
precedence constraints (Gillies and Liu, 1990; Bettati et al, 1991), where an A N D
subtask begins its execution when all its predecessors are complete while an O R
subtask is ready to execute when just one of its predecessors is complete. If w e
include another level of group for these A N D / O R subtasks to Algorithm 6.2, w e
m a y calculate the worst-case response time for the previous stage of an A N D
subtask by taking the m a x i m u m value of the worst-case response times for all the
predecessors. Likewise, the worst-case response time for the previous stage of an
O R subtask m a y be the minimum value of the worst-case response times for all the
predecessors.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

A s discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, w e need a performance model for a general
parallel real-time system which can estimate

• the schedulability of the proposed workload,
•

the worst-case and peak-time average end-to-end response times for
each task,

•

the buffer requirements, and

•

the optimal system capacity.

In this thesis, I have developed such a performance model. This development
involved developing four performance models for increasingly complex systems.
The fourth and most general model is based on the other models. These models are
for:

1. single server systems (Chapter 3),
2.

multi-server systems (Chapter 4),

3.

pipeline systems (Chapter 5), and

4.

pipelined multi-server systems (Chapter 6).

All these models except the pipelined multi-server model are the extensions of
existing models to a range of task parameters, resource types, scheduling
algorithms and hardware configurations. The single server model is the extension
of the work of Joseph and Pandya

(1986). Their model was restricted to

preemptive fixed priority scheduling and tasks whose deadlines do not exceed their
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periods. M y extension is inspired by other work such as

• Liu and Layland's (1973) critical instant theorem,
Lehoczky's (1990) busy period theorem,
Tindell et al's (1992, 1994) response time model for preemptive fixed
priority scheduling,
Tindell and B u m s ' (1993) response time model for non-preemptive
fixed priority scheduling, and
•

Klein et al's (1993) spare capacity analysis.

My single server model is an extension of Joseph and Pandya's model to
include:

a. worst-case response times longer than periods,
b.

non-preemptive scheduling,

c.

individual task response times,

d.

soft real-time tasks, and

e.

deadline driven scheduling.

The first type of parallel systems to be considered is a multi-server system.
Based upon the single server model, I built a multi-server model with a first-fitallocation algorithm similar to the rate-monotonic-first-fit-allocation algorithm of
Dhall and Liu (1978). M y performance model is embedded in the first-fit-allocation
algorithm which determines the required number of servers to schedule a set of
tasks. M y model handles the following situations, which are not addressed by
Dhall and Liu:

a. execution times longer than periods,
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b.

deadlines less than or greater than periods,

c.

soft real-time tasks, and

d.

deadline driven scheduling.

The second type of parallel systems to be considered is a pipeline system.
M y model for a regular pipeline is an extension of:

• Audsley's (1991) optimal priority assignment algorithm, and
•

Bettati and Liu's (1992) periodic flow-shop model.

My model introduces the optimal instance blocking concept for speed balancing
through stages and the optimal modified release time concept for regular pipelining.
The extensions in m y model are:

a. minimum-response-priority-assignment (MRPA) algorithm,
b.

deadlines less than or greater than periods,

c.

end-to-end task response times,

d.

soft real-time tasks, and

e.

deadline driven scheduling.

Finally, a pipelined multi-server model is developed as the highest-level
abstract model by combining the multi-server model and the pipeline model. It uses
all the lower-level models and estimates the optimal schedulable system
configuration. This new model can determine:
a.

the performance,

b.

the optimal hardware configuration, and

c.

the optimal scheduling configuration for multi-stage multi-server
systems.
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In summary, my contributions to the performance modelling of parallel realtime systems in this thesis are:

1. a general response time analysis which
•

can estimate the worst-case response time for hard real-time tasks and
the peak-time average response time for soft real-time tasks,

•

is applicable to fixed priority scheduling and to deadline driven
scheduling, and

•
2.

is applicable for both preemptive and non-preemptive resources,

a general schedulability test for a set of tasks on a single server with a range
of task parameters, resource types and scheduling algorithms,

3.

a best-priority-assignment algorithm which assigns an inserted task the
highest schedulable priority to achieve the m i n i m u m schedulable response
time for the task,

4.

an estimation of the optimal server capacity and spare task execution times,

5.

an instance distribution model for tasks which have longer execution times
than their periods,

6.

a modified-task-first-fit-allocation ( M T F F A ) algorithm to determine the
required number of servers in a pipeline system to schedule a set of periodic
tasks which m a y have longer execution times than their periods,

7.

an optimal instance blocking model for speed balancing through all stages in
a regular pipeline,

8.

a regular pipelining model to calculate the end-to-end response times and the
buffer space for tasks, and

9.

amodified-task-minimum-response-allocation

( M T M R A ) algorithm to

determine the required number of servers in a pipelined multi-server system to
schedule a set of periodic tasks with end-to-end deadlines.
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The important results of the thesis are as follows.

These models are theoretical rather than practical because they estimate the
upper-bound performance indices based upon a tightly controlled situation
(e.g., regular pipelining).
These models are mathematically tractable.
The basic algorithms of these models are verified by discrete-time simulation
for preemptive fixed priority scheduling and preemptive deadline driven
scheduling (Appendix D ) .
These models enable us to:
(a) determine the schedulability of a set of tasks in one of the four types of
hardware configuration (i.e., single server, multi-server, pipeline,
pipelined multi-server),
(b) estimate the optimal system capacity both for a single server or for
multiple servers when the task is not schedulable,
(c) allocate an inserted task to a server at each stage to minimise its worstcase stage response time,
(d) assign the best schedulable priority to an inserted task to minimise its
worst-case response time at a server,
(e) estimate the worst-case and the peak-time average response time for
each task, and
(f) estimate the spare execution time for each task.
The advantages of these models are that they allow us to
(a) calculate the performance indices easily and quickly by mathematical
equations rather than simulation, and
(b) calculate the upper-bound values on performance indices to guarantee
robust design of real-time systems.
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However, These models have their limitations. The limitations of my models
which have to be overcome through future studies are discussed as follows.

• The response time analysis is restricted to four scheduling algorithms which
are preemptive/non-preemptive

fixed

priority

scheduling

and

preemptive/non-preemptive deadline driven scheduling. Thus, the analysis
m a y need to be extended to include other scheduling algorithms (e.g. FIFO)
in case of a restricted hardware situation, even if those algorithms m a y not be
appropriate to real-time system. It can be extended to include a more detailed
analysis of tasks (see, Leinbaugh and Yamini, 1982) to be more precise.
•

The calculation algorithm for the optimal system capacity and spare task
execution times is restricted to a system with hard real-time tasks only.
Extension of the algorithm to be applicable to soft real-time tasks is needed
for a hybrid system where hard and soft real-time tasks are running
concurrently. Spare task periods cannot be estimated by this algorithm. The
algorithms to calculate them are to be studied in the future.

•

M y model assumes that the unit costs of a server at all stages are the same.
However, a bottleneck stage m a y have cheaper servers than other stages in
reality. Thus, the Bottleneck Stage Expansion (BSE) subalgorithm in
Chapter 6 does not consider the minimal cost expansion in general. This
extension is to be studied in the future.

•

M y model does not consider the intra-task structure with A N D / O R precedence
constraints, where an A N D subtask begins its execution w h e n all its
predecessors are complete while an O R subtask is ready to execute when just
one of its predecessors is complete. It needs to be extended to include those
parameters

•

M y model does not allow re-visit of a task at the same stage. For example, it
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does not consider the complex situations where a task executes at a C P U then
at a disk and again at the C P U etc. The model needs an extension for these
cases.
•

Since our model adopts the regular pipeline model in Chapter 5, the worstcase end-to-end response time and the peak-time average end-to-end response
time are calculated in a modelled situation where every instances of tasks
suffers the worst-case response time at all stages which is the upper-bound.
This gives a greater peak-time average response time for soft real-time tasks
than in actual non-regular pipeline situations. Hence, the model is tractable
but theoretical rather than practical.

•

O u r model adopts a rather pessimistic evaluation as the worst-case end-to-end
response time is calculated to be the s u m of the worst-case stage response
times which is the upper-bound. This model calculation m a y require more
capacity than is actually required. However, it is NP-hard to determine the
instant for each task which causes the worst-case end-to-end response time in
multi-stage multi-server systems. Thus, the precise estimation of the end-toend task response times is an open question.

Although this thesis is rather abstract and theoretical, it has brought up several
issues and problems in the modelling of parallel real-time systems for their
performance analysis. It has proposed or suggested some modelling solutions to
them. They m a y be used as a basis to more precise parallel real-time models which
will appear in the future. Performance modelling for parallel real-time systems with
a multi-stage multi-server architecture is still to be explored.
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Appendix A
Notation Summary

A;

peak-time average (end-to-end) response time for task i

Aj.ft

peak-time average response time for task i on server k

Bt

m i n i m u m required number of buffers for task i"

Bu

m i n i m u m required number of buffers for task i at stagey*

bu

instance blocking factor for task i at stagey

Bi.j.k

m i n i m u m required number of buffers for task / on the kth server
at stagey

Bi.k

m i n i m u m required number of buffers for task / on server k

Jj .install

current installed number of buffers for task i

Busy^(r,0

calculates the finishing time of level-(i,q) busy period during the
period (t, t1) - Equation (3.8)

C;

m a x i m u m schedulable execution time for task i

c,

execution time for task i

AC;

spare execution time for task i

C,;

execution time for task i at stagey

£• .block

the worst-case blocking time for task *'

(^non-preempt

non-preemptable part of the execution time for task /

(^preempt

preemptable part of the execution time for task i

Qsw

worst-case task switching overhead time for task i

(j.virtual

virtual execution time for task /

Complete; (t,f) calculates the completion time of task i during the period (/,?") Equation (3.6)
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Delay^af)

calculates the total execution time by the tasks with the s a m e or
higher priority than instance 7;M - Equation (3.8)

A

deadline of task /

D;,

subdeadline for task i at stagey*

di.j.a

effective deadline for instance 7;iff at stagey*

ft. . buffer

effective buffer overflow deadline for instance 7;ifl at stagey

r]. . server

effective server overflow deadline for instance 7;ifl at stagey*

A. . user

effective user specified deadline for instance 7;itf at stagey*

a

u.a

di.a

effective deadline for instance 1UQ

ed(i,q)

the earlier deadline tasks than instance 7;a

^i.a

completion time of instance 7;fl

Execj(t,tr)

calculates the total execution time of task y* during the period
(t.t1) - Equation (3.3)

fi fi

execution scaling factor for task i

f.

execution scaling factor for instance 7; fl

J i,q

fs

execution scaling factor for a given set s of tasks

z

instance group number

hp(i)

higher priority tasks than task i

HSi

a flag of hard for hard real-time or soft for soft real-time task i

i

task n u m b e r

hi

indicating task i at stagey

U>g

indicating an instance group g of task / at stagey

i,j,k

indicating task i on the kth server at stagey

i>i>Q

indicating instance 7;-a at stagey

ha

the qth instance of task i
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InputSy- (*,/*)

calculates the number of instances of tasky during the period
(t,f) - Equation (3.2)

j

stage number

k

server number

m

total number of stages

Mt

m i n i m u m required buffer space for task i

Mk

m i n i m u m required buffer space for server k

mod

mathematical function modulus

Ms

m i n i m u m required buffer space for a system

N

m i n i m u m required number of servers

n

total number of tasks

nh

number of hard real-time tasks

Ni

required number of servers for task i

Ni

required number of servers at stagey

Ns

total required number of servers for the system

P

peak-time interval

Pk

server k

Preempt; (r,f*)

calculates the total preemption time of task i by the higher
priority tasks during the period (t,t') - Equation (3.4)

Q

instance number

Ri i,P

response time for instance 7;-<7 at stagey*

Ri a

end-to-end response time for instance 7;fl

Rtype,-

resource type of stagey*

S

underlying server capacity

S'

optimal server capacity

Schj

scheduling algorithm for stagey
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Si. a

arrival time for the qth instance of task i

Ti

period (or m i n i m u m interarrival time) of task i

X;

task i

Ti.e

period of modified task T;JJ?

ti.R

modified task which is instance group g of task i

T

period for task i at stagey

•

%

i,i,x

a modified task which is instance group g of task i at stagey*

J'.virtual

virtual period for task i

ut

utilisation factor for task /

Uu

utilisation factor for modified task Xiig

ut

utilisation factor for a server at stagey

Uik

utilisation factor for the fcrt server at stagey

Us

utilisation factor for server s

Vi,.a

instance blocking delay for instance 7;iff at stagey

Wi

worst-case (end-to-end) response time for task i

WU

worst-case response time for task / at stagey

wLLg

worst-case response time for group g of task i at stagey*

Wi.t

worst-case response time for task i on server k

Xi

throughput of task /

z,

size of a buffer for task /

Oi,q

upper bound completion time for instance 7;a

Vi./.*

1 if task i is allocated to the kth server at stagey, otherwise 0

¥a

1 if task i is allocated to server k, otherwise 0

[Yl

ceiling function which denotes the smallest integer greater than
or equal to x
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UJ

floor function which denotes the greatest integer equal to or less
than*

UJ

0,*<0.

UJ = -X-1,(X>0)A(X=[X~\).
\_x],otherwise.
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Appendix B
Terminoiogy Summary

Absolute deadline

W h e n an instance of a task has to complete its
processing.

Allocatable task

A task whose utilisation factor does not exceed the
unity.

Allocation matrix

A matrix indicating which task is assigned to which
server.

Analytic model

A mathematical model, i.e., not a simulation model.

Arbitrary

A deadline which is independent of the period of a task.

task

deadline
Arrival rate

Number of arrivals of instances of a task per unit time.

Asynchronous

Input which occurs independently of the clock.

input
A computer system which executes a series of jobs in a

Batch system

sequential manner.
Best-priority-

Assignment of priorities to tasks which not only

assignment ( B P A )

guarantees the schedulability of all tasks but also gives
the minimum schedulable response times for tasks.

Blocking time

A time interval during which a higher priority task waits
for a lower priority task to complete the execution of its
non-preemptable part.

Bottleneck

stage

expansion ( B S E )

A policy that the bottleneck stage expands its capacity
when the end-to-end deadline of a task is not met.
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Buffer

A storage device used to compensate for a difference in
data handling rates when transmitting data from one
stage to another, or a place to hold the input data to a
task while the task is waiting to execute.

Buffer overflow The state where available buffer space cannot hold
some input data because the amount of the space is not
enough.

Buffer overflow The deadline by when an instance of a task must
deadline

complete so that it does not cause buffer overflow.

Buffer The minimum required amount of buffer space which
requirement

guarantees that no buffer overflows.

Buffer space The size of the buffer area used to hold input data.

Capacity planning Estimating the required capacity of a system for a given
workload.

Cluster of blocks A series of consecutive disk blocks whose access time
is not preemptable.

Common scaling A scaling factor of the execution time which applies to
factor

all tasks.

Completion rate Number of completions of instances of a task per unit
time.

Concurrent Multiple identical servers which execute tasks in
servers

parallel.

Context switching The time a CPU takes to switch when a higher-priority
tj

m e

task preempts a lower-priority task.

CPU Central processing unit.
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Critical instant

A time instant w h e n all tasks arrive at the system
simultaneously.

Critical section The section of code which cannot be interrupted when it
is processed.

Data partitioning Partitioning of instances of a task each of which
executes on independent input data.
Deadline Required upper bound response time of a task.

Deadline balanced The capacity where any decrease will cause a task to be
capacity

unschedulable.

Deadline miss A state when the response time of a task is longer than
its deadline.

Deadline- A preemptive fixed priority scheduling policy which
monotonic-

assigns a higher priority to a task with a shorter

scheduling

deadline. The task deadlines are equal to or less than
the task periods.

Deterministic A state when there are unique outputs for a given set of
inputs, i.e., not probabilistic.

Discrete-time Time which is incremented by the next tick of the clock
with natural numbers, i.e., not continuous time.

Dynamic Scheduling which is used at system mn-time.
scheduling
Effective deadline An absolute deadline for an instance of a task which
meet the user specified deadline and server overflow
deadline and the buffer overflow deadline.
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End-to-end
response time

The response time from the arrival time at the first stage
to the departure time at the last stage.

End-to-end

A test to see if all tasks meet their end-to-end deadlines.

schedulability
Exact analysis

A calculation of task response times with a
mathematical solution.

Execution m a p

The simulated sketch of the execution of tasks by a
CPU.

Execution scaling

The ratio of the maximum schedulable execution time

factor

for a task to its current execution time.

External deadline User specified deadline.
Feasibility

The time interval during which the schedulability test is

interval

performed.

FIFO

First-in-first-out.

First-fit

Examine servers in sequential order and thefirstserver
which can schedule the task is selected.

Fixed priority

Priority of a task isfixedthroughout its execution.

Flow balance

The state of equality between input rate and output rate.

Fully

A server on which any increase in the execution time of

utilised

server

a task will make the given set of tasks not schedulable.

Function

Resource partitioning.

partitioning

GCC

Guaranteed C P U capacity.
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General-purpose

A computer system in which non-real-time tasks are

computer system

running.

Guaranteed

The capacity which guarantees that response times of all

capacity

tasks are equal to or less than their deadlines.

Guaranteed

The scheduling which guarantees that all tasks are

scheduling

scheduled.

H a r d deadline

The deadline for a hard real-time task.

Hard

A task whose worst-case response time must be less

real-time

task

than or equal to its deadline.

High-level

The performance model which is applicable to a range

Unified

of task parameters, resource types and scheduling

framework

algorithms by using layered lower-level models.

Higher-priority

The period during which the higher priority tasks are

busy period

processed.

Higher-priority

The period during which no higher priority task is

idle period

processed.

Higher-priority

The period during which the higher priority tasks are

preemption zone

processed, preempting the lower priority tasks.

ID

Instance distribution.

Input rate

Arrival rate.

Input request

A task invocation by an input.

Instance

O n e invocation of a task to process an input. A n
instance will continually require to use a server until its
completion, i.e., instances do not suspend themselves.
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Instance blocking

Storing a number of instances in a buffer to be
processed on a multi-instance basis.

Instance blocking The time to store the instances in the buffer.
delay
Instance blocking
factor

The number of instances to be stored in a buffer.

Instance

Instances of a task are distributed to multiple servers to

distribution

make it schedulable.

Instance group

An allocatable group of instances of a task.

Internal deadline

Server overflow and buffer overflow deadline.

Job allocator

A software component which assigns instances of tasks
to servers.
Least common multiple.

LCM
Level-(i,q)

busy

period

The period during which instance li,q (the qth instance
of task i) and the higher priority tasks are processed.

Lev el -i busy The period during which task i and the higher priority
period

tasks are processed.

Local schedular

The process which schedules instances of tasks within
a server.

Lower-level

The sub-model which is used for a higher-level models.

model
Marginal
execution time

Spare execution time.
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Maximum

The m a x i m u m execution time of a task which

schedulable
execution time

guarantees the schedulability of all tasks in the system.

Maximum

The maximum utilisation factor for a system which

schedulable

guarantees all task deadlines.

utilisation
Minimum

The minimum interval between the two consecutive

interarrival time

input.

Minimum

A n allocation policy which allocates a task to the server

response fit

which produces the minimum response time.

Minimum

The minimum possible response time for a task which

schedulable

guarantees the schedulability of all tasks in the system.

response time
Modified

release

The controlled release time at each stage for regular

time

pipelining.

Modified task

A n allocatable group of instances of a task whose
utilisation factor does not exceed unity.

MRF

Minimum response fit.

MRPA

Minimum-response-priority-assignment.

MTFFA

Modified-task-first-fit-allocation.

MTMRA

Modified-task-minimum-response-allocation.

Multi-processor

Multiple processors executing tasks concurrently.

Multi-server

Multiple identical servers at a stage.
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Multi-stage multiserver system

A system of pipelined stages where each stage has
multiple identical servers.

Multi-staging

A n architecture in which independent resources are
partitioned into a pipelined multiple stages.

NIL

N o input loss.

Non-preemptive

A status when a task cannot be preempted by higher
priority tasks while it is executing.

NP-hard

A problem which cannot be solved exactly in
polynomial time, i.e., is intractable.

Optimal deadline

The minimum schedulable deadline.

Optimal hardware The hardware configuration which requires the
configuration

minimum number of servers to schedule a set of tasks.

Optimal priority Assignment of priorities for tasks which guarantees the
assignment

schedulability of all tasks.

Optimal
scheduling

The scheduling algorithm which requires the minimum
number of servers to schedule a set of tasks.

algorithm
Optimal

server

The minimum schedulable server capacity.

capacity
Output rate

Completion rate.

Over-period

Buffering the subsequent instances of a task when the

buffering

response time of an instance of a task exceeds its
period.
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Overrun

Overflow.

Parallel

Executing multiple tasks concurrently on a multiple

processing

servers and/or at multiple stages.

Peak-time interval

The least common multiple of all task periods.

Performance goal Goal to meet the performance requirements of the
system.

Performance

The indices which indicate the performance of tasks and

indices

system.

Performance

A model which takes a system and a workload as input

model

and produces performance indices.

Performance

The process of building a model which produces the

modelling

performance indices of a system.

Periodic task

An infinite series of the same type of instances
occurring at regular intervals.

Pipeline

A series of stages where the output of the previous
stage is the input of the next stage.

Pipeline

Technique of executing tasks through a series of st

parallelism

where all the stages perform their independent functions
simultaneously.

Precedence

A constraint on the order of task executions.

constraint

Predecessor

A task which must complete before the next task
begins.
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Preemptive A status when a task can be preempted when a higher
priority task arrives.
Probabilistic An analytical model which uses the probability theory
model

to produce the performance indices.

Producer- A circular buffer model where a producer fills the
consumer

buffer while a consumer empties the buffer.

Rate-monotonic- A preemptive fixed priority scheduling policy which
scheduling

assigns a higher priority to a task with a shorter period.
The task deadlines are equal to task periods.

Real-time system A system in which all tasks must meet their deadlines.
Real-time task A task which must meet its deadline.
Recursive A formulation in which a model or process makes itself
formulation

as a self-model or process.

Regular pipeline A pipeline where each stage has a regular input period
and all stages are flow balanced.
Release deference The time interval between the task arrival time and task
Time

release time.

Release jitter Irregularity of task release times due to its irregular
completion times at the previous stage.
Release time The time when a task is ready to execute.
Request rate the number of inputs during a unit time.
Resource A server with its associated buffer.
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Resource

Dividing resources of different functionalities into

partitioning

multiple stages so that tasks can execute simultaneously
through pipeline parallelism.

Resource type e.g., CPU, disk, communication network, etc.

Response failure A status when task response time is greater than task
deadline.

Response time The time interval between task arrival and task
completion.

RMS Rate-monotonic-scheduling.

Scaling factor The ratio of maximum schedulable execution time and
the underlying execution time.

Schedulability The ability of a system to meet all task deadlines.

Schedulability test Test if a set of tasks are schedulable.
Schedulable A set of tasks is schedulable when all the tasks meet
their deadlines.
Semaphore Using a flag to access a server exclusively so that the
guarding access

task m a y not be preempted by higher-priority tasks
during its execution.

Server An object which gives service to a set of requesting
tasks.

Server capacity Speed of a server (e.g., 10 MIPS for a CPU).

Server overflow A server which has tasks where the sum of the
utilisation factors of the tasks exceed the unity.
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Server overflow
deadline

The deadline by when a task must complete not to cause
server overflow.

S imulation A process of mimicking the behaviour of a system.
Simulation model A model built by a simulator.
Simulator A computer program which performs simulation.
Slack distribution The remaining time to end-to-end deadline is divided
and distributed to each stage forming the subdeadlines
of the stages.
Soft deadline The deadline for a soft real-time task.
Soft real-time task The task whose peak-time average response time must
be less than or equal to its deadline.
Spare deadline Reducible time for deadline while guaranteeing the
schedulability of all tasks.
Spare execution An expandable execution time for a task which
time

guarantees the schedulability of all tasks in the system.

Spare interarrival An expandable interarrival time for a task which
time
guarantees the schedulability of all tasks in the system.
Speed matching Controlling the flow of each stage with different device
speed characteristics by instance blocking so that all
stages m a y be flow balanced.
Sporadic task A sequence of the same type of instance occurring
asynchronously at irregular interval with a m i n i m u m
interarrival time.
cta2e A step of a pipeline which consists of a series of steps.
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Stage
time

response

The response time of a task at a stage.

Static allocation The allocation of a task to a server at compile time.
Subdeadline

The deadline of a task at a stage.

Synchronous

Input whose operation is clock-controlled.

input
System

A set of resources with their scheduling policies.

System overflow

The utilisation factor of a server in a system is greater
than unity.

System overload System overflow.
System

e.g., utilisation factors for servers, no input loss,

performance

guaranteed server capacity etc.

Task

A process to handle inputs from a source.

Task capacity

The maximum schedulable execution time for a task.

Task
characterisation

Task parameters.

Task modification

A task is divided into allocatable groups of instances.

Task parameter e.g., period, execution time and deadline.
Task partitioning Division of a periodic task into allocatable instance
groups for distributing to multiple servers.
Task performance e.g., response time, required number of buffers, etc.
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Task

switching

Overhead time

Initial access time to a server when a task gains control
of the server.

Task The synchronous communication between two tasks for
synchronisation

an exclusive resource.

Throughput The number of output during a unit time (cf. completion
rate).

Throughput A status when output rate is less than input rate.
failure

Time complexity Time needed by an algorithm expressed as a function of
of an algorithm

its input size.

Time-sharing A computer system which shares its time.
system

Tractable Solvable by a polynomial-time-bounded algorithm.

Transient The overload of the system during a short period until a
overload

steady-state load is reached.

Upper-bound The maximum possible completion time of a task which
completion time

meets its deadline.

User specified The deadline by when the user wants a task to
deadline

complete.

Utilisation factor The proportion of busy time, which is the ratio of the
execution time to the period.

Virtual execution The effective execution time of a task from viewpoint of
time

system when instance distribution is made.
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Virtual period

The effective period of a task when instance distribution
is made.

Workload A set of tasks requesting system services.
Worst-case The longest response time.
response time
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Appendix C
Example Calculations

Detailed calculations for Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.6 are provided in the following
Appendix C.l, C.2 and C.3 respectively.

C.l Detailed Calculations for Table 3.1
W e illustrate h o w the performance indices are derived by working through the
calculations in Algorithm 3.3 for Table 3.1.
E44 = Complete4 (0,3)
= 3 when Preempt4 (0,3) = 0, or
Complete4 (3,3 + Preempte4 (0,3)) otherwise.

Preempt4 (0,3) = Inputs] (0,3) x d + Inputs2 (0,3) x C2 +
Inputs3 (0,3) x C 3
=2+3+3
=8

Preempt4 (3,11)= Inputs 1 (3,ll)x Ci + Inputs2 (3,ll)x C2 +
Inputs3 (3,1 l)x C 3

=2+0+0
=2

Preempt4(ll,13)= Inputs! (11,13) X d + Inputs2(11,13)x C2 +
Inputs3 (11,13) X C 3
=0+3+0
=3
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Preempt4 (13,16)= Inputs! (13,16) x Q + Inputs2 (13,16)x C 2 +
Inputs3(13,16)x C 3
=0+0+3
=3

Preempt4 (16,19) = Inputsi (16,19) xQ+ Inputs2 (16,19) x C2 +
Inputs3 (16,19) x C 3

=0+0+0
=0

Hence, E4,i = 19. Since (E4>i > 1T4) where T4 = 18 (Table 3.1), we further
proceed to calculate E4)2.
E4,2 = Complete4 (£4434,1+04)
= Complete4 (19,19+3)
= 24.
Since (E4>2< 2T4) where T4 = 18 (Table 3.1), we stop to proceed to calculate E43.
Note that the level-4 busy period isfinishedat time 24Therefore W

4

= max {(E4;i-0T4), (E4)2-1T4)} = max {(19-0), (24-18)} = 19.

By similar calculation, w e can obtain W i = 2, W 2 = 5, W 3 = 8 and W 5 = 29.

Using Equation (3.15),
B 5 = T29 / 20l = 2.
By similar calculation, w e can obtain Bi = 1, B 2 = 1, B 3 = 1, and B 4 = 2.

C.2 Detailed Calculations for Table 3.2
Using Equation (3.10),
P = L C M ( 1 0 , 12, 15, 18,20)
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= 180

Using Equation (3.1),
U,= ((180/10) x 2 + (180/12) x 3 + (180/15) x 3 + (180/18) x 3 +
(180/20) x 2))/180
= 0.91

Using Algorithm 3.1, we see that no input loss will occur, i.e., NIL = TRUE
because no server overflows (U 5 < 1) and no buffer overflows (we assumed that
the required buffer space is provided). The current capacity of the C P U is enough,
i.e., the guaranteed C P U capacity G C C = T R U E because W i < D
< D3, W

4

b

W

2

< D2, W 3

< D 4 , and A 5 < D 5 .

C.3 Detailed Calculations for Table 3.6
W e illustrate how the performance indices are derived by working through the
calculations done by Algorithm 3.4 for Table 3.6.
E2,i = Complete2 (0, C 2 b l o c k +C 2 s w ) + C2non-PreemPt
= Complete2 (0, (70+5)) + 45
Complete2 (0,75) = 75 when Preempt (0,75) = 0, or
Complete2 (75, 75 + Preempte2 (0,75)) otherwise.

Preempt (0,75) = Inputsi (0,75) x Q
= 2 x (10+20)
= 60
Preempt (75,135) = Inputsi (75,135) x d
= 1 x 30
= 30
Preempt (135,165) = 0
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Hence, E 2 > 1 = 165+45 = 210. Since (E 2 j > 1T 2 ) where T 2 = 200 (Table 3.6), w e
further proceed to calculate E2)2.
E 2 ( 2 = Complete 2 (E2)i-C2non-PreemPt, E 2 ; i+C 2 s w ) + C2non-^xt&m^
= Complete 2 ((210-45), (210+5)) + 45
= 275 + 45
= 320.
Since (E 2)2 < 2T 2 ) where T 2 = 200 (Table 3.6), w e stop to proceed to calculate
E2)3- Note that the level-2 busy period isfinishedat time 320Therefore W

2

= m a x {(E2ii-0T2), (E 2)2 -1T 2 )} = m a x {(210-0), (320-200)} =

210.
B y similar calculation, w e can obtain W j =100, W 3 = 440 and W 4 = 550.

Using Equation (3.15),
B 2 = T210 / 200] = 2.
B y similar calculation, w e can obtain Bi = 2, B 3 = 1, and B4 = 1.
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Appendix D
Source Codes

The source codes of the two C P U simulators are provided for both preemptive
fixed priority scheduling (D.l) and preemptive deadline driven scheduling (D.2).
The codes are written in C on SUN 4/690MP.

D.l CPU Simulator for Preemptive Fixed Priority Scheduling
/*
*
*
*
*

Program name: priority_cpu_simulator.c
CPU simulation program for real-time systems
assuming preemptivefixedpriority scheduling.
Input

*

i:
T[i]:
C[i]:

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

priority.
period of task i.
execution time of task i.

Output
C P U execution map.
U_cpu:
C P U utilisation factor.
W[i]:
worst-case C P U response time for task i.
A[i]:
peak-time average C P U response time for task i.
B[i]:
min. required number of buffers for task i.

*/

#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>

#defme max_task
#define
max_queue
#define
max_arrival
#define
max_print_column

20
20
10000
50

int T[max_task],
C[max_task];

/* input parameters */

double U_cpu;
int
W[max_task],
A[max_task],
B[max_task];
int

/* output parameters */

no_of_tasks;
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int

1cm;

/* peak-time interval */

int time; /* time tick */
int
arrival_time[max_task] [max_queue];
int
arrival_queue[max_taskl;
int
execution_remain[max_task];
int
tot_cpuresponse[max_task];
int
complete_instancecount[max_task];
mainQ
{
input_process();
serveroverflow_check();
execution_simulation();
} /* end of main() */
input_process()
{
int i;
printf("Number of tasks? [l..%d] ",max_task); scanf("%d", &no_of_tasks);
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
printf("\nPriority % d task:\n", i);
printf("Min. interarrival time ? "); scanf("%d", &T[i]);
printf("Max. processing time ? "); scanf("%d", &C[i]);

}
} /* end of input_process() */
serveroverflow_check()
{
int i,
busy_time;
lcm = T[l];
for (i = 2; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
lcm = least_common_multiple(lcm, T[i]);
printf("\nPeak-time interval = %d\n", lcm);
busy_time = 0;
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
busy_time = busy_time + lcm/T[i]*C[i];
}
printf("CPU busy time = %d\n", busy_time);
U CPU = (double)(busy_time)/(double)(lcm);
printf("CPU utilisation factor = % f (%f%%)\n\n", U_cpu, (U_cpu* 100.0));
if(U_cpu>1.0) {
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printf("Server overflow occursAn");
exit(l);
}
} /* end of serveroverflow_check() */
execution_simulation()
{
int i;
/* head printout */
for (i = 1; i < = max_print_column; i++) {
if((i%5)==0)printf("+");
else printf(M");
}
printf("\n");
/* data initialization */
time = 0;
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
W[i] = 0;
B[i]=l;
arnval_time[i][l] = time;
arrival_queue[i] = 1;
execution_remain[i] = C[i];
tot_cpuresponse[i] = 0;
complete_instancecount[i] = 0;
}
/* simulate until time reaches to lcm (i.e., peak-time interval) */
do{
draw_cpu_execution_map();
time++;
if ((time%max_print_column) = = 0 ) printf("\n");
} while (time < lcm);
printf("#\n\n\n"); /* terminating time mark */
/* calculate peak-time average response time */
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++)
A[i] = tot_cpuresponse[i] / complete_instancecount[i];
/* printout min, max, avg response times for tasks */
printf("i\tT[i]\tC[i]\tW[i]\tA[i]\tB[i]\n\n");
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
printf("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n",
i, T[i], C[i], W[i], A[i], B[i]);
}
} /* end of execution_simulation() */
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int least_common_multiple(numl, num2) /* n u m l and n u m 2 should be positive */
intnuml,num2;
{
int i;
for (i = 1; i <= num2; i++) {
if (((i*numl) % n u m 2 ) = = 0 ) return (i*numl);
}
} /* end of least_common_multiple(numl, num2) */
draw_cpu_execution_map()
{
#define non_exist 0
#define exist 1
int i,
interrupt,
arrivalqueue_size,
current_time,
current_cpuresponse;
interrupt = non_exist;
/* check if any task arrivals */
if(time!=0){
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
if((time%T[i])==0){
arrival_queue[i]++;
arrivalqueue_size = arrival_queue[i];
arrivalJime[i][arrivalqueue_size] = time;
if (arrival_queue[i] > B[i])
B[i] = arrival_queue[i];
}
}
}
/* pop the highest priority task */
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
if (arrival_queue[i] > 0) {
interrupt = exist;
break;
}
}
/* printout the cpu seizure task number */
if (interrupt = = exist) {
printf("%d", i);
execution_remain[i]~;
if (execution_remain[ij == 0) { /* execution completed */
arrival_queue[i]-;
arrivalqueue_size = arrival_queue[i];
current_time = time + 1;
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current_cpuresponse = current_time - arrival_time[i][l];
for (j = 1; j <= arrivalqueue_size; j++)
arrival_time[i][j] = arrival_time[i]|j+l];
tot_cpuresponse[i] = tot_cpuresponse[i] + current_cpuresponse;
complete_instancecount[i]++;
if (current_cpuresponse > W[i])
W[i] = current_cpuresponse;
execution_remain[ij = C[i];
} /* if execution_remain[i] == 0 */
} /* if interrupt = = exist */
else /* interrupt = = non_exist */ {
printf("");
}
} /* end of draw_cpu_execution_map() */
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D.2

/*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*

C P U Simulator for Preemptive Deadline Driven Scheduling

Program name: deadline_cpu_simulator.c
CPU simulation program for real-time systems
assuming preemptive deadline driven scheduling.
Input
T[i]:
C[i]:
D[i]:

period of task i.
execution time of task i.
deadline of task i.

Output
C P U execution map.
U_cpu:
C P U utilisation factor.
W[i]:
worst-case C P U response time for task i.
A[i]:
peak-time average C P U response time for task i.
B [i]:
min. required number of buffers for task i.

*/

#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<math.h>

#define
#define
#defme
#define

max_task
max_queue
max_arrival
max_print_column

int

T[max_task],
C[max_task],
D[max_task];

/* input parameters */

U_cpu;
W[max_task],
A[max_task],
B[max_task];

/* output parameters */

double
int

20
20
10000
50

int
int

no_of_tasks;

int
int
int
int
int
int
int

time;
/* timetick*/
arrival_time[max_task] [max_queue];
arrival_queue[max_task];
executionjremain[max_task];
deadline[max_task] [max_queue];
tot_cpuresponse[max_task];
complete_instancecount[max_task];

lcm;

/* peak-time interval */

main()

{

input_process();
serveroverflow_check();
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execution_simulation();
}/*endofmain()*/
input_process()
{
int i;
printfO'Number of tasks? [l..%d] ",max_task); scanf("%d", &no_of_tasks);
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
printf("Min. interarrival time ? "); scanf("%d", &T[i]);
printf("Max. processing time ? "); scanf("%d", &C[i]);
printf("Deadline ?
"); scanf("%d", &D[i]);

} /* end of input_process() */
serveroverflow_check()
{
int i,
busy_time;
lcm = T[l];
for (i = 2; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
lcm = least_common_multiple(lcm, T[i]);
}
printf("\nPeak-time interval = %d\n", lcm);
busy_time = 0;
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
busy_time = busy_time + lcm/T[i]*C[i];
}
printf("CPU busy time = %d\n", busy_time);
U_cpu = (double)(busy_time)/(double)(lcm);
printf("CPU utilisation factor = % f (%f%%)\n\n", U_cpu, (U_cpu* 100.0));
if(U_cpu>1.0){
printf("Server overflow occursAn");
exit(l);
}
} /* end of serveroverflow_check() */

execution_simulation()
{
int

i;

/* head printout */
for (i = 1; i < = max_print_column; i++) {
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if((i%5)==0)printf("+");
elseprintf("");
}
printf("\n");
/* data initialization */
time = 0;
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
' W[i] = 0;
B[i] = l;
arnval_time[i][l] = time;
arrival_queue[i] = 1;
execution_remain[i] = C[i];
deadline[i][l] = time + D[i];
tot_cpuresponse[i] = 0;
complete_instancecount[i] = 0;
}
/* simulate until time reaches to lcm (i.e., peak-time interval) */
do{
draw_cpu_execution_map();
time++;
if ((time%max_print_column) = = 0 ) printf("\n");
} while (time < lcm);
printf("#\n\n\n"); /* terminating time mark */
/* calculate peak-time average response time */
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++)
A[i] = tot_cpuresponse[i] /complete_instancecount[i];
/* printout min, max, avg response times for tasks */
printf("i\tT[i]\tC[i]\tD[i]\tW[i]\tA[i]\tB[i]\n\n");
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
printf("%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\t%d\n",
i, T[i], C[i], D[i], W[i], A[i], B[i]);
}
} /* end of execution_simulation() */
int least_common_multiple(numl, num2) /* numl and num2 should be positive */
intnuml,num2;
{
int i;
for(i= l;i<=num2;i++) {
if (((i*numl) % n u m 2 ) = = 0 ) return (i*numl);

}
} /* end of least_common_multiple(numl, num2) */
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draw_cpu_execution_map()
#define non_exist 0
#define exist 1
int i,
interrupt,
arrivalqueue_size,
earliest_deadline,
current_time,
current_cpuresponse;
interrupt = non_exist;
/* check if any task arrivals */
if(time!=0){
for (i = 1; i < = no_of_tasks; i++) {
if((time%T[i])==0){
arrival_queue[i]++;
arrivalqueue_size = arrival_queue[i];
arrival_time[i][arrivalqueue_size] = time;
deadline[i][arrivalqueue_size] = time + D[i];
if (arrival_queue[i] > B[i])
B[i] = arrival_queue[i];
}
}
}
/* pop the earliest deadline task */
earliest_deadline = 1000000;
for (j = 1; j < = no_of_tasks; j++) {
if (arrival_queue[j] > 0) {
interrupt = exist;
if (deadline[j][l] <earliest_deadline) {
earliest_deadhne = deadline[j][l];
i=j*
else if /* same deadline then FIFO */
((deadline[j][l] = = earliest_deadline) & &
(arrival_time[j][l] < arrival_time[i][ll)) {
i=j;
}
}
}
/* printout the cpu seizure task number */
if (interrupt = = exist) {
printf("%d", i);
execution_remain[i]~;
if (execution_remain[i] == 0) { /* execution completed */
arrival_queue[i]~;
arrivalqueue_size = arrival_queue[i];
current_time = time + 1;
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current_cpuresponse = current_time - arrival_time[i][l];
for (j = 1; j <= arrivalqueue_size; j++) {
arrival_time[i][j] = arrival_time[i][j+l];
deadline[i][j] = deadline[i]{j+l];
}
tot_cpuresponse[i] = tot_cpuresponse[i] + current_cpuresponse;
complete_instancecount[i]++;
if (current_cpuresponse > W[i])
W[i] = current_cpuresponse;
execution_remain[i] = C[i];
} /* if execution_remain[i] == 0 */
} /* if interrupt = = exist */
else /* interrupt = = non_exist */ {
printf("");
}
} /* end of draw_cpu_execution_map() */
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